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Abstract

Over the past several decades, reinforcement learning has emerged as a unifying framework for reward-based

learning and decision making in brains, minds and machines. With a long history crisscrossing the fields of psy-

chology, neuroscience, and artificial intelligence, reinforcement learning has made major contributions to ex-

plaining many human and animal behaviors, the neural circuits underlying these behaviors, and allowing artificial

agents to achieve human-level performance on tasks that were previously beyond the capabilities of computers.

Characterizing the reinforcement learning computations performed by the brain can thus simultaneously ad-

vance our understanding of neurological disorders affecting decision making and also guide theoretical research

towards developing artificial agents capable of dealing with complex real-world domains. Yet despite broad agree-

ment on the prominence of reinforcement learning and its mapping onto brain circuits, many open questions re-

main regarding the particular kinds of representations and algorithms employed by living organisms. In this body

of work, I use a combination of computational modeling, behavioral experiments, and neuroimaging to study

two such questions: how the brain tackles the exploration-exploitation dilemma to efficiently learn the values of

different options, given that it knows the structure of the environment, and how it might learn and represent this

structure in the first place.

I first sought to characterize the neural architecture of uncertainty-guided exploration. Using fMRI, I found

that the relative uncertainty of the available options is reflected in rostrolateral prefrontal cortex and drives di-

rected exploration, while the total uncertainty of the available options is reflected in dorsolateral prefrontal cortex
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and drives random exploration (Paper 1). Next, I asked which brain regions might be involved in learning the

structure of the task. Using fMRI, I found that beliefs about structure are reflected in posterior parietal cortex

and anterior insula, while learning signals that update those beliefs are distributed across a network of frontopari-

etal regions (Paper 2). Finally, I asked how the structure of the world might be represented compactly for effi-

cient goal-directed behavior. Across a series of simulations of past and novel behavioral experiments, I found

evidence for a hierarchical representation that is learned incrementally through probabilistic inference (Paper 3).
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Introduction



All behaving organisms need to make decisions that maximize reward and minimize punishment. Failure to

do so can prevent the organism from acquiring resources requisite for life such as food and water, or expose it to

mortal threats such as predators. Often such decisions need to be made quickly under conditions of scarce and

unreliable information and with little prior experience. Effective decision making in the face of uncertainty is

thus a key prerequisite for the survival of humans and non-human animals, and how this process is realized in the

nervous system is one of the central open questions in behavioral neuroscience.

The problem of optimal decision making has been studied by multiple disciplines in different guises. In com-

puter science, the problem of optimizing a system’s behavior was studied under the banner of optimal control,

with the pioneering work of Bellman introducing the foundational theoretical formulation of the optimal con-

trol problem20 and proposing dynamic programming as a way to solve it19. In psychology, the question of how

animals learn to associate stimuli and actions with rewarding outcomes has been studied within the paradigms

of classical (or Pavlovian) and instrumental conditioning289,220,261,139,291, with the influential model of Rescorla

andWagner ultimately providing a theoretical framework for understanding many of the disperate empirical

observations234.

The marriage of these two parallel traditions in the 80’s gave birth to the modern field of reinforcement learn-

ing as the study of reward-based learning and decision making in artificial and biological agents279. Since then,

reinforcement learning has achieved remarkable success both as a normative theory of how agents should behave,

as demonstrated by sophisticated reinforcement learning algorithms capable of outperforming engineered sys-

tems and humans alike at tasks thought to be hallmarks of human intelligence285,200, as well as a descriptive the-

ory of Pavlovian and instrumental conditioning, accounting for a slew of empirical phenomena that challenged

previous learning theories223,298,249,102.

The superiority of reinforcement learning as descriptive theory of animal learning and decision making was

further cemented in the 90’s by the hallmark discovery that the firing of midbrain dopaminergic neurons closely

mirrors the properties of reward prediction errors in temporal difference reinforcement learning251, a particular

kind of reinforcement learning algorithm. Understanding the role of dopamine through the lens of reinforce-
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ment learning has shed light on many puzzling neural phenomena related to this ubiquitous neuromodulator212.

It has also provided invaluable insights into the mechanism and symptoms of some of the main neurological

disorders implicating dopamine, such as schizophrenia93, Parkinson’s disease256, attention deficit hyperactivity

disorder322, depression36, as well as drug abuse and addiction60. The so-called dopamine reward prediction error

hypothesis has been further validated in multiple species by numerous subsequent studies92,133,219,277,41,87,88,54,274

that have grounded the reinforcement learning framework in the cortico-basal ganglia circuitry, providing fertile

ground for the development of further links between reinforcement learning theory and brain function. The

continual success of reinforcement learning in solving ever more challenging artificial intelligence problems258

and in linking behavioral phenomena to their underlying neural substrates283 has established reinforcement

learning as a unifying framework for studying optimal decision making in both artificial and biological agents.

Despite this success, a fundamental gap remains between the simplicity of reinforcement learning algorithms

currently used to model brain function and the plethora of behaviors necessary to cope with complex real-world

problems like the ones faced by humans and non-human animals in everyday life. On the artificial intelligence

side, such problems are made tractable largely with the use of sophisticated function approximation techniques

(“deep” neural networks120) in conjunction with massive amounts of training and computing power200,258. Yet

these approaches fall short of being useful models of brain function, first because they often require orders of

magnitude more experience and computational resources than would be available to a biological agent, and sec-

ond, because they often lack some of the key ways in which the brain is thought to represent and deal with the

richness and complexity of the world172.

In particular, research suggests that both humans and nonhuman animals learn structured representations (or

internal models) of the world that can be used to simulate the outcomes of different courses of action291,122,117.

Equipped with an appropriate model of the environment, an agent can quickly and flexibly adapt its behav-

ior to new situations with little or no training, allowing superior performance in the face of changing task de-

mands176,171. Additionally, it is been shown that the uncertainty of these representations is also computed and

used in guiding action selection, allowing humans and other animals to calibrate their choices in accordance with
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the normative principles of probabilistic inference65,148,164,108. In particular, representations of uncertainty can

be useful in exploring choices that can significantly improve the agent’s internal model or that hold the great-

est promise of potential reward8. The use of such structured probabilistic representations is also thought to be

crucial for improving the sample complexity of state-of-the-art artificial intelligence systems and bringing them

closer to human-like learning and performance172. Incorporating structure and uncertainty into reinforcement

learning theory and its mapping onto neural circuits is therefore essential both for improving our understanding

of how the brain can flexibly cope with complex environments and for endowing artificial agents with similar

capabilities.

In this work, I approach these questions by evaluating particular representations and algorithms for reinforce-

ment learning using behavioral and neuroimaging experiments. In the first paper, I study how uncertainty is

represented in the brain and how it influences exploratory behavior. While standard reinforcement learning al-

gorithms often implement exploration by simply injecting randomness into choices, humans have been shown

to explore in a more systematic ways, biasing their choices towards alternatives with greater uncertainty (directed

exploration) and also scaling the randomness of their choices with the overall uncertainty in the environment

(random exploration). This is consistent with normative theories which show that these strategies are superior to

naive exploration strategies under certain conditions7,288. Using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI),

I show that a hybrid computational model instantiating both strategies can account for the different represen-

tations of uncertainty in different brain regions and their relation to behavior. In the second paper, I study how

the brain infers the causal structure of the environment, allowing generalization of reward-based associations

to novel stimuli. Causal inference is a core aspect of cognition122 and is thought to be instrumental in allowing

inductive inference in ways that are not captured by standard function approximation techniques171,172. Us-

ing fMRI, I identify brain areas that track signals corresponding to the process of learning the causal structure

of the task, as well as regions tracking the subjective belief about the inferred causal structure. Those regions are

distinct from but overlapping with the brain regions tracking reward-based associations modulated by the in-

ferred causal structure. In the third paper, I ask how humans represent the transition structure of the world for
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purposes of efficient model-based reinforcement learning. The cognitive limitations of humans stand in sharp

contrast with the vast domains in which they operate, suggesting that the human brain relies on different forms

of abstraction to learn a compressed representation of those domains. Such abstractions are thought to be essen-

tial in enabling artificial intelligence systems to handle large-scale problem spaces26. I propose a computational

model for how the brain might discover such abstractions and show that it is in agreement with a number of pre-

vious findings reported in the literature, as well as with a number of new behavioral experiments in which I assess

its novel predictions. Overall, this work shows that structured probabilistic representations are an integral part of

reinforcement learning in the brain, paving the way for incorporating them into reinforcement learning theory

and further interrogating the underlying neural implementation.
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1
Dissociable Neural Correlates of Uncertainty

Underlie Different Exploration Strategies



1.1 Abstract

Most real-world decisions involve a delicate balance between exploring unfamiliar alternatives and committing

to the best known option. Uncertainty lies at the core of this “explore-exploit” dilemma, for if all options were

perfectly known, there would be no need to explore. Yet despite the prominent role of uncertainty-guided ex-

ploration in decision making, evidence for its neural implementation is still sparse. We investigated this question

with model-based fMRI (n = 31) using a two-armed bandit task that independently manipulates two forms of

uncertainty underlying different exploration strategies. The relative uncertainty between the two options was

correlated with BOLD activity in right rostrolateral prefrontal cortex and drove directed exploration, a strat-

egy that adds an uncertainty bonus to each option. The total uncertainty across the two options was correlated

with activity in right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and drove random exploration, a strategy that increases choice

stochasticity in proportion to total uncertainty. The subjective estimates of uncertainty from both regions were

predictive of subject choices. Finally, the decision value signal combining relative and total uncertainty to com-

pute choice was reflected in motor cortex activity. The variance of this decision value signal scaled with total

uncertainty, consistent with a sampling mechanism for random exploration. Overall, these results are consistent

with a hybrid computational architecture in which different uncertainty computations are performed separately

and then combined by downstream decision circuits to compute choice.

1.2 Introduction

For every decision that we make, we have to choose between the best option that we know so far (exploitation), or

a less familiar option that could be even better (exploration). This “explore-exploit” dilemma appears at all levels

of decision making, ranging from the mundane (Do I go to my favorite restaurant, or try a new one?) to the mo-

mentous (Do I marry my current partner, or try a new one?). Despite its ubiquity in everyday life, little is known

about how the brain handles the exploration-exploitation trade-off. Intuitively, either extreme is undesirable: an

agent that solely exploits will never adapt to changes in the environment (or even learn which options are good
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in the first place), while an agent that solely explores will never reap the fruits of that exploration. Yet striking

the perfect balance is computationally intractable beyond the simplest examples, and hence humans and animals

must adopt various heuristics40,195,313.

Earlier research suggested that people choose options in proportion to their expected values57,317, a strat-

egy known as softmax exploration that is closely related to other psychological phenomena such as probability

matching (for a detailed review, see Schulz & Gershman 253). Later studies showed that people explore in a more

sophisticated manner, using uncertainty to guide their choices towards more promising options311,105. These

strategies are more adaptive in nonstationary environments and come in two distinct flavors: directed and ran-

dom exploration strategies.

Directed exploration strategies direct the agent’s choices towards uncertain options, which is equivalent to

adding an uncertainty bonus to their subjective values. For example, for your next meal, you might forego your

favorite restaurant for a new one that just opened down the street, and you might even go there several times

until you are certain it is no better than your favorite. Thus while softmax exploration is sensitive to the relative

value of each option, preferring options with higher payoffs, directed exploration is additionally sensitive to the

relative uncertainty of each option, preferring options with more uncertainty as they hold greater potential for

gain. Directed exploration is closely related to the phenomenon of risk-seeking136,306 and has strong empirical

support96,267,70.

Previous work105,106,113 has shown that directed exploration in humans is well captured by the upper con-

fidence bound (UCB) algorithm7, in which the uncertainty bonus is the one-sided confidence interval of the

expected value:

at = argmax
k

[Qt(k) + Ut(k)], (1.1)

where at is the action chosen at time t,Qt(k) is the expected reward of action k at time t, andUt(k) is the up-
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per confidence bound of the reward that plays the role of an uncertainty bonus. In a Bayesian variant of UCB268,

Qt(k) corresponds to the posterior mean andUt(k) is proportional to the posterior standard deviation σt(k). Re-

turning to the restaurant example, even if both restaurants have the same expected value (Qt(new) = Qt(old)),

UCB would initially prefer the new one since it has greater uncertainty (Ut(new) > Ut(old)).

Random exploration strategies introduce randomness into choice behavior, causing the agent to sometimes

explore less favorable options. For example, when you move to a new neighborhood, you might initially pick

restaurants at random until you learn which ones are good. While earlier studies favored value-based random ex-

ploration strategies such as softmax exploration, later work105,106 has shown that random exploration in people is

additionally sensitive to the total uncertainty of the available options, increasing choice stochasticity when option

values are more uncertain. This can cause choice variability to track payoff variability, a phenomenon sometimes

referred to as the payoff variability effect206,31,86.

One prominent instantiation of random exploration in reinforcement learning is Thompson sampling288,

which samples values randomly from the posterior value distribution of each action and then chooses greedily

with respect to the sampled values:

Q̃t(k) ∼ p(Qt(k)) (1.2)

at = argmax
k

Q̃t(k), (1.3)

where p(.) is the posterior value distribution and Q̃t(k) is the sampled value for arm k at time t. Returning to

the neighborhood example, the familiar restaurants in your old neighborhood have narrow value distributions

around their expected values (low total uncertainty). This will cause Thompson sampling to consistently draw

samples Q̃t(k) that are close to their expected values, which will often result in choosing the same restaurant,

namely the one with the highest expected value. In contrast, the unfamiliar restaurants in the new neighborhood

have wide value distributions (high total uncertainty), which will result in significant variation in the Thompson
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samples Q̃t(k) and a corresponding variation in the chosen restaurant.

Directed and random exploration strategies confer separate ecological advantages, which has led researchers

in reinforcement learning to develop algorithms that use a hybrid of UCB and Thompson sampling34,189. Cor-

respondingly, recent evidence suggests that people also employ a combination of directed and random explo-

ration311,105. A study by Gershman 106 used a two-armed bandit task to show that human choices are consistent

with a particular hybrid of UCB and Thompson sampling. Furthermore, the study showed that different uncer-

tainty computations underlie each exploration strategy, with the relative uncertainty between the two options

driving directed exploration, and the total uncertainty of the two options driving random exploration. This led

us to hypothesize the existence of dissociable neural implementations of both strategies in the brain. At least

three lines of evidence support this claim. First, dopamine genes with anatomically distinct expression profiles are

differentially associated with directed and random exploration113. Second, transcranial magnetic stimulation of

right rostrolateral prefrontal cortex (RLPFC) affects directed, but not random, exploration321. Third, directed

and random exploration have different developmental trajectories265.

In the present study, we used functional MRI to probe the neural underpinnings of the uncertainty computa-

tions that influence directed and random exploration. Subjects performed a two-armed bandit task in which each

arm was either “safe”, meaning it delivered the same reward during the whole block, or “risky”, meaning it deliv-

ered variable rewards. This allowed us to separate the effects of relative and total uncertainty and examine how

their neural correlates influence directed and random exploration, in accordance with the theoretical principles

outlined above. We found that relative uncertainty is reflected in right RLPFC, and total uncertainty is reflected

in right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC), replicating findings reported by Badre et al. 11 . The neural sig-

nal in right RLPFC predicted cross-trial variability in directed but not random exploration, whereas the neural

signal in right DLPFC predicted cross-trial variability in random but not directed exploration. We also found

that the linear combination of relative and total uncertainty with value is reflected in motor cortex, suggesting

that these upstream estimates are integrated by motor circuits in order to compute the categorical decision. By

linking activity in those regions with human choices via a hybrid UCB/Thompson sampling model, our work
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provides new insight into the distinct uncertainty computations performed by the brain and their role in guiding

behavior.

1.3 Relative and total uncertainty guide directed and random exploration

We scanned 31 human subjects (17 female, ages 18-35) using functional MRI while they performed a two-armed

bandit task in which subjects are informed about the riskiness of each option106. On each trial, subjects saw the

labels of the two options, each of which could be either “safe” (S) or “risky” (R; Figure 1.1A). A safe option al-

ways delivered the same reward for the duration of the block, while a risky option delivered Gaussian-distributed

rewards around a mean that remained fixed for the duration of the block (Figure 1.1B). We denote the trial types

by the pair of option labels (e.g., on “RS” trials, option 1 is risky and option 2 is safe). Trial types and average re-

wards remained fixed within blocks and varied randomly across blocks. Subjects were explicitly informed of the

statistics of the task and performed four practice blocks before entering the scanner.

Importantly, this task design allowed us to independently measure the effect of different types of uncertainty

on subject choices. Directed and random exploration predict different effects across different block conditions,

which can be illustrated by considering the probability of choosing option 1, P(choose 1), as a function of the

expected value difference for the given block, μ(1)− μ(2) (the choice function; Figure 1.1C and D).

RS and SR trials manipulate relative uncertainty (greater for the option 1 on RS trials and greater for option 2

on SR trials) while controlling for total uncertainty (identical across RS and SR trials). A strategy that is insensi-

tive to relative uncertainty such as softmax exploration would be indifferent between the two options (P(choose

1) = 0.5) when they have equal values (μ(1) − μ(2) = 0). In contrast, UCB predicts a bias towards the risky

option, preferring option 1 on RS trials and option 2 on SR trials, even when the expected value difference might

dictate otherwise. This would manifest as an opposite intercept shift in the choice probability function of RS

and SR trials, such that P(choose 1) > 0.5 when μ(1) − μ(2) = 0 on RS trials and P(choose 1) < 0.5 when

μ(1)− μ(2) = 0 on SR trials (Figure 1.1C).
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In contrast, RR and SS trials manipulate total uncertainty (high on RR trials and low on SS trials) while

controlling for relative uncertainty (identical across RR and SS trials). A strategy that is insensitive to total un-

certainty such as UCB would predict the same choice function for both trial types. In contrast, Thompson

sampling predicts more stochastic choices when there is more uncertainty, resulting in more random choices

(P(choose 1) closer to 0.5) even when the relative expected value strongly favors one option (μ(1) − μ(2) far

from 0). This would manifest as a shallower slope of the choice probability function of RR compared to SS trials

(Figure 1.1D).

Overall, subjects identified the better option in each block (i.e., the option kwith the greater expected reward

μ(k)) relatively quickly, with average performance plateauing by the middle of each block (Figure A.1). Impor-

tantly, in accordance with the theory, we found that manipulating relative uncertainty (RS vs. SR) shifted the

intercept of the choice probability function (Figure 1.2A, Figure A.2): the intercept for RS trials was significantly

greater than the intercept for SR trials (F(1, 9711) = 21.0, p = 0.000005). Moreover, the intercept for RS trials

was significantly greater than 0 (F(1, 9711) = 10.8, p = 0.001), while the intercept for SR trials was significantly

less than 0 (F(1, 9711) = 17.9, p = 0.00002). There was only a small effect of total uncertainty on the inter-
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cept (RR vs. SS, F(1, 9711) = 4.1, p = 0.04). This indicates that, regardless of relative expected value, subjects

showed a bias towards the risky option, consistent with UCB.

Conversely, manipulating total uncertainty (RR vs. SS) altered the slope of the choice probability function

(Figure 1.2B, Figure A.2): the slope for RR trials is smaller than the slope for SS trials (F(1, 9711) = 3.4, p =

0.07). While the effect is small due to the small sample size, it is in the right direction and is consistent with pre-

vious replications of this experiment106,113. There was no effect of relative uncertainty (RS vs. SR) on the slope

(F(1, 9711) = 0.06, p = 0.8). This indicates that when both options were risky, subjects were less sensitive to

their relative reward advantage, consistent with Thompson sampling.

To examine how relative and total uncertainty influence directed and random exploration on a trial-by-trial

basis, we modeled subject choices using a probit regression model106:

P(at = 1|w) = Φ(w1Vt + w2RUt + w3Vt/TUt), (1.4)

where Φ(·) is the standard Gaussian cumulative distribution function and the regressors are the following

model-derived trial-by-trial posterior estimates:

• Value difference, Vt = Qt(1)− Qt(2).

• Relative uncertainty, RUt = σt(1)− σt(2).

• Total uncertainty, TUt =
√

σ2t (1) + σ2t (2).

HereQt(k) corresponds to the posterior expected value of option k (Eq. 1.6) and σt(k) is the posterior stan-

dard deviation around that expectation (Eq. 1.7), proportional to the uncertainty bonus in UCB. Note that these

are trial-by-trial estimates based on the posterior quantities computed by the ideal observer model.

Gershman 105 showed that, despite its apparent simplicity, this is not a reduced formmodel but rather the ex-

act analytical form of the most parsimonious hybrid of UCB and Thompson sampling that reduces to pure UCB
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when w3 = 0, to pure Thompson sampling when w2 = 0, and to pure softmax exploration when w2 = w3 = 0.

Thus the hybrid model balances exploitation (governed by w1) with directed (w2) and random (w3) exploration

simultaneously for each choice, without the need to dynamically select one strategy over the other (whether

and how the brain might perform this meta-decision is beyond the scope of our present work). If subjects use

both UCB and Thompson sampling, the model predicts that all three regressors will have a significant effect on

choices (w1 > 0,w2 > 0,w3 > 0).

Correspondingly, the maximum likelihood estimates of all three fixed effects coefficients were significantly

greater than zero: w1 = 0.166 ± 0.016 (t(9716) = 10.34, p = p < 10−20; mean± s.e.m., two-tailed t-test),

w2 = 0.175±0.021 (t(9716) = 8.17, p = p < 10−15), and w3 = 0.005±0.001 (t(9716) = 4.47, p = p < 10−5).

Model comparisons revealed that the UCB/Thompson hybrid model fits subject choices better than UCB or

Thompson sampling alone, which in turn fit choices better than softmax alone (Table A.1). Bayesian model

comparison strongly favored the hybrid model over alternative models protected exceedance probability = 1;238.

Furthermore, running these models generatively with the corresponding fitted parameters on the same bandits

as the subjects revealed significant differences in model performance (Figure A.3, F(3, 1236) = 291.58, p <

10−20, one-way ANOVA). The UCB/Thompson hybrid outperformed UCB and Thompson sampling alone

(UCB vs. hybrid, p < 10−8; Thompson vs. hybrid, p < 10−8, pairwise multiple comparison tests), which in

turn outperformed softmax exploration (softmax vs. UCB, p < 10−5; softmax vs. Thompson, p < 10−8).

Similar results replicated across a range of coefficients (Figure A.4), signifying the distinct and complementary

ecological advantages of UCB and Thompson sampling. Thus relying on both UCB (w2 > 0) and Thompson

sampling (w3 > 0) should yield better overall performance. In line with this prediction, we found better per-

formance among subjects whose choices are more sensitive to RUt (greater w2), consistent with greater reliance

on UCB (Figure A.5B, r(29) = 0.47, p = 0.008, Pearson correlation). Similarly, we found better perfor-

mance among subjects whose choices are more sensitive to Vt/TUt (greater w3), consistent with greater reliance

on Thompson sampling (Figure A.5C, r(29) = 0.53, p = 0.002). Finaly, note that even though optimal explo-

ration is intractable in general, the hybrid model computes choices in constant time by simply computing Eq. 1.4.
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Figure 1.3: Right RLPFC tracks rela ve but not total uncertainty.
(A) Whole-brain |RUt| contrast from GLM 1. Single voxels were thresholded at p < 0.001. Mul ple comparisons correc on was not
applied (corrected version is shown in Figure A.7A). The color scale represents t-values across subjects. The circled ROI in right RLPFC
(MNI [36 56 -8]) from Badre et al. 11 was used in the subsequent confirmatory analysis (10 mm sphere around the peak voxel).
(B) Neural regression coefficients (betas) from GLM 1 for the parametric modulators |RUt| (β|RU|) and TUt (βTU) at trial onset, averaged
across voxels in the ROI. Error bars are cross-subject standard errors. ** = p < 0.01, ns = not significant.

Taken together, these results replicate and expand upon previous findings106, highlighting the superiority of the

UCB/Thompson hybrid as a descriptive as well as normative model of uncertainty-guided exploration. Thus

humans do and ought to employ both directed and random exploration, driven by relative and total uncertainty,

respectively.

1.4 Neural correlates of relative and total uncertainty

Next, we asked whether relative and total uncertainty are represented in distinct anatomical loci. We performed

an unbiased whole-brain univariate analysis using a general linear model (GLM 1) with model-derived trial-by-

trial posterior estimates of the quantities used in computing the decision (Eq 1.4): absolute relative uncertainty

(|RUt|), total uncertainty (TUt), absolute value difference (|Vt|), and absolute value difference scaled by total

uncertainty (|Vt|/TUt) as non-orthogonalized impulse regressors at trial onset (see Methods). We report whole-

brain t-maps after thresholding single voxels at p < 0.001 (uncorrected) and applying cluster family wise error

(FWE) correction at significance level α = 0.05.
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Figure 1.4: Right DLPFC tracks total but not rela ve uncertainty.
(A) Whole-brain TUt contrast from GLM 1. Single voxels were thresholded at p < 0.001. Mul ple comparisons correc on was not
applied (corrected version is shown in Figure A.7B). The color scale represents t-values across subjects. The circled ROI in right DLPFC
(MNI [38 30 34]) from Badre et al. 11 was used in the subsequent confirmatory analysis (10 mm sphere around the peak voxel).
(B) Neural regression coefficients (betas) from GLM 1 for the parametric modulators |RUt| (β|RU|) and TUt (βTU) at trial onset. Error bars
are cross-subject standard errors. ** = p < 0.01, ns = not significant.

For relative uncertainty, we found a large negative bilateral occipital cluster that extended dorsally into inferior

parietal cortex and primary motor cortex, and ventrally into inferior temporal cortex (Figure A.7A, Table A.3).

For total uncertainty, we found bilateral positive clusters in the inferior parietal lobe, DLPFC, anterior insula,

inferior temporal lobe, midcingulate cortex, superior posterior thalamus, and premotor cortex (Figure A.7B,

Table A.4). We did not find any clusters for |Vt| or |Vt|/TUt.

Based on previous studies11,321, we expected to find a positive cluster for relative uncertainty in right RLPFC.

While we did observe such a cluster in the uncorrected contrast (Figure 1.3A), it did not survive FWE correc-

tion. We pursued this hypothesis further using a priori ROIs from Badre et al. 11 , who reported a positive effect

of relative uncertainty in right RLPFC (MNI [36 56 -8]) and of total uncertainty in right DLPFC (MNI [38 30

34]). In accordance with their results, in right RLPFC we found a significant effect of relative uncertainty (Fig-

ure 1.3B; t(30) = 3.24, p = 0.003, two-tailed t-test) but not of total uncertainty (t(30) = −0.55, p = 0.58).

The significance of this difference was confirmed by the contrast between the two regressors (t(30) = 2.96, p =

0.006, paired t-test). Conversely, in right DLPFC there was a significant effect of total uncertainty (Figure 1.4B;
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Table 1.1: Model comparison with neurally-decoded regressors. Model fits a er augmen ng the UCB/Thompson hybrid (Eq. 1.4) with
es mates of rela ve uncertainty, total uncertainty, and decision value, decoded from brain ac vity. Lower BIC indicates be er fit. BIC =
Bayesian informa on criterion.

Model Regressors BIC
Baseline

UCB/Thompson hybrid with intercept (Eq. 1.4) 1 + V + RU + V/TU 6410.00

R̂U and T̂U from right RLPFC
Baseline augmented with R̂U (Eq. 1.12) 1 + V + RU + V/TU + R̂U 6406.54
Baseline augmented with T̂U (Eq. 1.13) 1 + V + RU + V/TU + V/T̂U 6421.57

R̂U and T̂U from right DLPFC
Baseline augmented with R̂U (Eq. 1.12) 1 + V + RU + V/TU + R̂U 6418.85
Baseline augmented with T̂U (Eq. 1.13) 1 + V + RU + V/TU + V/T̂U 6358.53

R̂U from right RLPFC and T̂U from right DLPFC
Baseline augmented with R̂U and T̂U (Eq. 1.14) 1 + V + RU + V/TU + R̂U + V/T̂U 6359.03

D̂V from left M1
Baseline augmented with D̂V (Eq. 1.15) 1 + V + RU + V/TU + D̂V 6407.84

t(30) = 3.36, p = 0.002) but not of relative uncertainty (t(30) = 0.71, p = 0.48), although the contrast

between the two did not reach significance (t(30) = 1.74, p = 0.09). These results replicate Badre et al. 11 ’s

findings and suggest that relative and total uncertainty are represented in right RLPFC and right DLPFC, respec-

tively.

1.5 Subjective estimates of relative and total uncertainty predict choices

If right RLPFC and right DLPFC encode relative and total uncertainty, respectively, then we should be able to

use their activations to decode trial-by-trial subjective estimates of RUt and TUt. In particular, on any given trial,

a subject’s estimate of relative and total uncertainty might differ from the ideal observer estimates RUt and TUt

stipulated by the hybrid model (Eq. 1.4). This could occur for a number of reasons, such as neural noise, inatten-

tion, or a suboptimal learning rate. Importantly, any deviation from the ideal observer estimates would result in a

corresponding deviation of the subject’s choices from the model predictions. Therefore if we augment the hybrid
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model to include the neurally-decoded subjective estimates of relative and total uncertainty (denoted by R̂Ut and

T̂Ut, respectively), then we should arrive at more accurate predictions of subject choices (see Methods).

Indeed, this is what we found. Including the decoded trial-by-trial R̂Ut (Eq. 1.12) from right RLPFC (MNI

[36 56 -8]) significantly improved predictions of subject choices (Table 1.1; BICs: 6407 vs. 6410). Importantly,

decoding trial-by-trial T̂Ut from right RLPFC and augmenting the model with Vt/T̂Ut (Eq. 1.13) did not im-

prove choice predictions (BICs: 6421 vs. 6410).

Similarly, augmenting the hybrid model with Vt/T̂Ut (Eq. 1.13) when T̂Ut was decoded from right DLPFC

(MNI [38 30 34]) significantly improved predictions of subject choices (Table 1.1; BICs: 6359 vs. 6410). Con-

versely, augmenting the model with R̂Ut (Eq. 1.12) decoded from right DLPFC did not improve choice predic-

tions (BICs: 6419 vs. 6410). Together, these results show that variability in the neural representations of uncer-

tainty in the corresponding regions predicts choices, consistent with the idea that those representations are used

in a downstream decision computation.

We additionally augmented the model with both R̂Ut from right RLPFC and Vt/T̂Ut, with T̂Ut from right

DLPFC (Eq. 1.14, Table 1.1). This improved choice predictions beyond the improvement of including R̂Ut

alone (BICs: 6359 vs. 6406). It also resulted in better choice fits than including Vt/T̂Ut alone (Eq. 1.13), which

is reflected in the lower AIC (6273 vs. 6287) and deviance (6249 vs. 6266), even though the more stringent BIC

criterion is comparable (6359 vs. 6359). This suggests that the two uncertainty computations provide comple-

mentary yet not entirely independent contributions to choices.

1.6 Neural correlates of downstream decision value computation

We next sought to identify the downstream decision circuits that combine the relative and total uncertainty es-

timates to compute choice. Following the rationale of the UCB/Thompson hybrid model, we assume that the

most parsimonious way to compute decisions is to linearly combine the uncertainty estimates with the value es-

timate, as in Eq. 1.4. We therefore employed a similar GLM to GLM 1 (GLM 2, Table A.2) with model-derived
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Figure 1.5: Primary motor cortex tracks decision value.
(A) Whole-brain |DVt| contrast from GLM 2. Single voxels were thresholded at p < 0.001 and cluster FWE correc on was applied
at significance level α = 0.05. The ROI in le primary motor cortex (le M1; peak MNI [-38 -8 62]) was used in the subsequent
confirmatory analysis (10 mm sphere around the peak voxel).
(B) Cross-subject correla on between the BIC in le M1, quan fying the extent to which neural ac vity in that region is captured by
GLM 2 (lower BIC indicates be er fit), and average performance.
(C) Cross-subject correla on between the BIC in le M1 and model log likelihood, quan fying the extent to which the subject’s choices
are consistent with the UCB/Thompson hybrid model.

trial-by-trial estimates of the decision value (DV) as the only parametric modulator at trial onset. We quantified

decision value as the linear combination of the terms in Eq. 1.4, weighted by the corresponding subject-specific

random effects coefficientsw from the probit regression:

DVt = w1Vt + w2RUt + w3Vt/TUt. (1.5)

As before, we took the absolute decision value |DVt| for purposes of identifiability. As previously, we thresh-

olded single voxels at p < 0.001 (uncorrected) and applied cluster FWE correction at significance level α = 0.05.

This revealed a single negative cluster in left primary motor cortex (peakMNI [-38 -8 62], Figure 1.5A, Ta-

ble A.5).

We defined an ROI as a 10 mm sphere around the peak voxel, which we refer to as left M1 in subsequent con-

firmatory analyses. Note that this activation is not simply reflecting motor responses, since those are captured by

a chosen action regressor (Table A.2). Another possible confound is reaction time (RT). When controlling for
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RT, motor cortex activations become unrelated to |DVt| (GLM 2A in Supplemental Information). This could be

explained by a sequential sampling implementation of our model (see Discussion), according to which RT would

depend strongly on DV. Consistent with this interpretation, model comparison revealed that left M1 activity is

best explained by a combination of DV and RT, rather than DV or RT alone (see Supplemental Information).

1.7 Subjective estimate of decision value predicts within-subject and cross-subject

choice variability

If left M1 encodes the decision value, then we should be able to use its activation to decode trial-by-trial subjec-

tive estimates of DVt, similarly to how we were able to extract subjective estimates of RUt and TUt. In particular,

on any given trial, a subject’s estimate of the decision value might differ from the linear combination of the ideal

observer estimates (Eq. 1.5). Importantly, any such deviations would result in corresponding deviations from

the model-predicted choices. Following the same logic as before, we augmented the hybrid model to include a

linearly decoded trial-by-trial estimate of the decision value (denoted by D̂V) from left M1 (Eq. 1.15). This im-

proved predictions of subject choices (Table 1.1, BICs: 6408 vs. 6410), consistent with the idea that this region

computes the linear combination of relative and total uncertainty with value, which in turn is used to compute

choice.

In order to further validate the ROI, we performed a cross-subject correlation between the extent to which

GLM 2 captures neural activity in left M1 (quantified by the BIC; see Methods) and subject performance (quan-

tified by the proportion of trials on which the subject chose the better option). We reasoned that some subjects

will perform computations that are more similar to our model than other subjects. If our model is a plausible

approximation of the underlying computations, then it should better capture neural activity in the decision

value ROI for those subjects, resulting in lower BICs. Furthermore, those subjects should also exhibit better

performance, in line with the normative principles of our model (Figures A.3, A.4, and A.5; Table A.1). This

prediction was substantiated: we found a significant negative correlation between BIC and performance (Fig-
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ure 1.5B, r(29) = −0.44, p = 0.01, Pearson correlation), indicating that subjects whose brain activity matches

the model also tend to perform better. We found a similar correlation between BIC and model log likelihood

(Figure 1.5C, r(29) = −0.37, p = 0.04), which quantifies how well the subject’s behavior is captured by

the UCB/Thompson hybrid model (Eq. 1.4). Together, these results build upon our previous findings and sug-

gest that left M1 combines the subjective estimate of relative and total uncertainty from right RLPFC and right

DLPFC, respectively, with the subjective value estimate, in order to compute choice.

1.8 Variability in the decision value signal scales with total uncertainty

The lack of any main effect for |Vt|/TUt in GLM 1 could be explained by a mechanistic account according to

which, instead of directly implementing our closed-form probit model (Eq. 1.4), the brain is drawing and com-

paring samples from the posterior value distributions. This corresponds exactly to Thompson sampling and

would produce the exact same behavior as the analytical model. However, it makes different neural predictions,

namely that: 1) there would be no explicit coding of Vt/TUt, and 2) the variance of the decision value would

scale with (squared) total uncertainty. The latter is true because the variance of the Thompson sample for arm k

on trial t is σ2t (k), and hence the variance of the sample difference is σ2t (1) + σ2t (2) = TU2
t . Thus while we cannot

infer the drawn samples on any particular trial, we can check whether the unexplained variance around the mean

decision value signal in left M1 is correlated with TU2
t .

To test this hypothesis, we correlated the residual variance of the GLM 2 fits in the decision value ROI (Fig-

ure 1.5A; left M1, peakMNI [-38 -8 62]) with TU2
t . We found a positive correlation (t(30) = 2.06, p = 0.05,

two-tailed t-test across subjects of the within-subject Fisher z-transformed Pearson correlation coefficients), con-

sistent with the idea that total uncertainty affects choices via a sampling mechanism that is implemented in motor

cortex.
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1.9 Discussion

Balancing exploration and exploitation lies at the heart of decision making, and understanding the neural cir-

cuitry that underlies different forms of exploration is central to understanding how the brain makes choices in

the real world. Here we show that human choices are consistent with a particular hybrid of directed and random

exploration strategies, driven respectively by the relative and total uncertainty of the options. This dissociation

between the two uncertainty computations predicted by the model was reified as an anatomical dissociation be-

tween their neural correlates. Our GLM results confirm the previously identified role of right RLPFC and right

DLPFC in encoding relative and total uncertainty, respectively11. Crucially, our work further elaborates the

functional role of those regions by providing a normative account of how both uncertainty estimates are used

by the brain to make choices, with relative uncertainty driving direct exploration and total uncertainty driving

random exploration. This account was validated by our decoding analysis and decision value GLM, which sug-

gest that the two uncertainty estimates are combined with the value estimate in downstreammotor cortex, which

ultimately performs the categorical decision computation.

While our study replicates the results reported by Badre et al. 11 , it goes beyond their work in several important

ways. First, our task design explicitly manipulates uncertainty – the main quantity of interest – across the differ-

ent task conditions, whereas the task design in Badre et al. 11 is focused on manipulating expected value. Second,

relative and total uncertainty are manipulated independently in our task design: relative uncertainty differs across

RS and SR trials, while total uncertainty remains fixed, on average; the converse holds for SS and RR trials. Or-

thogonalizing relative and total uncertainty in this way allows us to directly assess their differential contribution

to choices (Figure A.2). Third, the exploration strategies employed by our model are rooted in normative prin-

ciples developed in the machine learning literature7,288, with theoretical performance guarantees which were

confirmed by our simulations (Figure A.3, A.4). In particular, the separate contributions of relative and total un-

certainty to choices are derived directly fromUCB and Thompson sampling, implementing directed and random

exploration, respectively. Fourth, this allows us to link relative and total uncertainty and their neural correlates
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directly to subject behavior and interpret the results in light of the corresponding exploration strategies.

Previous studies have also found a signature of exploration in RLPFC, also referred to as frontopolar cor-

tex57,22,11,18, however, with the exception of Badre et al. 11 , these studies did not disentangle different exploration

strategies or examine their relation to uncertainty. More pertinent to our study, Zajkowski et al. 321 reported

that inhibiting right RLPFC reduces directed but not random exploration. This is consistent with our finding

that activity in right RLPFC tracks the subjective estimate of relative uncertainty which underlies the directed

exploration component of choices in our model. Disrupting activity in right RLPFC can thus be understood as

introducing noise into or reducing the subjective estimate of relative uncertainty, resulting in choices that are less

consistent with directed exploration.

One important novel contribution of our work is to elucidate the role of the total uncertainty signal from

right DLPFC in decision making. Previous studies have shown that DLPFC is sensitive to uncertainty138 and

that perturbing DLPFC can affect decision-making under uncertainty152,290,89. Most closely related to our

study, Knoch et al. 152 showed that suppressing right DLPFC (but not left DLPFC) with repetitive transcranial

magnetic stimulation leads to risk-seeking behavior, resulting in more choices of the suboptimal “risky” option

over the better “safe” option. Conversely, Fecteau et al. 89 showed that stimulating right DLPFC with transcra-

nial direct current stimulation reduces risk-seeking behavior. One way to interpret these findings in light of our

framework is that, similarly to the Zajkowski et al. 321 study, suppressing right DLPFC reduces random explo-

ration, which diminishes sensitivity to the value difference (Eq. 1.4, third term) while allowing directed explo-

ration to dominate choices (Eq. 1.4, second term), leading to apparently risk-seeking behavior. Stimulating right

DLPFC would then have the opposite effect, increasing random exploration and thereby increasing sensitivity to

the value difference between the two options, leading to an increased preference for the safe option.

Our definition of uncertainty as the posterior standard deviation of the mean (sometimes referred to as esti-

mation uncertainty, parameter uncertainty, or ambiguity) is different from the expected uncertainty due to the

unpredictability of the reward from the risky option on any particular trial sometimes referred to as irreducible

uncertainty or risk;221. These two forms of uncertainty are generally related, and in particular in our study, es-
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timation uncertainty is higher, on average, for risky arms due to the variability of their rewards, which makes it

difficult to estimate the mean exactly. However, they are traditionally associated with opposite behaviors: risk-

aversion predicts that people would prefer the safe over the risky option147, while uncertainty-guided exploration

predicts a preference for the risky option, all else equal (Figure 1.1C). While we did not seek to explicitly disen-

tangle risk from estimation uncertainty in our study, our behavioral (Figure 1.2A and Figure A.2) and neural

(Figure 1.3) results are consistent with the latter interpretation.

Our finding that decision value is reflected in motor cortex might seem somewhat at odds with previous neu-

roimaging studies of value coding, which is often localized to ventromedial prefrontal cortex vmPFC;177, or-

bitofrontal cortex303, or the intraparietal sulcus111. However, most of these studies consider the values of the

available options (Qt) or the difference between them (Vt), without taking into account the uncertainty of those

quantities. This suggests that the values encoded in those regions are divorced from any uncertainty-related in-

formation, which would render them insufficient to drive uncertainty-guided exploratory behavior on their own.

Uncertainty would have to be computed elsewhere and then integrated with these value signals by downstream

decision circuits closer to motor output. Our results do not contradict these studies (in fact, we observe traces of

value coding in vmPFC in our data as well; see Figure A.9C and Supplemental Information) but instead point

to the possibility that the value signal is computed separately and combined with the uncertainty signals from

RLPFC and DLPFC downstream by motor cortex, which ultimately computes choice.

One mechanism by which this could occur is suggested by sequential sampling models, which posit that the

decision value DVt drives a noisy accumulator to a decision bound, at which point a decision is made31. This is

consistent with Gershman 106 ’s analysis of reaction time patterns on the same task as ours. It is also consistent

with studies reporting neural signatures of evidence accumulation during perceptual as well as value-based judg-

ments in human motor cortex125,128,132,118,227. It is worth noting that for our right-handed subjects, left motor

cortex is the final cortical area implementing the motor choice. One potential avenue for future studies would

be to investigate whether the decision value area will shift if subjects respond using a different modality, such

as their left hand, or using eye movements. This would be consistent with previous studies that have identified
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effector-specific value coding in human cortex111.

One prediction following from the sequential sampling interpretation is that motor cortex should be more ac-

tive for more challenging choices (i.e. when DVt is close to zero), since the evidence accumulation process would

take longer to reach the decision threshold. Indeed, this is consistent with our result, and reconciles the appar-

ently perplexing negative direction of the effect: |DVt| can be understood as reflecting decision confidence, since

a large |DVt| indicates that one option is significantly preferable to the other, making it highly likely that it would

be chosen, whereas a small |DVt| indicates that the two options are comparable, making choices more stochas-

tic (Eq. 1.4 and 1.5). Since we found that motor cortex is negatively correlated with |DVt|, this means that it is

negatively correlated with decision confidence, or equivalently, that it is positively correlated with decision uncer-

tainty. In other words, motor cortex is more active for more challenging choices, as predicted by the sequential

sampling framework.

Another puzzling aspect of our results that merits further investigation is the lack of any signal corresponding

to Vt/TUt. This suggests that the division might be performed by circuits downstream from right DLPFC, such

as motor cortex. Alternatively, it could be that, true to Thompson sampling, the brain is generating samples from

the posterior value distributions and comparing them to make decisions. In that case, what we are seeing in mo-

tor cortex could be the average of those samples, consistent with the analytical form of the UCB/Thompson hy-

brid (Eq. 1.4) which is derived precisely by averaging over all possible samples105. A sampling mechanism could

thus explain both the negative sign of the |DVt| effect in motor cortex, as well as the absence of Vt/TUt in the

BOLD signal. Such a sampling mechanism also predicts that the variance of the decision value signal should

scale with (squared) total uncertainty, which is precisely what we found. Overall, our data suggest that random

exploration might be implemented by a sampling mechanism which directly enters the drawn samples into the

decision value computation in motor cortex.

The neural and behavioral dissociation between relative and total uncertainty found in our study points to po-

tential avenues for future research that could establish a double dissociation between the corresponding brain

regions. Temporarily disrupting activity in right RLPFC should affect directed exploration (reducing w2 in
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Eq. 1.4), while leaving random exploration intact (not changing w3 in Eq. 1.4). Conversely, disrupting right

DLPFC should affect random but not directed exploration. This would expand upon the RLPFC results of

Zajkowski et al. 321 by establishing a causal role for both regions in the corresponding uncertainty computations

and exploration strategies.

In summary, we show that humans tackle the exploration-exploitation trade-off using a combination of di-

rected and random exploration strategies driven by neurally dissociable uncertainty computations. Relative un-

certainty was correlated with activity in right RLPFC and influenced directed exploration, while total uncer-

tainty was correlated with activity in right DLPFC and influenced random exploration. Subjective trial-by-trial

estimates decoded from both regions predicted subject responding, while motor cortex reflected the combined

uncertainty and value signals necessary to compute choice. Our results are thus consistent with a hybrid compu-

tational architecture in which relative and total uncertainty are computed separately in right RLPFC and right

DLPFC, respectively, and then integrated with value in motor cortex to ultimately perform the categorical deci-

sion computation.

1.10 Methods

1.10.1 Subjects

We recruited 31 subjects (17 female) from the Cambridge community. All subjects were healthy, ages 18-35,

right-handed, with normal or corrected vision, and no neuropsychiatric pre-conditions. Subjects were paid

$50.00 for their participation plus a bonus based on their performance. The bonus was the number of points

from a random trial paid in dollars (negative points were rounded up to 1). All subjects received written consent

and the study was approved by the Harvard Institutional Review Board.
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1.10.2 Experimental Design and Statistical Analysis

We used the two-armed bandit task described in Gershman 106 . On each block, subjects played a new pair of

bandits for 10 trials. Each subject played 32 blocks, with 4 blocks in each scanner run (for a total of 8 runs per

subject). On each trial, subjects chose an arm and received reward feedback (points delivered by the chosen arm).

Subjects were told to pick the better arm in each trial. To incentivize good performance, subjects were told that

at the end of the experiment, a trial will be drawn randomly and they will receive the number of points in dollars,

with negative rewards rounded up to 1. While eliminating the possibility of losses may appear to have altered

the incentive structure of the task, subjects nevertheless preferred the better option across all task conditions

(Figure A.1A), in accordance with previous replications of the experiment105,106.

On each block, the mean reward μ(k) for each arm kwas drawn randomly from a Gaussian with mean 0 and

variance τ20(k) = 100. Arms on each block were designated as “risky” (R) or “safe” (S), with all four block

conditions (RS, SR, RR, and SS) counterbalanced and randomly shuffled within each run (i.e., each run had

one of each block condition in a random order). A safe arm delivered the same reward μ(S) on each trial dur-

ing the block. A risky arm delivered rewards sampled randomly from a Gaussian with mean μ(R) and variance

τ2(R) = 16. The type of each arm was indicated to subjects by the letter R or S above the corresponding box. In

order to make it easier for subjects to distinguish between the arms within and across blocks, each box was filled

with a random color that remained constant throughout the blocks and changed between blocks. The color was

not informative of rewards.

Subjects were given the following written instructions.

In this task, you have a choice between two slot machines, represented by colored boxes. When you

choose one of the slot machines, you will win or lose points. One slot machine is always better than

the other, but choosing the same slot machine will not always give you the same points. Your goal is to

choose the slot machine that you think will give you the most points. Sometimes the machines are ”safe”

(always delivering the same points), and sometimes the machines are ”risky” (delivering variable
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points). Before you make a choice, you will get information about each machine: ”S” indicates SAFE,

”R” indicates RISKY. The “safe” or “risky” status does not tell you how rewarding a machine is. A

risky machine could deliver more or less points on average than a safe machine. You cannot predict

how good a machine is simply based on whether it is considered safe or risky. Some boxes will deliver

negative points. In those situations, you should select the one that is least negative. In theMRI scan-

ner, you will play 32 games, each with a different pair of slot machines. Each game will consist of 10

trials. Before we begin the actual experiment, you will play a few practice games. Choose the left slot

machine by pressing with your index finger and the right slot machine by pressing with your middle

finger. You will have 2 seconds to make a choice. To encourage you to do your best, at the end of the

MRI experiment, a random trial will be chosen and you will be paid the number of points you won

on that trial in dollars. You want to do as best as possible every time you make a choice!

The event sequence within a trial is shown in Figure 1.1A. At trial onset, subjects saw two boxes represent-

ing the two arms and chose one of them by pressing with their index finger or their middle finger on a response

button box. The chosen arm was highlighted and, after a random inter-stimulus interval (ISI), they received re-

ward feedback as the number of points they earned from that arm. No feedback was provided for the unchosen

arm. Feedback remained on the screen for 1 s, followed by a random inter-trial interval (ITI) and the next trial.

A white fixation cross was displayed during the ITI. If subjects failed to respond within 2 s, they were not given

feedback and after the ISI, they directly entered the ITI with a red fixation cross. Otherwise, the residual differ-

ence between 2 s and their reaction time was added to the following ITI. Each block was preceded by a 6-second

inter-block-interval, during which subjects saw a sign, “New game is starting,” for 3 s, followed by a 3-second

fixation cross. A 10-second fixation cross was added to the beginning and end of each run to allow for scanner

stabilization and hemodynamic lag, respectively. ISIs and ITIs were pregenerated by drawing uniformly from

the ranges 1-3 s and 5-7 s, respectively. Additionally, ISIs and ITIs in each run were uniformly scaled such that

the total run duration is exactly 484 s, which is the expected run length assuming an average ISI (2 s) and an av-

erage ITI (6 s). This accounted for small deviations from the expected run duration and allowed us to acquire
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242 whole-brain volumes during each run (TR = 2 s). The experiment was implemented using the PsychoPy tool-

box224.

1.10.3 Belief updating model

Following Gershman 106 , we assumed subjects approximate an ideal Bayesian observer that tracks the expected

value and uncertainty for each arm. Since rewards in our task are Gaussian-distributed, these correspond to the

posterior meanQt(k) and variance σ2t (k) of each arm k, which can be updated recursively on each trial t using the

Kalman filtering equations:

Qt+1(at) = Qt(at) + αt[rt − Qt(at)] (1.6)

σ2t+1(at) = σ2t (at)− αtσ2t (at), (1.7)

where at is the chosen arm, rt is the received reward, and the learning rate αt is given by:

αt =
σ2t (at)

σ2t (at) + τ2(at)
. (1.8)

We initialized the values with the prior means,Qt(k) = 0 for all k, and variances with the prior variances,

σ21 (k) = τ20(k). Subjects were informed of those priors and performed 4 practice blocks (40 trials) before entering

the scanner to familiarize themselves with the task structure. Kalman filtering is the Bayes-optimal algorithm for

updating the values and uncertainties given the task structure and has been previously shown to account well for

human choices in bandit tasks57,254,267,105. In order to prevent degeneracy of the Kalman update for safe arms,

we used τ2(S) = 0.00001 instead of zero, which is equivalent to assuming a negligible amount of noise even

for safe arms. Notice that in this case, the learning rate is αt ≈ 1 and as soon as the safe arm k is sampled, the

posterior mean and variance are updated toQt+1(k) ≈ μ(k) and σ2t (k) ≈ 0, respectively.
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1.10.4 Choice probability analysis

We fit the coefficientsw of the hybrid model (Eq. 1.4) using mixed-effects maximum likelihood estimation

(fitglme in MATLAB, with FitMethod=Laplace, CovariancePa ern=diagonal, and EBMethod=TrustRegion2D) using

all non-timeout trials (i.e., all trials on which the subject made a choice within 2 s of trial onset). InWilkinson

notation308, the model specification was: Choice ~ V + RU + VoverTU + (V + RU + VoverTU | SubjectID).

We confirmed the parameter recovery capabilities of our approach by running the hybrid model genaratively

on the same bandits as the subjects309. We drew the weights in each simulation according tow ∼ N (0, 10 × I)

and repeated the process 1000 times. We found a strong correlation between the generated and the recovered

weights (Figure A.6A; r > 0.99, p < 10−8 for all weights) and no correlation between the recovered weights

(Figure A.6B; r < 0.03, p > 0.3 for all pairs), thus validating our approach. We fit the lesioned models in

Table A.1 in the same way.

To generate Figure A.4, we similarly ran the model generativity, but this time using a grid of 16 evenly spaced

values between 0 and 1 for each coefficient. For every setting of the coefficientsw, we computed performance

as the proportion of times the better option was chosen, averaged across simulated subjects, averaged across 10

separate iterations. We preferred this metric over total reward as it yields more comparable results across differ-

ent bandit pairs. To generate Figure A.3, we similarly ran the model generativity, but this time using the fitted

coefficients.

In addition to the hybrid model, we also fit a model of choices as a function of experimental condition to ob-

tain the slope and intercept of the choice probability function:

P(at = 1|w) = Φ

∑
j
wj
1πtj + wj

2πtjVt

 , (1.9)

where j is the experimental condition (RS, SR, RR, or SS), and πtj = 1 if trial t is assigned to condition j, and
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0 otherwise. InWilkinson notation, the model specification was: Choice ~ condi on + condi on:V + (condi on +

condi on:V | SubjectID). We plotted the w1 terms as the intercepts and the w2 terms as the slopes.

For Bayesian model comparison, we fitw separately for each subject using fixed effects maximum likelihood

estimation (Choice ~ V + RU + VoverTU) in order to obtain a separate BIC for each subject. We approximated the

log model evidence for each subject as -0.5*BIC and used it to compute the protected exceedance probability for

each model, which is the probability that the model is most prevalent in the population238.

1.10.5 fMRI Data Acquisition

We followed the same protocol as described previously292. Scanning was carried out on a 3T Siemens Magne-

tom PrismaMRI scanner with the vendor 32-channel head coil (Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany) at

the Harvard University Center for Brain Science Neuroimaging. A T1-weighted high-resolution multi-echo

magnetization-prepared rapid-acquisition gradient echo (ME-MPRAGE) anatomical scan297 of the whole brain

was acquired for each subject prior to any functional scanning (176 sagittal slices, voxel size = 1.0 x 1.0 x 1.0 mm,

TR = 2530 ms, TE = 1.69 - 7.27 ms, TI = 1100 ms, flip angle = 7◦, FOV = 256 mm). Functional images were ac-

quired using a T2*-weighted echo-planar imaging (EPI) pulse sequence that employed multiband RF pulses and

Simultaneous Multi-Slice (SMS) acquisition201,90,316. In total, 8 functional runs were collected for each subject,

with each run corresponding to 4 task blocks, one in each condition (84 interleaved axial-oblique slices per whole

brain volume, voxel size = 1.5 x 1.5 x 1.5 mm, TR = 2000 ms, TE = 30 ms, flip angle = 80◦, in-plane acceleration

(GRAPPA) factor = 2, multi-band acceleration factor = 3, FOV = 204 mm). The initial 5 TRs (10 s) were dis-

carded as the scanner stabilized. Functional slices were oriented to a 25 degree tilt towards coronal from AC-PC

alignment. The SMS-EPI acquisitions used the CMRR-MB pulse sequence from the University of Minnesota.

All 31 scanned subjects were included in the analysis. We excluded runs with excessive motion (greater than

2 mm translational motion or greater than 2 degrees rotational motion). Four subjects had a single excluded run

and two additional subjects had two excluded runs.
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1.10.6 fMRI Preprocessing

As in our previous work292, functional images were preprocessed and analyzed using SPM12 (Wellcome Depart-

ment of Imaging Neuroscience, London, UK). Each functional scan was realigned to correct for small move-

ments between scans, producing an aligned set of images and a mean image for each subject. The high-resolution

T1-weightedME-MPRAGE images were then co-registered to the mean realigned images and the gray matter

was segmented out and normalized to the gray matter of a standardMontreal Neurological Institute (MNI)

reference brain. The functional images were then normalized to the MNI template (resampled voxel size 2 mm

isotropic), spatially smoothed with a 8 mm full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) Gaussian kernel, high-pass

filtered at 1/128 Hz, and corrected for temporal autocorrelations using a first-order autoregressive model.

1.10.7 Univariate Analysis

Our hypothesis was that different brain regions perform the two kinds of uncertainty computations (relative

and total uncertainty), which in turn drive the two corresponding exploration strategies (directed exploration,

operationalized as UCB, and random exploration, operationalized as Thompson sampling). We therefore defined

a general linear model (GLM 1, Table A.2) with model-based trial-by-trial posterior estimates of absolute relative

uncertainty, |RUt|, total uncertainty, TUt, absolute value difference, |Vt|, and absolute value difference scaled

by total uncertainty, |Vt|/TUt, as parametric modulators for an impulse regressor at trial onset (trial_onset). All

quantities were the same model-derived ideal observer trial by trial estimates which we used to model choices

(Eq. 1.4). For ease of notation, we sometimes refer to those parametric modulators as RU, TU, V, and V/TU,

respectively. Following11, we used |RUt| instead of RUt to account for our arbitrary choice of arm 1 and arm 2

(note that TUt is always positive). We used the absolute value difference |Vt| for the same reason.

The trial_onset regressor was only included on trials on which the subject responded within 2 s of trial onset

(i.e., non-timeout trials). We included a separate regressor at trial onset for trials on which the subject timed out

(i.e., failed to respond within 2 s of trial onset) that was not parametrically modulated (trial_onset_ meout), since
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failure to respond could be indicative of failure to perform the necessary uncertainty computations. In order to

control for any motor-related activity that might be captured by those regressors due to the hemodynamic lag,

we also included a separate trial onset regressor on trials on which the subject chose arm 1 (trial_onset_chose_1).

Finally, to account for response-related activity and feedback-related activity, we included regressors at reaction

time (bu on_press) and feedback onset (feedback_onset), respectively. All regressors were impulse regressors (du-

ration = 0 s) convolved with the canonical hemodynamic response function (HRF). The parametric modulators

were not orthogonalized204. As is standard in SPM, there was a separate version of each regressor for every scan-

ner run. Additionally, there were six motion regressors and an intercept regressor.

For group-level whole-brain analyses, we performed t-contrasts with single voxels thresholded at p < 0.001

and cluster family-wise error (FWE) correction applied at α = 0.05, reported in Figure A.7 and Tables A.3

and A.4. Uncorrected contrasts are shown in Figures 1.3 and 1.4. We labeled clusters based on peak voxel labels

from the deterministic Automated Anatomical Labeling (AAL2) atlas295,240. For clusters whose peak voxels were

not labeled successfully by AAL2, we consulted the SPMAnatomy Toolbox84 and the CMAHarvard-Oxford

atlas67. We report up to 3 peaks per cluster, with a minimum peak separation of 20 voxels. All voxel coordinates

are reported inMontreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space.

Since the positive cluster for |RUt| in right RLPFC did not survive FWE correction, we resorted to using a

priori ROIs from a study by Badre et al. 11 for our subsequent analysis. Even though in their study subjects per-

formed the different task and the authors used a different model, we believe the underlying uncertainty com-

putations are equivalent to those in our study and hence likely to involve the same neural circuits. We defined

the ROIs as spheres of radius 10 mm around the peak voxels for the corresponding contrasts reported by Badre

et al. 11 : right RLPFC for relative uncertainty (MNI [36 56 -8]) and right DLPFC for total uncertainty (MNI [38

30 34]).

To compute the main effect in a given ROI, we averaged the neural coefficients (betas) within a sphere of ra-

dius 10 mm centered at the peak voxel of the ROI for each subject, and then performed a two-tailed t-test against

0 across subjects. To compute a contrast in a given ROI, we performed a paired two-tailed t-test across subjects
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between the betas for one regressor (e.g. |RUt|) and the betas for the other regressor (e.g. |TUt|), again averaged

within a 10 mm-radius sphere.

We used the same methods for the decision value GLM (GLM 2, Table A.2) as with GLM 1.

1.10.8 Decoding

If the brain regions reported by Badre et al. 11 encode subjective trial-by-trial estimates of relative and total un-

certainty, as our GLM 1 results suggest, and if those estimates dictate choices, as our UCB/Thompson hybrid

model predicts, then we should be able to read out those subjective estimates and use them to improve the model

predictions of subject choices. This can be achieved by “inverting” the GLM and solving for |RUt| and TUt

based on the neural data y, the beta coefficients β, and the design matrix X. Using ridge regression to prevent

overfitting, the subjective estimate for relative uncertainty for a given voxel on trial t can be computed as:

|R̂Ut| =

yt −
∑

i:Xt,i ̸≡|RU|

Xt,iβi

 β|RU|/(β
2
|RU| + λ) (1.10)

where yt is the neural signal on trial t, Xt,i is the value of regressor i on trial t, βi is the corresponding beta coef-

ficient computed by SPM, β|RU| is the beta coefficient for |RU|, and λ is the ridge regularization constant (voxel

indices were omitted to keep the notation uncluttered). The sum is taken over all regressors i other than |RU|.

To account for the hemodynamic lag, we approximated the neural activity at time t as the raw BOLD signal at

time t + 5 s, which corresponds to the peak of the canonical HRF in SPM (spm_hrf). Since the beta coefficients

were already fit by SPM, we could not perform cross-validation to choose λ and so we arbitrarily set λ = 1.

To obtain a signed estimate for relative uncertainty, we flipped the sign based on the model-based RUt:
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R̂Ut =


|R̂Ut| if RUt >= 0

−|R̂Ut| if RUt < 0
(1.11)

Note that our goal is to test whether we can improve our choice predictions, given that we already know the

model-based RUt, so this does not introduce bias into the analysis. Finally, we averaged R̂Ut across all voxels

within the given ROI (a 10 mm sphere around the peak voxel) to obtain a single trial-by-trial subjective estimate

R̂Ut for that ROI. We used the same method to obtain a trial-by-trial subjective estimate of total uncertainty,

T̂Ut.

To check if the neurally-derived R̂Ut predicts choices, we augmented the probit regression model of choice in

Eq. 1.4 to:

P(at = 1|w) = Φ(w0 + w1Vt + w2RUt + w3Vt/TUt + w4R̂Ut). (1.12)

InWilkinson notation308, the model specification was: Choice ~ 1 + V + RU + VoverTU + decodedRU + (1 + V +

RU + VoverTU + decodedRU | SubjectID).

Notice that we additionally included an intercept term w0. While this departs from the proper analytical form

of the UCB/Thompson hybrid (Eq. 1.4), we noticed that including an intercept term alone is sufficient to im-

prove choice predictions (data not shown), indicating that some subjects had a bias for one arm over the other.

We therefore chose to include an intercept to guard against false positives, which could occur, for example, if we

decode low-frequency noise which adopts the role of a de facto intercept.

We then fit the model in the same way as the probit regression model in Eq. 1.4, using mixed effects maximum-

likelihood estimation (fitglme), with the difference that we omitted trials from runs that were excluded from the

fMRI analysis. For baseline comparison, we also re-fitted the original model (Eq. 1.4) with an intercept and
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without the excluded runs (hence the difference between the UCB/Thompson hybrid fits in Table 1.1 and Ta-

ble A.1).

Similarly, we defined an augemented model for T̂Ut:

P(at = 1|w) = Φ(w0 + w1Vt + w2RUt + w3Vt/TUt + w4Vt/T̂Ut), (1.13)

Note that this analysis cannot be circular since it evaluates the ROIs based on behavior, which was not used

to define GLM 1163. In particular, all regressors and parametric modulators in GLM 1 were defined purely based

on model-derived ideal observer quantities; we only take into account subjects’ choices when fitting the weights

w (Eq. 1.4), which were not used to define the GLM 1. Furthermore, since all model-derived regressors are also

included in all augmented models of choice (Eq. 1.12, 1.13, 1.14), any additional choice information contributed

by the neurally decoded regressors is necessarily above and beyond what was already included in GLM 1.

Finally, we entered both subjective estimates from the corresponding ROIs into the same augmented model:

P(at = 1|w) = Φ(w0 + w1Vt + w2RUt + w3Vt/TUt + w4R̂Ut + w5Vt/T̂Ut), (1.14)

We similarly constructed an augmented model with the decoded decision value, D̂Vt, from GLM 2, after ad-

justing the sign similarly to Eq. 1.11:

P(at = 1|w) = Φ(w0 + w1Vt + w2RUt + w3Vt/TUt + w4D̂Vt), (1.15)
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1.10.9 Residual Variance Analysis

To show that the variance of the decision value signal scales with total uncertainty, we extracted the residuals

of the GLM 2 fits from the |DVt|ROI (Figure 1.5; left M1, peakMNI [-38 -8 62]), averaged within a 10-mm

sphere around the peak voxel. As with the decoding analysis, we accounted for the hemodynamic lag by taking

the residuals 5 s after trial onset to correspond to the residual activations on the given trial. We then performed

a Pearson correlation between the square of the residuals (the residual variance) and TU2
t across trials for each

subject. Finally, to aggregate across subjects, we Fisher z-transformed the resulting correlation coefficients and

performed a two-tailed one sample t-test against zero.

1.10.10 Code and data availability

All analyses were conducted inMATLAB using SPM 12 and our custom fMRI analysis pipeline built on top of

it, which is available at https://github.com/sjgershm/ccnl-fmri. All behavioral data and analysis code are

available https://github.com/tomov/Exploration-fMRI-Task. The raw fMRI data is available upon request.
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2
Neural Computations Underlying Causal

Structure Learning



2.1 Abstract

Behavioral evidence suggests that beliefs about causal structure constrain associative learning, determining which

stimuli can enter into association, as well as the functional form of that association. Bayesian learning theory pro-

vides one mechanism by which structural beliefs can be acquired from experience, but the neural basis of this

mechanism is poorly understood. We studied this question with a combination of behavioral, computational

and neuroimaging techniques. Male and female human subjects learned to predict an outcome based on cue and

context stimuli, while being scanned using functional MRI. Using a model-based analysis of the fMRI data, we

show that structure learning signals are encoded in posterior parietal cortex, lateral prefrontal cortex, and the

frontal pole. These structure learning signals are distinct from associative learning signals. Moreover, representa-

tional similarity analysis and information mapping revealed that the multivariate patterns of activity in posterior

parietal cortex and anterior insula encode the full posterior distribution over causal structures. Variability in the

encoding of the posterior across subjects predicted variability in their subsequent behavioral performance. These

results provide evidence for a neural architecture in which structure learning guides the formation of associa-

tions.

2.2 Introduction

Classical learning theories posit that animals learn associations between sensory stimuli and rewarding out-

comes234,222. These theories have achieved remarkable success in explaining a wide range of behaviors using

simple mathematical rules. Yet numerous studies have challenged some of their foundational premises199,109,83.

One particularly longstanding puzzle for these theories is the multifaceted role of contextual stimuli in associative

learning. Some studies have shown that the context in which learning takes place is largely irrelevant29,180,150,30,

whereas others have found that context plays the role of an “occasion setter,” modulating cue-outcome associ-

ations without itself acquiring associative strength282,124,28,281. Yet other studies suggest that context acts like

another punctate cue, entering into summation and cue competition with other stimuli14,126. The multiplicity
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of such behavioral patterns defies explanation in terms of a single associative structure, suggesting instead that

different structures may come into play depending on the task and training history.

Computational modeling has begun to unravel this puzzle, using the idea that structure is a latent variable in-

ferred from experience104. On this account, each structure corresponds to a causal model of the environment,

specifying the links between context, cues and outcomes, as well as their functional form. The learner thus faces

the joint problem of inferring both the structure and the strength of causal relationships, which can be imple-

mented computationally using Bayesian learning130,159,194. This account can explain why different tasks and

training histories produce different forms of context-dependence: variations across tasks induce different prob-

abilistic beliefs about causal structure. For example, Gershman 104 showed that manipulations of context infor-

mativeness, outcome intensity, and number of training trials have predictable effects on the functional role of

context in animal learning experiments214,230.

If this account is correct, then we should expect to see separate neural signatures of structure learning and as-

sociative learning that are systematically related to behavioral performance. However, the direct neural evidence

for structure learning is currently sparse42,284,184. In this study, we seek to address this gap using human fMRI

and an associative learning paradigm adapted from Gershman 104 . On each block, subjects were trained on cue-

context-outcome combinations that were consistent with a particular causal interpretation. Subjects were then

asked to make predictions about novel cues and contexts without feedback, revealing the degree to which their

beliefs conformed to a specific causal structure. We found that a variant of the structure learning framework de-

veloped by Gershman 104 accounted for the subjects’ predictive judgments, which led us to hypothesize a neural

implementation of its computational components. We additionally found that an alternative structure learn-

ing model developed by Collins & Frank 43 also accounts for the subjects’ behavior, so we used both models to

investigate the neural correlates of structure learning.

We found trial-by-trial signals tracking structure learning above and beyond associative learning. A whole-

brain analysis revealed a univariate signature of Bayesian updating of the posterior distribution over causal struc-

tures in a frontoparietal network of regions, including the inferior part of posterior parietal cortex (inferior PPC),
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lateral prefrontal cortex (lateral PFC), and rostrolateral prefrontal cortex (RLPFC). Bayesian updating of struc-

tural beliefs according to the Collins & Frank 43 model correlated with a network of regions that largely over-

lapped with the regions identified by our model, suggesting that both models tap into a generic structure learning

mechanism in the brain. A multivariate analysis implicated some of those regions in the representation of the full

posterior distribution over causal structures. Activity in two of those regions – left inferior PPC and right an-

terior insula – also predicted subsequent generalization on the test trials in accordance with the causal structure

learning model. Our results provide new insight into the neural mechanisms of structure learning and how they

constrain the acquisition of associations.

2.3 Methods

2.3.1 Subjects

Twenty-seven healthy subjects were enrolled in the fMRI portion of the study. Although we did not perform

power analysis to estimate the sample size, it is consistent with the size of the pilot group of subjects that showed

a robust behavioral effect (Figure 2.4, grey circles). Prior to data analysis, seven subjects were excluded due to

technical issues, insufficient data, or excessive head motion. The remaining 20 subjects were used in the analysis

(10 female, 10 male; 19-27 years of age; mean age 20 ± 2; all right handed with normal or corrected-to-normal

vision). Additionally, 10 different subjects were recruited for a behavioral pilot version of the study that was con-

ducted prior to the fMRI portion. All subjects received informed consent and the study was approved by the

Harvard University Institutional Review Board. All subjects were paid for their participation.

2.3.2 Experimental Design and Statistical Analysis

We adapted the task used in Gershman 104 to a within-subjects design. Subjects were told that they would play

the role of a health inspector trying to determine the cause of illness in different restaurants around the city. The

experiment consisted of nine blocks. Each block consisted of 20 training trials followed by four test trials. On
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Cue/Choice
(0-3 s = RT)

Feedback (1 s)

ITI (1-7 s + residual)

ISI (1 s)

A B
Condition Training 

phase
Test 
phase

Irrelevant 
context

x1c1+
x2c1-
x1c2+
x2c2-

x1c1
x3c1
x1c3
x3c3

Modulatory 
context

x1c1+
x2c1-
x1c2-
x2c2+

x1c1
x3c1
x1c3
x3c3

Irrelevant cue x1c1+
x2c1+
x1c2-
x2c2-

x1c1
x3c1
x1c3
x3c3

Figure 2.1: Experimental Design
(A) Timeline of events during a training trial. Subjects are shown a cue (food) and context (restaurant) and are asked to predict whether
the food will make a customer sick. They then see a line under the chosen op on, and feedback indica ng a “Correct” or “Incorrect”
response. ISI: inters mulus interval; ITI: intertrial interval.
(B) S mulus-outcome con ngencies in each condi on. Cues denoted by (x1, x2, x3) and contexts denoted by (c1, c2, c3). Outcome
presenta on denoted by “+” and no outcome denoted by “−”.
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each training trial, subjects were shown a given cue (the food) in a given context (the restaurant) and asked to pre-

dict whether that cue-context combination would cause sickness. After making a prediction, they were informed

whether their prediction was correct (Figure 2.1A). On a given block, the assignment of stimuli to outcomes was

deterministic, such that the same cue-context pair always led to the same outcome. Even though the computa-

tional model could support stochastic and dynamically evolving stimulus-outcome contingencies, our goal was to

provide a minimalist design that can assess the main predictions of the theory. There were four distinct training

cue-context pairs (two foods× two restaurants) on each block, such that two of the pairs always caused sickness

while the other two never caused sickness. Each cue-context pair was shown five times in each block for a total of

20 randomly shuffled training trials.

Crucially, the stimulus-outcome contingencies in each block were designed to promote a particular causal in-

terpretation of the environment (Figure 2.1B, Figure 2.2). On irrelevant context blocks, one cue caused sickness

in both contexts, while the other cue never caused sickness, thus rendering the contextual stimulus irrelevant for

making correct predictions. Onmodulatory context blocks, the cue-outcome contingency was reversed across

contexts, such that the same cue caused sickness in one context but not the other, and vice versa for the other cue.

On these blocks, context thus acted like an “occasion setter”, determining the sign of the cue-outcome associa-

tion. Finally, on irrelevant cue blocks, both cues caused sickness in one context but neither cue caused sickness

in the other context, thus favoring an interpretation of context acting as a punctate cue. There were no explicit

instructions or other signals that indicated the different block conditions other than the stimulus-outcome con-

tingencies. We based our experimental design on the fact that a previously published model with similar struc-

tures could capture a wide array of behavioral phenomena104 and that the chosen stimuli-outcome contingencies

establish a clear behavioral pattern that we can build upon to explore the neural correlates of structure learning.

Behavior was evaluated on four test trials during which subjects were similarly asked to make predictions,

however this time without receiving feedback. Subjects were presented with one novel cue and one novel con-

text, resulting in four (old cue vs. new cue)× (old context vs. new context) randomly shuffled test combinations

(Figure 2.1B). The old cue and the old context were always chosen such that their combination caused sickness
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M1: irrelevant context
cue-outcome contingency 
is context-independent

M2: modulatory context
cue-outcome contingency 
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M3: irrelevant cue
cue-outcome contingency 
is cue-independent 

Figure 2.2: Hypothesis Space of Causal Structures
Each causal structure is depicted as a network where the nodes represent variables and the edges represent causal connec ons. InM2,
the context modulates the causal rela onship between the cue and the outcome. Adapted from Gershman 104 .
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during training. Importantly, different causal structures predict different patterns of generalization on the re-

maining three trials which contain a new cue and/or a new context. If context is deemed to be irrelevant, the

old cue should always predict sickness, even when presented in a new context. If a modulatory role of context is

preferred, then no inferences can be made about any of the three pairs that include a new cue or a new context.

Finally, if context is interpreted as acting like a cue, then both the old cue and the new cue should predict sickness

in the old context but not in the new context.

Each block was assigned to one of the three conditions (irrelevant context, modulatory context, or irrelevant

cue) and each condition appeared three times for each subject, for a total of nine blocks. The block order was

randomized in groups of three, such that the first three blocks covered all three conditions in a random order, and

so did the next three blocks and the final three blocks. We used nine sets of foods and restaurants corresponding

to different cuisines (Chinese, Japanese, Indian, Mexican, Greek, French, Italian, fast food and brunch). Each set

consisted of three clipart food images (cues) and three restaurant names (contexts). For each subject, blocks were

randomly matched with cuisines, such that subjects had to learn and generalize for a new set of stimuli on each

block. The assignment of cuisines was independent of the block condition. The valence of the stimuli was also

randomized across subjects, such that the same cue-context pair could predict sickness for some subjects but not

others.

Prior to the experiment, the investigator read the task instructions aloud and subjects completed a single

demonstration block of the task on a laptop outside the scanner. Subjects completed nine blocks of the task in

the scanner, with one block per scanner run. Each block had a duration of 200 seconds during which 100 vol-

umes were acquired (TR = 2 s). At the start of each block, a fixation cross was shown for 10 seconds and the

corresponding 5 volumes were subsequently discarded. This was followed by the training phase, which lasted

144 seconds. The event sequence within an example training trial is shown in Figure 2.1. At trial onset, subjects

were shown a food and restaurant pair and instructed to make a prediction. Subjects reported their responses by

pressing the left or the right button on a response box. After trial onset, subjects were given 3 seconds to make

a response. A response was immediately followed by a 1-second inter-stimulus interval (ISI) during which their
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response was highlighted. The residual difference between 3 seconds and their reaction time was added to the

subsequent inter-trial interval (ITI). The ISI was followed by a 1-second feedback period during which they were

informed whether their choice was correct. If subjects failed to respond within 3 seconds of trial onset, no re-

sponse was recorded and at feedback they were informed that they had timed out. During the ITIs, a fixation

cross was shown. The trial order and the jittered ITIs for the training phase were generated using the optseq2 pro-

gram129 with ITIs between 1 and 12 seconds. The training phase was followed by a 4 second message informing

the subjects they are about to enter the test phase. The test phase lasted 36 seconds. Test trials had a similar struc-

ture as training trials, with the difference that subjects were given 6 seconds to respond instead of 3 and there was

no ISI nor feedback period. The ITIs after the first 3 test trials were 2, 4, and 6 seconds, randomly shuffled. The

last training trial was followed by a 6-second fixation cross. The stimulus sequences and ITIs were pre-generated

for all subjects. The task was implemented using the PsychoPy2 package225. The subjects in the behavioral pilot

version of the study performed an identical version of the experiment, except that it was conducted on a laptop.

Behavioral data were analyzed using t-tests and computational modeling. Brain imaging data were analyzed

using general linear models. The modeling for behavioral and neural data is described in more detail below.

2.3.3 Causal structure learning model

We implemented the causal structure learning model presented in Gershman 104 , with the difference that the

additive context structure was replaced by an irrelevant cue structure. This replacement was motivated by our

observation that the model with an irrelevant cue structure had higher model evidence than the original model

for our behavioral data. The key idea is that learners track the joint posterior over associative weights (w) and

causal structures (M), computed using Bayes’ rule:

P(w,M|h1:n) =
P(h1:n|w,M)P(w|M)P(M)

P(h1:n)
(2.1)
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where h1:n = (x1:n, r1:n, c1:n) denotes the training history for trials 1 to n (cue-context-outcome combinations).

The likelihood P(h1:n|w,M) encodes how well structureM predicts the training history, the prior P(w|M)

specifies an inductive bias for the weight vector, and the prior over structures P(M)was taken to be uniform,

reflecting the assumption that all structures are equally probable a priori.

Generative model

Our model is based on the following assumptions about the dynamics that govern associations between stimuli

and outcomes in the world. The training history is represented as h1:n = (x1:n, r1:n, c1:n) for trials 1 to n, consist-

ing of the following variables:

• xn ∈ RD: the set ofD cues observed at time n, where xnd = 1 indicates that cue d is present and xnd = 0

to indicate that it is absent. Thus each cue can be regarded as a “one-hot”D-dimensional vector and xn

can be viewed as the sum of all cues present on trial n. In our simulations, we useD = 3 and we only have

a single cue (the food) present on each trial.

• cn ∈ {1, . . . ,K}: the context, which can take on one ofK discrete values. While contexts could in prin-

ciple be represented as vectors as well, we restrict the model to one context per trial for simplicity. In our

simulations, we takeK = 3.

• rn ∈ R: the outcome. In our simulations, we use rn = 1 for “sick” and rn = 0 for “not sick”.

We consider three specific structures relating the above variables. All the structures have in common that the

outcome is assumed to be drawn from a Gaussian with variance σ2r = 0.01:

rn ∼ N
(
r̄n, σ2r

)
, (2.2)

where we have left the dependence on cn and xn implicit. The structures differ in how the mean r̄n is computed.
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• Irrelevant context (M1):

r̄n =
D∑
d=1

wdxnd = w⊤xn. (2.3)

where d indexes the set ofD cues. Under this structure, context cn plays no role in determining the ex-

pected outcome r̄n on trial n. Instead, a single set of weightsw dictates the associative strength between

each cue and the outcome, such that the expected outcome on a given trial is the sum of the associative

weights of all present cues. The idea that context is irrelevant for stimulus-outcome associations is consis-

tent with number of behavioral studies29,180,150,30.

• Modulatory context (M2):

r̄n =
D∑
d=1

wdkxnd = w⊤
k xn (2.4)

when cn = k. Under this structure, each context cn = k specifies its own weight vectorwk. Thus the same

cue can make completely different predictions in different contexts. The view that context modulates

stimulus-outcome associations is also supported by previous behavioral findings282,124,28,281.

• Irrelevant cue (M3):

r̄n = wD+k = w⊤c̃n, (2.5)

where cn = k and c̃nk = 1 if cn = k, and 0 otherwise. This structure is symmetric with respect toM1,

in that we assume a one-hot context vector c̃n that encodes the context in the same way that xn encodes

the cue inM1. The weight vectorw thus contains entries for contexts only. Previous work also suggests

that context sometimes acts like another cue14,126 and that cues are sometimes ignored when they are not

predictive of outcomes183. Note that this is different from the additive structure used in Gershman 104 , in
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which the cue and the context summate together to predict the outcome. We chose this simpler structure

as it more closely reflects the structure of the task, and preliminary model comparisons revealed that it

provides a better account of behavior (data not shown).

We assume each weight is drawn independently from a Gaussian prior with mean w0 and variance σ2w. Each

weight can change slowly over time according to a Gaussian random walk with variance τ2. These free parameters

were fit using data from the behavioral pilot version of the study.

In summary, each causal structure corresponds to an internal model of the world in which the relationship be-

tween cues, contexts and outcomes can be described by a distinct linear-Gaussian dynamical system (LDS). While

the LDS assumptions might seem excessive given the deterministic nature of the task, they have been widely used

in the classical conditioning studies64,149,165,103 to provide a parsimonious account for various learning phenom-

ena. Here we employ them for the purposes of tractability and in order to remain consistent with the causal

learning model that Gershman 104 used to explain the seemingly contradictory roles of context reported in the

animal learning literature. These causal structures were inspired by different theories that have been advanced in

various forms in the literature, none of which has been able to capture the broad range of results on its own.

Probabilistic inference

Assuming this generative model, a rational agent can use Bayesian inference to invert the model and use its train-

ing history h1:n to learn the underlying causal structureM and its associative weightsw (Eq. 2.1). To achieve this,

first we can compute the posterior over the weights for a given modelM using Bayes’ rule:

P(w|h1:n,M) =
P(h1:n|w,M)P(w|M)

P(h1:n|M)
. (2.6)

ForM1, the posterior at time n is:

P(w|h1:n,M = M1) = N (w; ŵn,Σn) (2.7)
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with parameters updated recursively as follows:

ŵn+1 = ŵn + gn(rn − ŵ⊤
n xn) (2.8)

Σn+1 = Σ′
n − gnx⊤Σ′

n, (2.9)

where Σ′
n = Σn + τ2I. These update equations are known asKalman filtering, an important algorithm in

engineering and signal processing that has recently been applied to animal learning64,165,103. The initial estimates

are given by the parameters of the prior: ŵ0 = 0,Σ0 = σ2wI. The Kalman gain gn (a vector of learning rates) is

given by:

gn =
Σ′
nxn

x⊤n Σ′
nxn + σ2r

. (2.10)

The same equations apply toM2, but the mean and covariance are context-specific: ŵk
n and Σk

n. Accordingly, the

Kalman gain is modified as follows:

gnk =
Σ′
nkxn

x⊤n Σ′
nkxn + σ2r

(2.11)

if cn = k, and a vector of zeros otherwise. ForM3, the same equations asM1 apply, but to the context vector c̃n.

To make predictions about future outcomes, we need to compute the posterior predictive expectation, which

is also available in closed form:

Vn = E[rn|xn, cn, h1:n−1] =
∑
M

E[rn|xn, cn, h1:n−1,M]P(M|h1:n−1). (2.12)

The first term in Eq. 2.12 is the posterior predictive expectation conditional on modelM:

E[rn|xn, cn, h1:n−1,M] = x⊤n ŵn, (2.13)
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where again the variables are modified depending on what model is being considered. The second term in Eq.

2.12 is the posterior probability of modelM, which can be updated according to Bayes’ rule:

P(M|h1:n) ∝ P(rn|xn, cn, h1:n−1,M)P(M|h1:n−1), (2.14)

where the likelihood is given by:

P(rn|xn, cn, h1:n−1,M) = N (rn; x⊤n ŵn, x⊤n Σ′
nxn + σ2r ). (2.15)

To make predictions for the predictive learning experiment, we mapped the posterior predictive expectation

onto choice probability (outcome vs. no outcome) by a logistic sigmoid transformation:

P(an = 1) =
1

1+ exp[(−2Vn + 1)β]
, (2.16)

where an = 1 indicates a prediction that the outcome will occur, and an = 0 indicates a prediction that the

outcome will not occur. The free parameter β corresponds to the inverse softmax temperature and was fit based

on data from the behavioral pilot portion of the study.

In summary, we use standard Kalman filtering to infer the parameters of the LDS corresponding to each

causal structure. This yields a distribution over associative weightsw for each causal structureM (Eq. 2.6),

which we can use in turn to compute the posterior distribution over all three causal structures (Eq. 2.14). The

joint posterior over weights and causal structures is then used to predict the expected outcomeVn (Eq. 2.12) and

the corresponding decision an (Eq. 2.16). Our model thus makes predictions about computations at two levels

of inference: at the level of causal structures (Eq. 2.14) and at the level of associative weights for each structure

(Eq. 2.6).
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Parameter estimation

The model has four free parameters: the mean w0 and variance σ2w of the Gaussian prior from which the weights

are assumed to be drawn, the variance of the process noise τ2, and the inverse temperature β used in the logistic

transformation from predictive posterior expectation to choice probability. Intuitively, w0 corresponds to the

initial weight given to a cue or context prior to observing any outcome, σ2 corresponds to the level of uncertainty

in this initial estimate, τ2 reflects howmuch we expect the weights to change over time, and β reflects choice

stochasticity. We estimated a single set of parameters based on choice data from the behavioral pilot version of

the study using maximum log-likelihood estimation (Figure 2.4B, grey circles). We preferred this approach over

estimating a separate set of parameters for each subject as it tends to avoid overfitting, produces more stable es-

timates, and has been frequently used in previous studies58,112,116,117. Additionally, since none of these pilot

subjects participated in the fMRI portion of the study, this procedure ensured that the parameters used in the

final analysis were not overfit to the choices of the scanned subjects. For the purposes of fitting, the model was

evaluated on the same stimulus sequences as the pilot subjects, including both training and test trials. Each block

was simulated independently—i.e., the parameters of the model were reset to their initial values prior to the start

of training. The likelihood of the subject’s response on a given trial was estimated according to the choice prob-

ability given by the model on that trial. Maximum likelihood estimation was computed using MATLAB’s fmin-

con function with 25 random initializations. The bounds on the parameters were w0 ∈ [0, 1], σ2w ∈ [0, 10],

τ2 ∈ [0, 1], and β ∈ [0, 10], all initialized with noninformative uniform priors.

The fitted values of the parameters are shown in Table 2.1. All other parameters were set to the same values as

described in Gershman 104 . We used these parameter estimates to construct model-based regressors for the fMRI

analysis. For the behavioral analysis, we trained and tested the model on each block separately and reported the

choice probabilities on test trials, averaged across conditions (Figure 2.4).
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2.3.4 Alternative models

Single causal structure

We evaluated versions of the model that contain only a single causal structure (M1,M2, orM3). Theories cor-

responding to each of these structures have been advanced as potential explanations of the role of context in as-

sociative learning104, making them plausible candidates for explaining the data. We fit the four free parameters

w0, σ2w, τ2, and β separately for each of the three single-structure models (Table 2.1,M1,M2, andM3).

Simple reinforcement learning

We also evaluated a simple reinforcement learning (RL) model that learns a separate valueVn(x, c) for each cue-

context pair (x, c). In particular, after observing the outcome rn on trial n, the expectation for the observed cue-

context pair (xn, cn) is updated as:

Vn+1(xn, cn) = Vn(xn, cn) + η(rn − Vn(xn, cn)) (2.17)

where xn is the cue that was presented on trial n (that is, xnxn = 1), and η is the learning rate. The values of

all other cue-context pairs remain unchanged (that is,Vn+1(i, j) = Vn(i, j) ∀(i, j) ̸= (xn, cn)). Choices were

modeled using the same logistic sigmoid transformation as before (Eq. 2.16). All values were initialized toV0.

This model has three free parameters: the learning rate η ∈ [0, 1], the inverse softmax temperature β ∈ [0, 10],

and the initial valuesV0 ∈ [0, 1], which were fit in the same way as the causal structure learning model (Table 2.1,

simple RL).
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Reinforcement learningwith generalization

Since the simple RLmodel treats each cue-context pair as a unique stimulus, it always predictsV0 for previously

unseen cue-context pairs. In order to allow generalization to new cue-context pairs, we extended the simple RL

model in the following way: if either the cue or the context are unknown, then the model takes the mean value

over the unknown quantity as experienced in the current block. In particular, if a cue-context pair (xn, cn) has

never been experienced, but either the cue xn or the context cn has been seen in other cue-context pairs, then the

predicted value is computed as:

Vn(xn, cn) =
∑D

i=1 Vn(i, cn)× countn(i, cn) +
∑K

i=1 Vn(xn, i)× countn(xn, i)∑D
i=1 countn(i, cn) +

∑K
i=1 countn(xn, i)

(2.18)

where countn(x, c) is the number of times cue-context pair (x, c) has appeared in trials 1..n. If neither the cue

nor the context were seen before, the predicted value isV0. Note that this extension pertains to predictions only;

for learning, the value of new cue-context pairs is still initialized atV0. The free parameters η, β, andV0 were fit

in the same way as the simple RLmodel (Table 2.1, RL + generalization).

Reinforcement learningwith clustering

We also implemented a structure learning model proposed by Collins & Frank 43 that clusters cues and contexts

into latent states, also referred to as “task sets”. Reinforcement learning is then performed over this clustered

latent state space rather than the original space of cue-context pairs. Structure learning in this case refers to the

process of building the latent state space, whereas in our model, we define structure learning as the process of

arbitrating among an existing set of candidate causal structures.

Clustering is performed independently for cues and contexts, such that cues are assigned to one set of clusters

and contexts are assigned to a different set of clusters. Cluster membership is tracked probabilistically by P(zx|xn)
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and P(zc|cn) for cues and contexts, respectively. For a new cue xn on trial n, the cluster assignment probabilities

are initialized as:

P(zx|xn, h1:n−1) ∝


∑D

i=1 P(zx|i, h1:n−1) for existing clusters zx

α for a new cluster zx
(2.19)

where α is a concentration parameter and P(zx|i, h1:n−1) = 0 for unseen cues i. This is similar to a Chi-

nese restaurant process101 and implements a “rich-get-richer” dynamic that favors popular clusters which al-

ready have many cues assigned to them. Note that a new cluster is created for each new cue. Cluster membership

P(zc|cn, h1:n−1) for new contexts cn is initialized in the same way.

A prediction is generated by selecting the maximum a priori cue cluster z′x = argmaxzx P(zx|xn, h1:n−1) and

context cluster z′c = argmaxzc P(zc|cn, h1:n−1), and using the valueVn(z′x, z′c) in the logistic sigmoid transforma-

tion (Eq. 2.16).

Once an outcome rn is observed, the posterior distributions over clusters are updated according to:

P(zx|xn, h1:n) ∝ P(zx|xn, h1:n−1)P(rn|zx, z′c, h1:n−1) ∀zx (2.20)

P(zc|cn, h1:n) ∝ P(zc|cn, h1:n−1)P(rn|z′x, zc, h1:n−1) ∀zc (2.21)

where the likelihood P(rn|zx, zc, h1:n−1) is estimated based on the cluster valuesVn(zx, zc) and Eq. 2.16.

Finally, the maximum a posteriori cue cluster z′′x = argmaxzx P(zx|xn, h1:n) and context cluster z′′c =

argmaxzc P(zc|cn, h1:n) are selected based on the updated posterior distributions, and their value is updated

according to:
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Vn+1(z′′x , z′′c ) = Vn(z′′x , z′′c ) + η(rn − Vn(z′′x , z′′c )) (2.22)

This model has four free parameters: the learning rate η ∈ [0, 1], the inverse softmax temperature β ∈ [0, 10],

the concentration parameter α ∈ [0, 10], and the initial valuesV0 ∈ [0, 1] that were fit in the same way as the

other models (Table 2.1, RL + clustering).

2.3.5 Model comparison

In order to select models for analyzing the neural data, we performed random effects Bayesian model selection237

based on the behavioral data from the fMRI session. Since we fit the free parameters using data from the pilot

portion of the study, there was no need to penalize for overfitting, so we computed the model evidence as the

probability of the subject’s choices in the fMRI portion of the study (i.e., the model likelihood). This is equiva-

lent to assuming that the probability density of the parameters is concentrated on the parameter settings obtained

from the pilot data. The model evidences were then used to compute the protected exceedance probability (PXP)

for each model, which indicates the probability that the given model is the most frequently occurring model in

the population.

2.3.6 fMRI data acquisition

Scanning was carried out on a 3T Siemens Magnetom PrismaMRI scanner with the vendor 32-channel head coil

(Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany) at the Harvard University Center for Brain Science Neuroimaging. A

T1-weighted

high-resolution multi-echo magnetization-prepared rapid-acquisition gradient echo (ME-MPRAGE) anatom-

ical scan297 of the whole brain was acquired for each subject prior to any functional scanning (176 sagittal slices,

voxel size = 1.0 x 1.0 x 1.0 mm, TR = 2530 ms, TE = 1.69 - 7.27 ms, TI = 1100 ms, flip angle = 7◦, FOV = 256
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mm). Functional images were acquired using a T2*-weighted echo-planar imaging (EPI) pulse sequence that

employed multiband RF pulses and Simultaneous Multi-Slice (SMS) acquisition201,90,316. In total, 9 functional

runs were collected per subject, with each run corresponding to a single task block (84 interleaved axial-oblique

slices per whole brain volume, voxel size = 1.5 x 1.5 x 1.5 mm, TR = 2000 ms, TE = 30 ms, flip angle = 80◦, in-

plane acceleration (GRAPPA) factor = 2, multi-band acceleration factor = 3, FOV = 204 mm). The initial 5 TRs

(10 seconds) were discarded as the scanner stabilized. Functional slices were oriented to a 25 degree tilt towards

coronal from AC-PC alignment. The SMS-EPI acquisitions used the CMRR-MB pulse sequence from the Uni-

versity of Minnesota. Four subjects failed to complete all 9 functional runs due to technical reasons and were

excluded from the analyses. Three additional subjects were excluded due to excessive motion.

2.3.7 fMRI preprocessing

Functional images were preprocessed and analyzed using SPM12 (Wellcome Department of Imaging Neuro-

science, London, UK). Each functional scan was realigned to correct for small movements between scans, pro-

ducing an aligned set of images and a mean image for each subject. The high-resolution T1-weightedME-MPRAGE

images were then co-registered to the mean realigned images and the gray matter was segmented out and normal-

ized to the gray matter of a standardMontreal Neurological Institute (MNI) reference brain. The functional im-

ages were then normalized to the MNI template (resampled voxel size 2 mm isotropic), spatially smoothed with

a 8 mm full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) Gaussian kernel, high-pass filtered at 1/128 Hz, and corrected for

temporal autocorrelations using a first-order autoregressive model.

2.3.8 Univariate analysis

We defined two general linear models (GLMs) based on the causal structure learning model (GLM 1 and GLM

2) and two GLMs based on the clustering model (GLM 3 and GLM 4). Every GLM had two impulse regressors

convolved with the canonical hemodynamic response function (HRF) on all training trials: a stimulus regressor
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at trial onset, and a feedback regressor at feedback onset. For every GLM, the feedback regressor included two

parametric modulators that differed across the GLMs. The parameric modulators were not orthogonalized. In

addition, all GLMs included six motion regressors and a constant regressor for baseline activity.

For all group-level analyses, we report t-contrasts with single voxels thresholded at p < 0.001 and whole-

brain cluster family-wise error (FWE) correction applied at significance level α = 0.05. Anatomical regions of

the peak voxels were labeled using the Automated Anatomical Labeling (AAL2) atlas295,240, the SPMAnatomy

Toolbox84, and the CMAHarvard-Oxford atlas67. All voxel coordinates are reported inMontreal Neurological

Institute (MNI) space.

GLM 1

The rationale behind GLM 1 was to look for brain regions that might be responsible for inferring the causal

structure (i.e. structure learning, Eq. 2.14) versus inferring the associative weights (i.e. associative learning, Eq. 2.6).

At feedback onset on trial n, a region that updates the posterior over causal structures would exhibit a sig-

nal that is correlated with the magnitude of the discrepancy between the prior P(M|h1:n−1) and the posterior

P(M|h1:n). We quantified this discrepancy by the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence:

KLstructures = DKL[P(M|h1:n)||P(M|h1:n−1)] =
∑
M

P(M|h1:n) log2
P(M|h1:n)
P(M|h1:n−1)

. (2.23)

Similarly, a region involved in updating the associative weights would show activity correlated with the dis-

crepancy between the weight prior and the weight posterior (i.e. the probability distribution over the weights be-

fore and after the update). Since the model keeps track of the weights for all structures, we reasoned that a region

involved in associative weight updating would show activity that is correlated with the KL divergence between

the joint prior and the joint posterior over the weights for all structures, which can be factored into:
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KLweights = KLweights_M1 + KLweights_M2 + KLweights_M3 (2.24)

where each summand represents the KL divergence between the posterior and the prior over the weights for

the respective causal structure. The KL divergence forM1 is given by:

KLweights_M1 = DKL[P(w|h1:n,M1)||P(w|h1:n−1,M1)]

=

∫
w
P(w|h1:n,M1) log2

P(w|h1:n,M1)

P(w|h1:n−1,M1)
dw

=
1

2 ln 2

[
tr(Σ−1

n−1Σn) + (ŵn−1 − ŵn)
TΣ−1

n−1(ŵn−1 − ŵn)−D+ ln

(
detΣn−1

detΣn

)]
(2.25)

whereD denotes the number of weights, Σn denotes the posterior covariance on trial n, and dividing by ln 2

converts the result to bits. Eq. 2.25 follows from the fact that the weights are normally distributed (Eq. 2.7).

KLweights_M2 andKLweights_M3 were computed analogously.

We usedKLstructures andKLweights as parametric modulators for the feedback regressor. We were primarily in-

terested inKLstructures as it reflects the structure learning update. Previous work204 suggests that orthogonalizing

it with respect toKLweights would not make a difference for the beta coefficients forKLstructures, while at the same

time it would complicate the analysis ofKLweights. Therefore we did not orthogonalize the parametric modu-

lators with respect to each other nor with respect to the feedback regressor. In order to look for signals specif-

ically related to structure updating above and beyond associative weight updating, we computed the contrast

KLstructures − KLweights.
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GLM 2

Another possibility is that only the weights of the most likely causal structure are updated. This approximation

resembles the way in which the clustering model only updates the value of the maximum a posteriori clusters.

GLM 2 is defined in the same way as GLM 1, except that only the weight update for the maximum a posteriori

causal structureM′ = argmaxM P(M|h1:n) is included:

KLweights = KLweights_M′ (2.26)

GLM 3

GLM 3 was based on the clustering model. Analogously to GLM 1, the purpose was to look for regions responsi-

ble for updating the cluster assignments (i.e. structure learning, in the sense used by Collins & Frank 43 ; Eq. 2.21)

versus updating the cluster values (i.e. associative learning, Eq. 2.22).

Similarly to GLM 1, we quantified cluster updating as the KL divergence between the posterior (Eq. 2.21) and

the prior (Eq. 2.19) over cluster assignments, conditioned on the cue-context pair (xn, cn). Since clusterings for

cues and contexts are independent, this can be factored as a sum of the KL divergences for cues and contexts:

KLclusters = KLcue_clusters + KLcontext_clusters (2.27)

= DKL[P(zx|xn, h1:n)||P(zx|xn, h1:n−1)] +DKL[P(zc|cn, h1:n)||P(zc|cn, h1:n−1)] (2.28)

=
∑
zx

P(zx|xn, h1:n) log2
P(zx|xn, h1:n)
P(zx|xn, h1:n−1)

+
∑
zc

P(zc|cn, h1:n) log2
P(zc|cn, h1:n)
P(zc|cn, h1:n−1)

(2.29)

Associative updating was quantified by the (cluster) prediction error (Eq. 2.22):
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CPE = rn − Vn(z′′x , z′′c ) (2.30)

We usedKLclusters and CPE as parametric modulators for the feedback regressor, not orthogonalized. As in

GLM 1, we were primarily interested inKLclusters as a proxy for the structure learning update, and we therefore

computed the contrastKLclusters − CPE.

GLM 4

As a control, we also included a GLM for the clustering model that was identical to the GLM used to analyze

EEG data in Collins & Frank 44 . It had the clustering model prediction error CPE = rn − Vn(z′′x , z′′c ) (Eq. 2.30)

and the simple (or “flat”) RL prediction error FPE = rn − Vn(xn, cn) (Eq. 2.17) as parametric modulators at

feedback onset, not orthogonalized. We then computed the contrast CPE − FPE in order to find brain regions

that encode value updating specific to the clustering model.

GLMcomparison

We used random effects Bayesian model selection237 to compare GLMs based on how well they fit whole brain

neural activity. While we did not expect our GLMs to account for the activity of all voxels, we did not select a

priori regions of interest (ROIs), and therefore had no reason to exclude any particular voxels from the analysis.

We approximated the log model evidence as -0.5 * BIC, where BIC is the Bayesian information criterion, which

we computed using the residual variance of the GLM fits. The BIC quantifies how closely the GLMmatches the

neural activity of a given subject, while adding a penalty proportional to the number of regressors in the GLM to

account for overfitting. Bayesian model selection then produced a PXP for each GLM, which is the probability

that this is the most frequently occurring GLM in the population.
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2.3.9 Multivariate analysis

Representational similarity analysis

We used representational similarity analysis (RSA) to identify candidate brain regions that might encode the full

posterior distribution over causal structures (Eq. 2.14) in their multivariate activity patterns161. On a given trial,

we expected Bayesian updating to occur when the outcome of the subject’s prediction is presented at feedback

onset (i.e. whether they were correct or incorrect). We therefore sought to identify brain regions that represent

the posterior P(M|h1:n) at feedback onset.

In order to identify regions with a high representational similarity match for the posterior, we used an unbi-

ased whole-brain “searchlight” approach. For each voxel of the entire volume, we defined a spherical ROI (search-

light) of 4-mm radius160 centered on that voxel, excluding voxels outside the brain (equivalently, radius = 2.6667

voxels, or up to 81 voxels in each searchlight). For each subject and each searchlight, we computed a 180 × 180

representational dissimilarity matrixR (the neural RDM) such that the entry in row i and column j is the cosine

distance between the neural activity patterns on training trial i and training trial j:

Rij = Rji = 1− cos θij = 1−
ai · aj
|ai| |aj|

(2.31)

where θij is the angle between the 81-dimensional vectors ai and aj which represent the instantaneous neu-

ral activity patterns at feedback onset on training trials i and j, respectively, in the given searchlight for the given

subject. Neural activations entered into the RSA were obtained using a GLMwith distinct impulse regressors

convolved with the HRF at trial onset and feedback onset on each trial (test trials had regressors at trial onset

only). The neural activity of a given voxel was thus simply its beta coefficient of the regressor for the correspond-

ing trial and event. Since the matrix is symmetric andRii = 0, we only considered entries above the diagonal (i.e.

i < j). The cosine distance is equal to 1 minus the normalized correlation (i.e. the cosine of the angle between
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the two vectors), which has been preferred over other similarity measures as it better conforms to intuitions about

similarity both for neural activity and for probability distributions33.

Similarly, we computed an RDM (the model RDM) such that the entry in row i and column j is the cosine

distance between the posterior on training trial i and training trial j, as computed by model simulations using the

stimulus sequences experienced by the subject on the corresponding blocks.

If neural activity in the given searchlight encodes the posterior, then the neural RDM should resemble the

model RDM: trials on which the posterior is similar should have similar neural representations (i.e. smaller co-

sine distances), while trials on which the posterior is dissimilar should have dissimilar neural representations (i.e.

larger cosine distances). This intuition can be formalized using Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient between

the model RDM and the neural RDM (n = 180 × 179/2 = 16110 unique pairs of trials in each RDM). A

high coefficient implies that pairs of trials with similar posteriors tend show similar neural patterns while pairs

of trials with dissimilar posteriors tend to show dissimilar neural patterns. Spearman’s rank correlation is a pre-

ferred method for comparing RDMs over other correlation measures as it does not assume a linear relationship

between the RDMs161. Thus for each voxel and each subject, we obtained a single Spearman’s ρ that reflects the

representational similarity match between the posterior and the searchlight centered on that voxel.

In order to aggregate these results across subjects, for each voxel we Fisher z-transformed the resulting Spear-

man’s ρ from all 20 subjects and performed a t-test against 0. This yielded a group-level t-map, where the t-value

of each voxel indicates whether the representational similarity match for that voxel is significant across subjects.

We thresholded single voxels at p < 0.001 and corrected for multiple comparisons using whole-brain cluster

FWE correction at significance level α = 0.05. We report the surviving clusters and the t-values of the corre-

sponding voxels (Figure 2.6A).

Since the posterior tends to be similar on trials that are temporally close to each other, as well as on trials from

the same block, we computed two control RDMs: a “time RDM” in which the distance between trials i and j

is |ti − tj|, where ti is the difference between the onset of trial i and the start of its corresponding block; and a

“block RDM” in which the distance between trials i and j is 0 if they belong to the same block, and 1 otherwise.
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Each Spearman’s ρ’s was then computed as a partial rank correlation coefficient between the neural RDM and

the model RDM, controlling for the time RDM and the block RDM. This rules out the possibility that our RSA

results reflect within-block temporal autocorrelations that are unrelated to the posterior.

Temporal autocorrelation is a concern when performing RSA, because it can bias the results3,32,72. This con-

cern is partially alleviated by using betas extracted from a GLMwith a separate impulse regressor on each trial, in

addition to controlling for the time RDM and the block RDM. Furthermore, most of the entries in the RDMs

are for pairs of trials across different runs, where temporal autocorrelations are not an issue. While this does not

perfectly address the autocorrelation problem, the subsequent classification analysis and its link to behavior (de-

scribed below) validate the ROIs identified by the RSA in a way that is not confounded by temporal autocorrela-

tions in the BOLD signal.

We performed the same analysis for the clustering model. We looked for brain regions with a high represen-

tational similarity match with the joint posterior distribution over stimuli and clusters P(zx, x, zc, c), which we

computed as:

P(zx, x, zc, c) = P(zx|x)P(x)P(zc|c)P(c) (2.32)

The cluster assignments P(zx|x) and P(zc|c)were computed as in Eq. 2.21. The priors P(x) and P(c) on a

given trial were computed as the average number of times cue x and context c (respectively) have been encoun-

tered so far. Since this definition of the priors is somewhat ad hoc, we also performed the analysis assuming uni-

form P(x) and P(c), which makes the posterior equal to the conditional posterior over cluster assignments:

P(zx, zc|x, c) = P(zx|x)P(zc|c) (2.33)
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Information mapping

Performing RSA using the spatially smoothed functional images has the advantage of producing spatially con-

tinuous activation clusters that are consistent across subjects and easy to interpret. However, smoothing discards

the fine-grained spatial structure of the signal160, which could contain rich information about variables involved

in structure learning. Thus, we chose to perform classification on the unsmoothed images, but using ROIs se-

lected from the smoothed images. This allows us to maximize the sensitivity of the classifier while accommodat-

ing between-subject variability in anatomical locations of the ROIs. Since the posterior closely tracks the block

condition, we expect voxels that encode the posterior to be informative about the block condition. In order to

identify such voxels, we employed a whole-brain searchlight classification approach based on the unsmoothed

neural data. We used the Searchmight toolbox226 on betas from a GLM identical to the GLM used for the RSA,

except that it was performed on functional images that did not undergo smoothing in the preprocessing step.

As in the RSA, for each voxel in the whole-brain volume, we defined a 4-mm searchlight centered on that voxel.

For each subject and each searchlight, we trained a separate linear discriminant analysis (LDA) classifier with a

shrinkage estimator for the covariance matrix226 to predict the block condition (irrelevant context, modulatory

context, or irrelevant cue) based on neural activity at feedback onset on the training trials. We only considered

trials 6 . . . 20 since both subject performance and the posterior over causal structures plateaued around trial 6,

and hence we did not expect trials 1 . . . 5 to be informative. Thus there were 15× 9 = 135 data points, each con-

sisting of up to 81 voxels. We trained and evaluated the classifier using stratified 3-fold cross-validation with whole

blocks: there were three data partitions, and each partition contained one block of each condition, chosen at ran-

dom (for a total of 15× 3 = 45 data points per partition). Including entire blocks in the partitions was necessary

due to the temporal autocorrelation of the fMRI signal within each block, which could overfit the classifier to

individual blocks rather than block conditions. Since each block was part of one validation set, this allowed us to

obtain performance for each data point by a classifier that had not seen that data point, nor any other data points

from the same block. Classification accuracy was computed based on the validation sets and was assigned to the
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center voxel of the searchlight. Thus for each subject, we obtained an accuracy map for the entire brain volume.

Correlating neural activity with behavior

We sought to leverage the strengths of both the searchlight RSA and the searchlight classifier by combining the

group-level ROIs identified by the RSA with the subject-specific accuracy maps identified by the classifier in

order to predict subject behavior on the test trials. We conjectured that noise in the neural representation of the

posterior might vary systematically across subjects. Subjects with noisier representations would produce test

phase choices that are less consistent with the causal structure learning model. Furthermore, this noise would be

reflected in the classifier performance, with noisier representations resulting in lower classification accuracy.

In order to test this prediction, we took the peak classification accuracy within each ROI identified by the

RSA and correlated it with the log likelihood of the subject’s test choices (averaged across blocks). We then ap-

plied Bonferroni correction to the resulting set of p-values. If a set of voxels encodes the posterior, then its classi-

fication accuracy should predict how well the subject’s choices during the test phase conform to the predictions

of the causal structure learning model. By restricting the analysis to ROIs identified by the RSA, this approach

yields interpretable results on the group level, while simultaneously taking into account idiosyncrasies in the pre-

cise locus of the neural representation of the posterior for each subject. Furthermore, since results from both the

RSA and the classifier were based on training trials only, circularity in the analysis is avoided.

Results

2.4 Structure learning accounts for behavioral performance

The behavioral results replicated the findings of Gershman 104 using a within-subject design. Subjects from both

the pilot and the fMRI portions of the study learned the correct stimulus-outcome associations relatively quickly,

with average performance plateauing around the middle of training (Figure 2.3). Average accuracy during the

second half of training was 91.2 ± 2.5% (t9 = 16.8, p < 10−7, one-sample t-test against 50%) for the pilot
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Figure 2.3: Learning curves during training
Performance during training for (A) behavioral pilot subjects (N = 10), and (B) fMRI subjects (N = 20), averaged across subjects and
blocks.
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Figure 2.4: Generaliza on on the test trials
(A) Posterior probability distribu on over causal structures in each condi on at the end of training. Each block was simulated indepen-
dently and the posterior probabili es were averaged across blocks of the same condi on.
(B) Choice probabili es on the test trials for subjects in the pilot (grey circles) and fMRI (black circles) por ons of the study, overlaid over
model choice probabili es (colored bars). Each color corresponds to a par cular combina on of an old (x1) or new (x3) cue in an old (c1)
or new (c3) context. Error bars represent within-subject standard errors of the mean48
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subjects, and 92.7 ± 1.7% (t19 = 25.0, p < 10−15, one-sample t-test against 50%) for the scanned subjects, well

above chance.

Importantly, both groups exhibited distinct patterns of generalization on the test trials across the differ-

ent conditions, consistent with the results of Gershman 104 (Figure 2.4B). Without taking the computational

model into account, these generalization patterns already suggest that subjects learned something beyond simple

stimulus-response mappings. On blocks during which context was irrelevant (Figure 2.4B, irrelevant context),

subjects tended to predict that the old cue x1, which caused sickness in both c1 and c2, would also cause sickness

in the new context c3 (circle for x1c3), even though they had never experienced c3 before. The new cue x3, on the

other hand, was judged to be much less predictive of sickness in either context (t38 = 9.51, p < 10−10, paired

t-test). On modulatory context blocks, subjects appeared to treat each cue-context pair as a unique stimulus in-

dependent from the other pairs (Figure 2.4B, modulatory context). On these blocks, subjects judged that the

old cue is predictive of sickness in the old context significantly more compared to the remaining cue-context

pairs (t38 = 9.01, p < 10−10, paired t-test). On blocks during which the cue was irrelevant, (Figure 2.4B,

irrelevant cue), subjects guessed that the old context c1, which caused sickness for both cues x1 and x2, would

also cause sickness for the new cue x3 (circle for x3c1), but that the new context c3 would not cause sickness

(t38 = 11.1, p < 10−12, paired t-test).

These observations were consistent with the predictions of the causal structure learning model. Using pa-

rameters fit with data from the behavioral pilot version of the study, the model quantitatively accounted for

the generalization pattern on the test trials choices of subjects in the fMRI portion of the study (Figure 2.4B;

r = 0.97, p < 10−7). As expected, the stimulus-outcome contingencies induced the model to infer a different

causal structure in each of the three conditions (Figure 2.4A), leading to the distinct response patterns on the

simulated test trials.

Of the alternative models, only the clustering model provided an equally compelling account of the general-

ization pattern on the test trials (Table 2.1, RL + clustering; r = 0.98, p < 10−7). Bayesian model comparison

(Table 2.1) based on all of the subjects’ choices favored both the causal structure learning model and the clus-
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Table 2.1: Model comparison favors the full causal structure learning model (M1, M2, M3) and the clustering model (RL + clustering).
The free parameters were fit based on choice data from the pilot version of the study (Figure 2.4B, grey circles). Protected exceedance
probabili es (PXPs) were computed based on the fMRI por on of the study. Pearson’s correla ons were computed based on test phase
choices from the fMRI por on of the study (Figure 2.4B, black circles). RL, reinforcement learning.

Model free parameters PXP Pearson’s r

M1,M2,M3
σ2w = 0.0157, β = 2.6849,
τ2 = 7.5724× 10−5,w0 = 0.2382 0.8840 r = 0.97, p < 10−7

M1
σ2w = 0.0079, β = 1.9441,
τ2 = 1.3340× 10−5,w0 = 0.2641 0.0013 r = 0.61, p = 0.0347

M2
σ2w = 0.0570, β = 2.5302,
τ2 = 1.3049× 10−9,w0 = 0.3282 0.0017 r = 0.73, p = 0.0076

M3
σ2w = 0.0111, β = 1.5085,
τ2 = 3.8610× 10−11,w0 = 0.1722 0.0003 r = 0.59, p = 0.0447

simple RL η = 0.8888, β = 2.3983,V0 = 0.3188 0.0027 r = 0.73, p = 0.0076
RL + generalization η = 0.5579, β = 2.3777,V0 = 0.2175 0.0004 r = 0.88, p = 0.0002

RL + clustering η = 0.8397, β = 2.4166,
α = 1.3963,V0 = 0.2624 0.1096 r = 0.98, p < 10−7

tering model more strongly than the alternatives. For comparison, generalization was markedly worse when the

hypothesis space was restricted to a single causal structure: the correlation coefficients were r = 0.61 for the ir-

relevant context structure (M1; p = 0.03), r = 0.73 for the modulatory context structure (M2; p = 0.008),

and r = 0.59 for the irrelevant cue structure (M3; p = 0.04). As expected, performance of the simple RLmodel

was comparable toM2, since they both treat each cue-context pair as a unique stimulus. RL with generalization

showed an improvement in the generalization pattern (r = 0.88, p = 0.0002), however it was not as good as

the causal structure learning model nor the clustering model, and its PXP indicated that it is unlikely to be the

most prevalent model in the population. Therefore we restricted our subsequent analysis of the neural data to

the causal structure learning and clustering models.
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Table 2.2: GLM comparison cannot disambiguate between the causal structure learning model (GLM 1: M1, M2, M3) and the clustering
model (GLM 3: RL + clustering). Protected exceedance probabili es (PXPs) were based on whole-brain ac vity from all trials. MAP,
maximum a posteriori.

GLM model parametric modulators PXP
GLM 1 M1, M2, M3 KLstructures,KLweights (sum) 0.4009
GLM 2 M1, M2, M3 KLstructures,KLweights (MAP) 0.0993
GLM 3 RL + clustering KLclusters, CPE 0.4006
GLM 4 RL + clustering, simple RL CPE, FPE 0.0992
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Figure 2.5: Dis nct Neural Signatures of Structure Learning and Associa ve Learning
Sta s cal maps for GLM 1 (A) and GLM 3 (B), using a threshold of p < 0.001, whole-brain cluster FWE corrected at α = 0.05. The
color scales represent t-values.
(A) Regions tracking Bayesian upda ng of beliefs about causal structures (le ), Bayesian upda ng of beliefs about associa ve weights
for all structures (middle), and the contrast between the two (right).
(B) Regions tracking Bayesian upda ng of beliefs about cluster assignments (le ), the predic on error for the currently ac ve clusters
(middle), and the contrast between the two (right).
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Table 2.3: GLM 1: KLstructures − KLweights. Brain regions in which the BOLD signal tracks Bayesian upda ng of causal structures above
and beyond Bayesian upda ng of associa ve weights (corresponding to Figure 2.5A, right panel). The anatomical label and the MNI
coordinates are based on the voxel with the maximum t-sta s c from each cluster. Single voxels were thresholded at p < 0.001 and
whole-brain cluster FWE correc on was applied at significance level α = 0.05. Regions were labeled using the Automated Anatomical
Labeling (AAL2) atlas. IFG, inferior frontal gyrus. MNI, Montreal Neurological Ins tute. BA, Brodmann area.

Sign Brain region BA Extent t-value MNI coord.
Positive Middle frontal gyrus (R) 9 2218 8.377 44 12 50

Angular gyrus (R) 39 1968 6.351 56 -60 30
IFG pars triangularis (L) 48 698 6.341 -38 26 26
Anterior orbital gyrus (R) 11 1430 6.236 24 64 -14
Middle frontal gyrus (L) 46 809 6.137 -40 56 6
Cerebellum (L) 423 5.584 -40 -62 -46
Superior frontal gyrus, dorsolateral (R) 8 332 5.383 2 38 48
Inferior temporal gyrus (R) 20 278 5.192 62 -44 -12
Inferior parietal gyrus (L) 7 768 5.044 -34 -66 46
Cerebellum (L) 211 5.001 -28 -72 -28

Negative Rolandic operculum (L) 48 352 -6.463 -46 -28 20
IFG pars orbitalis (L) 11 308 -6.207 -24 32 -10
Superior parietal gyrus (L) 5 554 -5.831 -18 -48 60
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Table 2.4: GLM 3: KLclusters − CPE. Brain regions in which the BOLD signal tracks Bayesian upda ng of cluster assignments above and
beyond associa ve upda ng (corresponding to Figure 2.5B, right panel). Nota on and procedures as in Table 2.3.

Sign Brain region BA Extent t-value MNI coord.
Positive IFG pars triangularis (L) 48 2996 10.548 -42 14 30

Angular gyrus (R) 39 2433 10.541 32 -60 46
Anterior insula (R) 47 506 10.275 30 22 -4
Superior frontal gyrus, dorsolateral (R) 8 1625 9.032 2 28 44
IFG pars opercularis (R) 44 2471 8.438 58 18 34
Middle frontal gyrus (L) 10 1309 7.943 -38 58 8
Cerebellum (L) 2200 7.839 -4 -80 -30
Anterior orbital gyrus (R) 11 1036 7.688 34 48 -16
Inferior parietal gyrus (L) 7 2220 6.858 -32 -56 48
Inferior temporal gyrus (R) 37 903 6.792 44 -56 -10
Medial orbital gyrus (L) 11 274 6.676 -18 44 -18
Cerebellum (R) 18 1112 6.172 24 -86 -22
Middle temporal gyrus (L) 21 420 5.886 -58 -28 -4
Precuneus (R) 7 195 4.797 6 -68 48

Negative Superior temporal gyrus (R) 48 212 -6.435 44 -12 -4
Superior temporal gyrus (L) 48 277 -5.693 -48 -28 18
Superior temporal gyrus (R) 48 520 -5.258 56 -32 22
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2.5 Separate brain regions support structure learning and associative learning

We sought to identify brain regions in which the blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) signal tracks be-

liefs about the underlying causal structure. In order to condense these multivariate distributions into scalars,

we computed the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence between the posterior and the prior distribution over causal

structures on each training trial (KLstructures, Eq. 2.23), which measures the degree to which structural beliefs were

revised after observing the outcome. Specifically, we analyzed the fMRI data using a general linear model (GLM)

which includedKLstructures as a parametric modulator at feedback onset. We reasoned that activity in regions in-

volved in learning causal structure would correlate with the degree of belief revision.

Since we were interested in regions that correlate with learning on the level of causal structures rather than

their associative weights, we included the KL divergence between the posterior and the prior distribution over

associative weights (KLweights, Eq. 2.25). These weights encode the strength of causal relationships between cues,

contexts and outcomes separately for each causal structure. IncludingKLweights as an additional parametric mod-

ulator at feedback onset would capture any variability in the signal related to weight updating and allow us to

isolate it from the signal related to structure updating.

Our Kalman filter implementation of structure learning assumes that the agent performs full Bayesian infer-

ence, which necessitates simultaneous updating of the weights for all causal structures, regardless of the agent’s

beliefs about the causal structures. However, a biologically/cognitively plausible implementation might incorpo-

rate certain heuristics, such as devoting less computational resources to updating the weights for causal structures

that are less likely213. To account for this possibility, we compared two GLMs that included bothKLstructures and

KLweights as parametric modulators and feedback onset, but differed in the wayKLweights was computed. In GLM

1,KLweights was computed as the sum of the KL divergences for all causal structures (Eq. 2.24), consistent with

our implementation which devotes the same amount of computational resources to updating the weights for all

structures. In GLM 2,KLweights was computed only for the maximum a posteriori (MAP) structure on the cur-

rent trial (Eq. 2.26). This is consistent with an implementation that only updates the weights for the most likely
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structure, analogously to the clustering model which only updates the value for the MAP cluster assignments.

We used on an analogous GLM (GLM 3) to identify brain regions that correlate with structural updates and

associative updates based on the clustering model. The structure learned by the clustering model corresponds

to the cluster assignments of the individual cues and contexts, so we reasoned that the structure learning update

would elicit a signal proportional to the KL divergence between the posterior and the prior over cluster assign-

ments (KLclusters, Eq 2.29). Associative learning in the clustering model corresponds to updating the value of the

currently active cue cluster and context cluster, which can be quantified by the (cluster) prediction error (CPE,

Eq. 2.30). As a control, we included another GLM (GLM 4) for the clustering model, which was based on the

GLM used in Collins & Frank 44 . It had the CPE and the simple (or “flat”) RL prediction error (FPE) as para-

metric modulators at feedback onset.

Bayesian model comparison favored GLM 1 and GLM 3 over the other GLMs (Table 2.2). The high PXP of

GLM 1 compared to GLM 2 suggests that the most prevalent causal structure learning model in the population

is the one that keeps updating the weights for all structures equally, as predicted by our Kalman filter implemen-

tation. The high PXP of GLM 3 compared to GLM 4 favors a model that performs RL over clusters alone, rather

than one which performs RL over clusters in addition to RL over individual cues and contexts. We therefore

report group-level contrasts for GLM 1 and GLM 3 only.

We were interested in identifying regions that track structure learning above and beyond associative learning.

For GLM 1, this corresponds to the contrastKLstructures − KLweights (Figure 2.5A, right panel; Table 2.3). We re-

port clusters that show a significant positive effect (i.e., a stronger correlation withKLstructures than withKLweights)

after thresholding single voxels at p < 0.001 and applying whole-brain cluster FWE correction at significance

level α = 0.05 (minimum cluster extent = 211). The contrast highlighted a bilateral network of frontoparietal

regions. We observed activations in inferior PPC, with a cluster in right angular gyrus and a smaller one spanning

the left angular gyrus and left inferior parietal gyrus (IPG). We also found activations in lateral PFC, with a large

cluster in right medial frontal gyrus (MFG), extending ventrally into inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) pars triangularis

and dorsally into superior frontal gyrus (SFG), as well as a smaller cluster in IFG pars triangularis in the left hemi-
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sphere. We also found bilateral activations in rostrolateral prefrontal cortex (RLPFC), extending into the orbital

surface in the right hemisphere. Significant activations were also found on the medial surface of right SFG and in

the occipito-temporal part of the right inferior temporal gyrus . Notably, even though the regions that correlated

withKLstructures (Figure 2.5A, left panel) were highly overlapping with the regions that correlated withKLweights

(Figure 2.5A, middle panel), the fact that most of those regions survived in the contrast implies that the signal

in these areas cannot be explained by associative learning alone, suggesting a dissociable network of regions that

supports causal structure learning.

For GLM 3, the contrast of interest wasKLclusters − CPE (Figure 2.5B, right panel; Table 2.4; minimum

cluster extent = 195). This revealed a frontoparietal network of regions with a high degree of overlap with the

KLstructures−KLweights contrast from GLM 1. We found bilateral clusters in inferior PPC (IPG and angular gyrus),

lateral PFC (IFG andMFG), and RLPFC. Unlike GLM 1, there were also bilateral clusters in inferior temporal

gyrus, middle temporal gyrus, anterior insula, and medial SFG. As in GLM 1, the regions that correlated with

KLclusters (Figure 2.5B, left panel) were largely present in the contrast as well, suggesting that their activity tracks a

structure update signal that cannot be accounted for by associative updating alone.

2.6 Multivariate representations of the posterior over causal structures

If the brain performs Bayesian inference over causal structures, as our data suggest, then we should be able to

identify regions that contain representations of the full posterior distribution over causal structures P(M|h1:n)

(Eq. 2.14). We thus performed a whole-brain “searchlight” representational similarity analysis161 using search-

lights of 4-mm radius160. For each subject, we centered the spherical ROI on each voxel of the whole-brain vol-

ume and computed a representational dissimilarity matrix (RDM) using the cosine distance between neural ac-

tivity patterns at feedback onset for all pairs of trials (see Materials andMethods). Intuitively, this RDM reflects

which pairs of trials look similar and which pairs of trials look different according to the neural representations in

the local neighborhood around the given voxel. We then used Spearman’s rank correlation to compare this neural
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Figure 2.6: Neural Signature of the Posterior over Causal Structures
(A) Sta s cal map showing regions with a high representa onal similarity match for the posterior over causal structures at feedback
onset (p < 0.001, whole-brain cluster FWE corrected at α = 0.05). The color scales represent t-values.
(B, C) Between-subject correla on between peak classifica on accuracy on the training trials and the average log likelihood of the sub-
ject’s choices on the test trials, according to the causal structure learning model. Significant correla ons were found for le inferior
parietal gyrus (B) and right anterior insula (C), a er Bonferroni correc on with adjusted α = 0.05/6 = 0.0083. r, Pearson’s correla-
on coefficient.

Table 2.5: Brain regions with a high representa onal similarity match between neural pa erns at feedback onset and the posterior over
causal structures (corresponding to Figure 2.6A). The voxel with the maximum t-sta s c from each cluster is also reported. Single voxels
were thresholded at p < 0.001 and whole-brain cluster FWE correc on was applied at significance level α = 0.05. Nota on as in
Table 2.3. r is the between-subject Pearson’s correla on coefficient between peak classifica on accuracy within the ROI and test choice
log likelihood. * - significant a er Bonferroni correc on with adjusted α = 0.05/6 = 0.0083.

Sign Brain region BA Extent t-value MNI coord. r Unadjusted Adjusted
p-value p-value

Positive Angular gyrus (R) 7 1347 8.505 34 -58 42 0.03 0.908 1.000
Inferior temporal gyrus,
calcrine fissure,
and surrounding cortex (L) 37 6940 8.112 -50 -58 -18 0.25 0.283 0.864
Inferior parietal gyrus (L) 7 1279 6.751 -46 -38 44 0.58 0.007* 0.042*
Superior temporal gyrus (L) 48 270 6.162 -46 -20 6 0.28 0.231 0.793
Anterior insula (R) 47 253 5.779 44 20 -6 0.66 0.002* 0.010*
IFG pars triangularis (L) 45 480 4.636 -56 26 24 0.30 0.195 0.729
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RDMwith a model RDM based on the posterior over causal structures. If a given ROI encodes the posterior,

then pairs of trials on which the posterior is similar would also show similar neural representations, while pairs

of trials on which the posterior is different would show differing neural representations. This corresponds to a

positive rank correlation between the model and the neural RDMs.

For each subject and each voxel, we thus obtained a Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient, reflecting the sim-

ilarity between variability in activity patterns around that voxel and variability in the posterior over causal struc-

tures (the representational similarity match). To aggregate these results at the group level for each voxel, we then

performed a one-sample t-test against 0 with the Fisher z-transformed Spearman’s ρ from all subjects. The re-

sulting t-values from all voxels were used to construct a whole-brain t-map, which was thresholded and corrected

for multiple comparisons in the same way as the GLMs (Figure 2.6A and Table 2.5; minimum cluster extent =

253). Each t-value in this map quantifies how likely it is that the given voxel exhibits a positive representational

similarity match with the posterior across the population. This revealed some of the same frontoparietal regions

identified by the structure learning contrast (Figure 2.5A, right panel), including bilateral inferior PPC (angular

gyrus and the neighboring IPG), and left IFG pars triangularis. We also found a large bilateral occipito-temporal

cluster spanning the primary visual areas, fusiform gyrus, and inferior temporal gyrus. Additional matches were

found in right anterior insula and left superior temporal gyrus.

We then performed the same analysis for the clustering model, using the posterior over clusters and stimuli

P(zx, x, zc, c) (Eq. 2.32). We did not find any voxels that survive multiple comparisons correction. This was also

true when we used the conditional posterior over cluster assignments P(zx, zc|x, c) (Eq. 2.33). Taken together,

these results favor a causal structure learning account of the data, and point to a network of regions for main-

taining beliefs about causal structure, which get updated on a trial-by-trial basis by a distinct but overlapping

network of frontoparietal regions.
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2.7 Neural representations of the posterior predict subsequent choices

In order to confirm that ROIs identified by the RSA truly contain representations of the posterior over causal

structures, we next sought to use the neural activity in those regions to predict subject behavior. We employed a

whole-brain searchlight classification approach based on the unsmoothed functional images (see Materials and

Methods). For each subject, this produced an accuracy map that quantifies the amount of information about the

block condition contained in the local neighborhood of each voxel. To test the hypothesis that a particular ROI

identified by the RSA encodes the posterior at the group level, we took the peak classification accuracy within

that ROI and correlated it with the average log likelihood of the subject’s responses during the test phase. Notice

that since the RSA and the classifier results were based on training trials only, there is no circularity in this analy-

sis. The resulting Pearson’s correlation coefficients are shown in Table 2.5. After applying Bonferroni correction

for all six RSA ROIs, we found a significant positive correlation in right anterior insula (adjusted p < 0.01,

Figure 2.6B) and left inferior PPC (adjusted p < 0.05, Figure 2.6C).

We based this analysis on the assumption that there is some endogenous noise in the neural representation of

the posterior217,131,174. This noise would disrupt the close correspondence between the block condition and the

posterior, resulting in lower classification accuracy. Thus the accuracy assigned to each voxel can be interpreted

as the fidelity with which a particular subject represents the posterior in the searchlight around that voxel. The

voxel with the highest accuracy within an ROI is also the best candidate for representing the posterior. At the

same time, noise in the posterior would give rise to discrepancies between the subject’s behavior and the model

predictions, which are based on a noise-free representation of the posterior. Since this noise would likely be over-

shadowed by noise in the BOLD signal on any single trial, we turned to the group level, where any systematic

variability in the noise of the posterior across subjects should be manifested as systematic variability in the both

the classification accuracy and the likelihood of the subject’s test phase choices. While this analysis assumes sub-

jects are using the structure learning model, subjects using a different model could show the same pattern as those

having a noisy or posterior: their classification accuracy would be low due to the incorrect representation, and
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their test choice log likelihood would be low due to the discrepancy between their model and the structure learn-

ing model. That is, subjects should produce test phase choices in accordance with the posterior to the extent that

they use the structure learning model and they have a less noisy neural representation of the posterior. Thus the

fact that two of the ROIs matching the similarity pattern of the posterior also show this relationship with be-

havior provides strong evidence that these regions encode the full posterior distribution over causal structures in

their multivariate patterns of activity.

2.8 Discussion

Behavioral evidence suggests that humans and animals infer both the structure and the strength of causal rela-

tionships130,159,194,104. Using functional brain imaging in humans, the current study provides neural evidence

that the formation of stimulus-outcomes associations is guided by the inferred structure of the environment.

The neural data support the existence of a learning mechanism operating over structural representations that is

distinct from the mechanism operating over associative representations, thus reifying the computationally hy-

pothesized division of labor. Our univariate analysis identified areas that were sensitive to belief updates about

structure, including inferior PPC, lateral PFC, and RLPFC. In addition, representational similarity analysis re-

vealed an overlapping network of brain areas that appear to represent the full posterior distribution over causal

structures, with activity in two of those regions – inferior PPC and anterior insula – showing a significant corre-

lation with subsequent subject responses.

Our behavioral data were equally well explained by an alternative structure learning model put forward by

Collins & Frank 43 , which implicated some of the same brain areas in relation to belief updates about structure.

This is somewhat remarkable, considering that their model offers a different interpretation of structure learning,

namely that different stimulus dimensions (cues and contexts) are grouped into latent clusters and that associa-

tions are formed based on those latent clusters. In a sense, this offers greater flexibility than our model as it does

not assume any pre-existing knowledge of the relationships between different stimulus dimensions, and it allows
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for a theoretically unbounded number of latent clusters. Indeed, their model and related latent cause models109

address the question of how structure might emerge in the first place. In contrast, our model endows the agent

with an a priori set of relations between stimulus dimensions and outcomes, which are assumed to be innate

or acquired through previous experience. This allows for more flexibility in the functional form of the associ-

ations, such as the summation of values across different stimulus dimensions, something widely believed to be

important for capturing classic animal learning phenomena such as blocking, overshadowing, and overexpecta-

tion234,266. The fact that a largely overlapping network of regions tracks belief updates about structure for both

models, despite their differences, suggests a generic neural mechanism for discovering the latent structure of the

world that is agnostic to the particular structure learning interpretation. The limitations of the current study

preclude any strong conclusions favoring one model over the other, and thus further work will be required to

disentangle the behavioral and neural predictions of the two models.

A notable feature of our data is that inferior PPC appears to encode the full posterior over structures as well

as its corresponding Bayesian update. Previous authors255 have linked this area with the integration of bottom-

up multimodal input and top-down predictions from frontal areas. O’Reilly et al. 218 found that angular gyrus

encodes the discrepancy between the prior and the posterior distribution over outcomes in a statistical model

based on task history. Gläscher et al. 117 found a signature of the state prediction error in intraparietal sulcus and

lateral PFC, implicating those regions in computing the discrepancy between the current model and the observed

state transitions. Our results resonate with these findings and fit with the idea that inferior PPC acts as a cross-

modal hub that integrates prior knowledge with incoming information.

One candidate region where such top-down predictions might originate is lateral PFC, an area with strong

functional connectivity with the inferior parietal lobule301,23. Previous studies on cognitive control154,155,10 have

proposed the existence of a functional gradient in lateral PFC, with more anterior regions encoding representa-

tions of progressively higher levels of abstraction. Donoso et al. 78 found evidence that RLPFC performs infer-

ence over multiple counterfactual strategies by tracking their reliability, while IFG pars triangularis is responsible

for switching to one of those strategies if the current one is deemed unreliable. Work on hierarchical reinforce-
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ment learning12,95 extends the notion of a functional hierarchy in lateral PFC to the acquisition of abstract latent

rules that guide stimulus-outcome associations. If causal structures are likened to alternative strategies or latent

rules, then these results may relate to our finding that RLPFC and IFG track structure updating, and that IFG

shows a representational similarity match with the posterior (although we were unable to link this representation

with behavior, possibly due to the weak signal). Another region where top-down predictions might originate is

orbitofrontal cortex (OFC), which has been linked with the representation of a posterior distribution over latent

causes33 and is thought to represent a cognitive map of task space310,250. Consistent with this theory, we found

a signature of the Bayesian update signal in right OFC, although our multivariate analysis did not implicate this

region in the representation of the posterior.

One puzzling aspect of our results is that activity in anterior insula – a region traditionally implicated in affec-

tive processing – appears to encode the full posterior over structures, and yet it does not correlate with the update

signal. This might relate to previous work by Schapiro et al. 247 who found that stimuli belonging to the same

latent state elicit greater representational similarity in IFG and anterior insula, implicating these regions in some

form of latent state inference. Further work will be required to investigate the functional role of anterior insula in

relation to structure learning.

An important question that remains open is how structure learning might be implemented in biologically re-

alistic neural circuits. Tervo et al. 284 noted the parallels between the hierarchical architecture of cortical circuits

and the hierarchical nature of structure learning, with empirical evidence suggesting that different layers of the

hierarchy tend to be associated with separate cortical circuits. If the brain indeed performs Bayesian inference

over causal structures, this raises the more fundamental question of how ensembles of neurons could represent

and perform operations on probability distributions. Different theories have been put forward, ranging from

probabilistic population codes to Monte Carlo sampling228. Teasing apart the different possible mechanisms

would require developing behavioral frameworks that lend themselves to computational modeling and quantita-

tive predictions about the inferred probability distributions284. We believe our study is an important step in that

direction.
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In summary, we used a combination of behavioral, neural and computational techniques to tease apart the

neural substrates of structure learning from those of associative learning. Inference over the space of possible

structures in the environment recruited frontoparietal regions that have been previously implicated in belief re-

vision and latent state representations, such as inferior PPC, IFG, and RLPFC. Corresponding regions were

activated regardless of whether we interpreted structure learning as arbitrating among a set of existing causal

structures104, or as clustering stimuli into latent states43. Additionally, our multivariate analysis found a rep-

resentation of the posterior distribution over structures in inferior PPC and anterior insula that was predictive

of subject responding. Together, these results provide strong support for the idea that the brain performs prob-

abilistic inference over latent structures in the environment, enabling inductive leaps that go beyond the given

observations.
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3
Discovery of Hierarchical Representations for

Efficient Planning



3.1 Abstract

We propose that humans spontaneously organize environments into clusters of states that support hierarchical

planning, enabling them to tackle challenging problems by breaking them down into sub-problems at various

levels of abstraction. People constantly rely on such hierarchical presentations to accomplish tasks big and small –

from planning one’s day, to organizing a wedding, to getting a PhD – often succeeding on the very first attempt.

We formalize a Bayesian model of hierarchy discovery that explains how humans discover such useful abstrac-

tions. Building on principles developed in structure learning and robotics, the model predicts that hierarchy

discovery should be sensitive to the topological structure, reward distribution, and distribution of tasks in the en-

vironment. In five simulations, we show that the model accounts for previously reported effects of environment

structure on planning behavior, such as detection of bottleneck states and transitions. We then test the novel pre-

dictions of the model in eight behavioral experiments, demonstrating how the distribution of tasks and rewards

can influence planning behavior via the discovered hierarchy, sometimes facilitating and sometimes hindering

performance. We find evidence that the hierarchy discovery process unfolds incrementally across trials. Finally,

we propose how hierarchy discovery and hierarchical planning might be implemented in the brain. Together,

these findings present an important advance in our understanding of how the brain might use Bayesian inference

to discover and exploit the hidden hierarchical structure of the environment.

3.2 Introduction

Imagine you have a sudden irresistible craving for your favorite ice cream that is only made by a boutique ice

cream shop in Lugo, Spain. You must get there as soon as physically possible. What would you do? When faced

with this unusual puzzle, most people’s first response is that they will look up a flight to Spain. When asked what

they would do next, most people say that they would order a taxi to the airport, and when questioned further,

that they would walk to the taxi pickup location. Importantly, nobody says or even thinks anything like “I will

get up, turn left, walk five steps, etc.”, or even worse, “I will contract my left quadricep, then my right one, etc.”.
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Figure 3.1: Example of hierarchical planning.
How someone might plan to get from their office in Cambridge to their favorite ice cream shop in Lugo, Spain. Circles represent states
and arrows represent ac ons that transi on between states. Each state represents a cluster of states in the lower level. Thicker arrows
indicate transi ons between higher-level states, which o en come to mind first.
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This example illustrates hierarchical planning (Figure 3.1): people intuitively reason at the appropriate level of

abstraction, first sketching out a plan in terms of transitions between high-level states (in this case, countries),

which is subsequently refined in progressively lower levels and specific steps307. This is often done in an online

fashion, with details being resolved on-the-fly as the plan is being executed (for example, you would not ponder

what snack to buy at the airport before actually getting there). This ability of humans13 and animals99 to orga-

nize their behavior hierarchically allows them to flexibly pursue distant goals in complex environments, even for

novel tasks that they may have never encountered previously.

The study of hierarchical behaviors has deep roots in psychology and neuroscience173. Much work has been

done to characterize the emergence of such behaviors in humans and animals, often focusing on the acquisition

of temporally extended action sequences or action chunks that unfold over different time scales. Action chunking

occurs after extensive training, involves a specific set of brain regions, and is thought to be essential for pursuing

long-term goals and planning127,262.

Yet in order to leverage action chunks for planning, an agent must also be equipped with a hierarchical rep-

resentation of the environment, with clusters of states or state chunks representing parts of the world at differ-

ent levels of abstraction. In our ice cream example, the current country, city, neighborhood, building, room,

and location within the room are all valid representations of the agent’s current state and are all necessary in or-

der to plan effectively. Correspondingly, research shows that people spontaneously discover hierarchical struc-

ture307,246, that the discovered hierarchies are consistent with formal definitions of optimality263, and that

people use these hierarchies to plan13. Some of these studies have uncovered distinct neural correlates of high-

level states, which are sometimes referred to as state clusters, communities, contexts, abstract states, or state

chunks246,13. Research has also begun to uncover the neural correlates of hierarchical planning and action se-

lection13,236. Yet despite these advances, the computational mechanisms underlying the discovery of such hierar-

chical representations remain poorly understood.

In this study, we propose a Bayesian model of hierarchy discovery for planning. Drawing on the structure

learning literature110 and on concepts developed in robotics91, the model provides a normative account of how
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agents with limited cognitive resources should chunk their environment into clusters of states that support ef-

ficient planning. The central novel contributions of this paper are both empirical and theoretical. Our main

empirical contribution is to show that the distribution of tasks (experiments one through five) and rewards (ex-

periments six and seven) in the environment can influence the inferred state chunks, whereas past studies have

focused exclusively on the effects of environment topology. Our main theoretical contribution is to unify these

and previous findings under a single normative model that explains why these phenomena occur, and that en-

compasses a class of process models that could be leveraged to investigate the implementational details of state

chunking in the brain.

In simulations one through five, we demonstrate that the model accounts for previously reported behavioral

effects of the environment topology, such as detection of transitions across state clusters246, identification of

topological bottlenecks263, preference for routes with fewer state clusters263, and slower reaction times to tran-

sitions that violate topological structure181. Additionally, the model makes specific predictions about the way

in which the distributions of tasks and rewards constrain hierarchy discovery, which in turn constrains plan-

ning. We test these novel predictions in a series of eight behavioral experiments. Experiment one shows that the

distribution of tasks encountered in the environment can induce different state clusters, even when the topo-

logical structure of the environment does not promote any particular clustering. Experiment two shows how

this in turn could lead to either improved or hampered performance on novel tasks. Experiment three examines

the progression of inferred hierarchies as a function of which tasks participants have seen so far and reveals that

participants are sensitive to changes in both the uncertainty and the mode of the posterior distribution over hier-

archies. Experiments four and five replicate the results of experiments one and two in a fully visible environment,

showing that the effects cannot be explained by incorrect inferences about topological structure. Experiment

six shows how rewards generalize within state clusters, while experiment seven shows how rewards can induce

clusters that constrain planning even in the absence of state clusters. Finally, experiment eight (Supplemental Re-

sults) suggests that people explore in a way that maximally reduces uncertainty about the hierarchy, implying that

people consider a probability distribution over hierarchies rather than a single hierarchy. Together, these results
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provide strong support for a Bayesian account of hierarchy discovery, according to which the brain implicitly as-

sumes that the environment has a hidden hierarchical structure, which is rationally inferred from observations.

No existing theory of hierarchy discovery can account for all of these effects (Table 3.2).

3.3 Theoretical background

The question of how agents should make rewarding decisions is the subject of reinforcement learning (RL;279).

With a long history crisscrossing the fields of psychology, neuroscience, and artificial intelligence, RL has made

major contributions to explaining many human and animal behaviors235, the neural circuits underlying these

behaviors251, and allowing artificial agents to achieve human-level performance on tasks that were previously

beyond the capabilities of computers200. Approaches rooted in RL therefore offer promising avenues to under-

standing decision making and planning.

Most RL algorithms assume that that an agent represents its environment as a Markov decision process (MDP),

which consists of states, actions and rewards that obey a particular conditional independence structure. At any

point in time, the agent occupies a given state, which could denote, for example, a physical location such as a

place in room, a physiological state such as being hungry, and abstract state such as whether a subgoal has been

achieved, or a complex state such as a conjunction of such states. The agent can transition between states by

taking actions such as moving or eating. Some states deliver rewards, and it is assumed that the agent aims to

maximize reward. In anMDP, the transitions and rewards are assumed to depend only on the current state and

action.

Following previous authors263,13, we assume for simplicity that states are discrete and that transitions between

states are bidirectional and deterministic (although these restrictions could be relaxed; see General Discussion).

In this case, states and actions could be represented by an undirected graphG in which the vertices correspond

to states and the edges correspond to actions. We will use the graphG in place of the transition function T that is

traditionally used to characterize MDPs.
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In graph theoretic notation,G = (V,E), where

• V is the set of vertices (or nodes) such that each node v ∈ V corresponds to a state that the agent can

occupy, and

• E : {V × V} is a set of edges such that each edge (u, v) ∈ E corresponds to an action that the agent can

take to transition from state u to state v or vice versa.

In the following analysis, we use the terms node and state interchangeably. We also treat edges, actions, and

transitions as equivalent. For simplicity, we restrict our analysis to unweighted graphs, which is equivalent to as-

suming that all actions carry the same cost and/or take the same amount of time (our analysis extends straightfor-

wardly to weighted graphs; see General Discussion). We also assume the agent has learnedG, which is equivalent

to model-based RL in which the agent learns the transition function.

The task of planning to get from a starting state s to a goal state g efficiently can thus be framed as finding the

shortest path between nodes s and g inG. This is a well-studied problem in graph theory and the optimal solu-

tion in this setup is the breadth first search (BFS) algorithm47. BFS works by first exploring the neighbors of s,

then exploring the neighbors of those neighbors, and so on until reaching the goal state g. States whose neigh-

bors haven’t been explored yet are maintained in an active queue, with states getting removed from one end of the

queue as soon as their neighbors are added to the other end. Intuitively, this corresponds to a forward sweep that

begins at s and spreads in all directions across the edges until reaching g, akin to the way in which water might

spread in a network of pipes. Its simplicity and performance guarantees have made BFS a standard tool for plan-

ning in classical artificial intelligence243.

However, the time and memory that BFS requires is proportional to the number of states (assuming an action

space of constant size) since the size of the active queue and the potential length of the plan grow linearly with the

size of the state space. Formally, the time and memory complexity of BFS isO(N), whereN = |V| is the total

number of states. In environments in which real-world agents operate, this number can be huge; in the realm

of navigation alone, there could be billions of locations where a person has been or may want to go. Assuming
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Figure 3.2: Hierarchical representa ons reduce the computa onal costs of planning.
A. Planning in the low-level graphG takes at least as many steps as actually execu ng the plan. All nodes and edges are thick, indica ng
that they must all be considered and maintained in short-term memory in order to compute the plan.
B. Introducing a high-level graphH alleviates this problem. At any given me during plan execu on, the agent only needs to consider
the high-level path and the low-level path leading to the next cluster, recompu ng the la er on-the-fly. Gray arrows indicate cluster
membership.
C. The hierarchy can be extended recursively, further reducing the me and memory requirements of planning.
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that online computations such as planning involve systems for short-term storage and symbol manipulation,

this far exceeds the working memory capacity of people who can only accommodate a few items (note that we

assume the graph is already stored in a different system for long-term storage of relational information, such as

the hippocampus)198. Furthermore, even without such working memory limitations, artificial agents such as

robots would still take a long time to plan the route before they can take the first step. When using a naive or

“flat” representation in which the agent plans over low-level actions (for example, individual steps or even joint

actuator commands), computing a plan is at least as complicated as actually executing it (Figure 3.2A), and in

reality the complexity could be much larger.

To overcome this limitation, work in the field of robotics has led to the development of data structures and

algorithms for hierarchical planning91. Similar ideas have been put forward in other fields; see General Discus-

sion. The key idea is that an agent can group neighboring states from the flat low-level graphG into state clusters

(state chunks), with each cluster represented by a single node in another graphH (the high-level graph), which

will be smaller and hence easier to plan in. When tasked to get from state s to state g inG, the agent can first plan

in the high-level graphH and then translate this high-level plan into a low-level plan inG. Crucially, after find-

ing the high-level path inH, the agent only needs to plan in the current state cluster inG, that is, it only needs to

plan how to get to the next cluster (Figure 3.2B), and then repeat the process in the next cluster, and so on, until

reaching the goal state in the final cluster.

This can drastically reduce the working memory requirements of planning, since the agent only needs to keep

track of the (much shorter) path inH and the path in the current state cluster inG. Importantly, this also reduces

planning time, allowing the agent to begin making progress towards the goal without computing the full path in

G – the agent can now follow the high-level plan inH and gradually refine it inG on-the-fly, during execution.

This approach can be applied recursively to deeper hierarchies in which high-level states are clustered in turn into

even higher-level states, and so on until reaching a single node at the top of the hierarchy that represents the entire

environment (Figure 3.2C). Planning using such a hierarchical representation can be orders of magnitude more

efficient than “flat” planning, and also accords with our intuitions about how people plan in everyday life.
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A particular instantiation of this form of hierarchical planning is the hierarchical breadth first search (HBFS)

algorithm, which is a natural extension of BFS (see Methods). It can be shown that with an efficient hierarchy of

depth L (that is, consisting of L graphs, with each graph representing clusters in the lower graph), the time and

memory complexity of HBFS isO( L√N + L)91. Thus in a graph withN = 1, 000, 000, 000 states and a hier-

archy L = 9 levels deep, HBFS will only require on the order of 19 memory and time units to compute a plan,

compared to 1,000,000,000 time and memory units for BFS, or any other flat planner. Note that while executing

the plan would still takeO(N) time, HBFS quickly computes the first few actions in the right direction, and can

then be applied repeatedly to keep computing the following actions in an online fashion. While it may seem that

this hierarchical scheme simply transfers the burden to the long-term storage system, which now needs to remem-

ber L graphs instead of one, it can be shown that the storage requirements of an efficient hierarchical representa-

tion areO(N)91, comparable to those of a flat representation ofG alone. Following previous authors,27,263, we

restrict our analysis to L = 2 levels for simplicity, noting that our approach extends straightforwardly to deeper

hierarchies (see General Discussion).

However, in order to reap the benefits of efficient planning, the hierarchical representation necessarily im-

poses a form of lossy compression. In particular, each successive graph in the hierarchy loses some of the detail

present in the lower level graph. This could lead to hierarchical plans that correspond to suboptimal paths inG.

For example, in Figure 3.3A, there is a direct edge that can take the agent from starting state s to go state g in a

single action. However, since the edge is not represented by the high-level graphH, HBFS will compute a detour

through the state cluster w, akin to real-life situations in which people prefer going through a central location

rather than taking an unfamiliar shortcut.

Since finding the shortest path will not always be possible, some hierarchies will tend to yield better paths than

others. The challenge for the agent is then to learn an efficient hierarchical representation of the environment

that facilitates fast planning across many tasks, without placing an overwhelming burden on working memory

and long-termmemory systems. How agents accomplish this in the real world is the central question of this pa-

per, to which we propose a solution in the following section.
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Figure 3.3: Genera ve model for environments with hierarchical structure.
A. Example low-level graphG and high-level graphH. Colors denote cluster assignments. Black edges are considered during planning.
Gray edges are ignored by the planner. Thick edges correspond to transi ons across clusters. The transi on between clusters w and z is
accomplished via the bridge bw,z = (u, v).
B. Genera ve model defining a probability distribu on over hierarchiesH and environmentsG. Circles denote random variables. Rect-
angles denote repeated draws of a random variable. Arrows denote condi onal dependence. Gray variables are directly observed by
the agent. Uncircled variables are constant. c, cluster assignments; p′, graph density ofH; E′, edges inH; E, edges inG; b, bridges
connec ng the clusters; p, within-cluster graph density inG; q, cross-cluster graph density penalty inG. Refer to main text for variable
defini ons.
C. Incorpora ng tasks into the genera ve model. The rest of the genera ve model is omi ed for clarity. p′′, cross-cluster task penalty;
task = (s, g), task as pair of start-goal states.
D. Incorpora ng rewards into the genera ve model. The rest of the genera ve model is omi ed for clarity. θ̄, average reward forG; σθ,
standard devia on of that average; θ, average cluster rewards; σμ , standard devia on around that average; μ, average state rewards; σr,
standard devia on around that average; r, instantaneous state rewards.
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3.4 A Bayesian model of hierarchy discovery

Our proposal assumes two main computational components:

1. An online planner that can flexibly generate plans and select actions on-demand with minimal time and

memory requirements.

2. An off-line (and possibly computationally intensive) hierarchy discovery process that, through experience,

incrementally builds a representation of the environment that the planner can use.

The focus of this paper is the second component, which must satisfy the constraints imposed by the first com-

ponent. For the first component, we use HBFS in order to link the hierarchy to behavior, noting that any generic

hierarchical planner will make similar predictions. Note that we assume only the online planner is constrained

by working memory limitations and time demands – as in the ice cream example, the high-level sketch of a plan

is often computed within seconds of the query. In contrast, the hierarchical representation that supports this

computation – a rich abstraction of the world, with knowledge of particular locations that belong to cities that

belong to countries connected by flights – has been refined through years of experience and is deeply ingrained in

long-termmemory.

One approach to deriving an optimal hierarchy discovery algorithm would be to define the constraints of the

agent, such as memory limitations and computational capacity, its utility function, and the constraints of the

environment, such as the expected structure and tasks. Here we adopt an alternative approach, motivated by

the literature on structure learning which has been used to successfully account for a wide range of phenomena

in the animal learning literatire110. The key idea is that the environment is assumed to have a hidden hierarchi-

cal structure that is not directly observable, which in turn constrains the observations the agent can experience.

The agent can then infer this hidden hierarchical structure based on its observations and use it to plan efficiently.

Assuming that some hierarchies are a priorimore likely than others, this corresponds to a generative model for

environments with hierarchical structure, which the agent can invert to uncover the underlying hierarchy based
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on its experiences in the environment.

Formally, we represent the observable environment as an unweighted, undirected graphG = (V,E) and the

hidden hierarchy asH = (V′,E′, c, b, p′, p, q), where:

• V is the set of low-level nodes or states, corresponding to directly observable states in the environment,

• E : {V× V} is the set of edges, corresponding to possible transitions between states via taking actions,

• V′ is the set of high-level nodes or states, corresponding to clusters of low-level states,

• E′ : {V′ × V′} is the set of high-level edges, corresponding to transitions between high-level states,

• c : V→ V′ are the cluster assignments linking low-level states to high-level states,

• b : E′ → E are the bridgeswhich link high-level transitions back to low-level transitions,

• p′ ∈ [0, 1] is the density of the high-level graph,

• p ∈ [0, 1] is the within-cluster density ofG,

• q ∈ [0, 1] is the across-cluster density penalty ofG.

Here we use the term graph density to denote the probability that a pair of nodes are connected by an edge.

Together, (V′,E′) define the high-level graph, which we also refer to asH for ease of notation. Each low-level

state u is assigned to a cluster w = cu. Each high-level edge (w, z) has a corresponding low-level edge (the bridge)

(u, v) = bw,z, such that cu = w and cv = z (see Figure 3.3A). Bridges (sometimes referred to as bottlenecks or

boundaries) thus specify how different clusters are connected inH. Bridges are the only cross-cluster edges con-

sidered by the hierarchical planner; all other edges between nodes in different clusters are ignored, leading to lossy

compression that improves planning complexity but could lead to suboptimal paths. In contrast, all edges within

clusters are preserved. The purpose of the cluster assignments c is to translate the low-level planning problem in

G into an easier high-level planning problem inH. The purpose of the bridges is to translate the solution found
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inH back into a low-level path inG. For a detailed description of howHBFS uses the hierarchy to plan, see the

Methods section. For simplicity, we only allow a single bridge for each pair of clusters, noting that our approach

generalizes straightforwardly to multigraphs (i.e., allowing multiple edges between pairs of nodes in E and E′) and

maintains its performance guarantees as long as the maximum degree of each node is constant (that is, the size of

the action space isO(1)).

Informally, an algorithm that discovers useful hierarchies would satisfy the following desiderata:

1. Favor smaller clusters.

2. Favor a small number of clusters.

3. Favor dense connectivity within clusters.

4. Favor sparse connectivity between clusters49, with the exception of the bridges that connect clusters.

Intuitively, having too few (for example, one) or too many clusters (for example, each state is its own cluster)

creates a degenerate hierarchy that reduces the planning problem to the flat scenario, and hence medium-sized

clusters are best (desiderata 1 and 2). Additionally, the hierarchy ignores transitions across clusters, which could

lead to suboptimal paths generated by the hierarchical planner. It is therefore best to minimize the number of

cross-cluster transitions (desiderata 3 and 4). The exception is bridges, which correspond to the links between

clusters.

These desiderata can be formalized as a generative model for hierarchies and environments (Figure 3.3B):
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c ∼ CRP(α) cluster assignments (3.1)

p′ ∼ Beta(1, 1) density inH (3.2)

Pr[(w, z) ∈ E′] = p′ edges inH (3.3)

Pr[bw,z = (u, v) | (w, z) ∈ E′, cu = w, cv = z] =
1

nwnz
bridges (3.4)

p ∼ Beta(1, 1) within-cluster density inG (3.5)

q ∼ Beta(1, 1) cross-cluster density penalty inG (3.6)

Pr[(u, v) ∈ E | cu = cv] = p within-cluster edges inG (3.7)

Pr[(u, v) ∈ E | cu ̸= cv, bcu,cv ̸= (u, v)] = pq cross-cluster edges inG (3.8)

Pr[(u, v) ∈ E | bcu,cv = (u, v)] = 1 bridge edges inG (3.9)

Where nw = |{u : cu = w}| is the size of cluster w and CRP is the Chinese restaurant process, a nonpara-

metric prior for clusterings107. We additionally impose the constraint that no cluster is disconnected, that is, the

induced subgraph for each cluster forms a single connected component (see Methods).

Eq. 3.1 fulfills desiderata 1 and 2, with the concentration parameter α determining the trade-off between the

two: lower values of α favor few, larger clusters, while higher values of α favor more, smaller clusters. Eq. 3.2 and

Eq. 3.3 generate the high-level graphH, with higher values of p′ makingHmore densely connected. Eq. 3.4 gen-

erates the bridges by connecting a random pair of nodes (u, v) for each pair of connected clusters (w, z). Eq. 3.5

and Eq. 3.7 fulfil desideratum 3 by generating the low-level edges inGwithin each cluster, with higher values

of p resulting in dense within-cluster connectivity. Eq. 3.6 and Eq. 3.8 fulfill desideratum 4 by generating the

low-level edges across clusters, with higher values of q resulting in more cross-cluster edges. Note that pq < p

and hence the density of cross-cluster edges will always be lower than the density of within-cluster edges. Finally,

Eq. 3.9 ensures that each bridge edge always exists.
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This generative model captures the agent’s subjective belief about the generative process that gave rise to the

environment and the observations. This belief could itself have been acquired from experience or be evolutionar-

ily hardwired. The assumed generative process defines a joint probability distribution P(G,H) = P(G|H)P(H)

over the observable graphG and the hidden hierarchical structureH that generated it. Importantly, the genera-

tive process is biased to favor graphsGwith a particular “clustered” structure. In order to discover the underlying

hierarchyH and to use it to plan efficiently, the agent must “invert” the generative model and inferH based onG.

Formally, hierarchy discovery can be framed as performing Bayesian inference using the posterior probability

distribution over hierarchies P(H|G):

P(H|G) = P(G|H)P(H)

P(G)

∝ P(E|c, b, p, q)P(p)P(q)P(b|E′, c)P(E′|p′)P(p′)P(c) (3.10)

This predicts that neighboring states which are more densely connected will tend to be clustered together. We

assess this prediction in simulations one through five.

Note that while our generative model is motivated by normative considerations, it does not comprise a formal

analysis of optimality. Such analyses have been reported previously263 and fail to capture all the effects reported

here (Table 3.2). Furthermore, any such analysis would require, at minimum, the assumption of a probability

distribution over graphs, tasks, and rewards. Our generative model is equivalent to precisely such a probability

distribution, from which we can directly derive a recognition model by framing hierarchy discovery as inference

over that probability distribution, thus obviating the need for any additional assumptions.

3.4.1 Task distribution

Previous studies have demonstrated that people discover hierarchies based on topological structure (simulations

one through five). However, other factors may also play a role. In particular, the distribution of tasks that an
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agent faces in the environment may make some hierarchies less suitable than others91, independently of the graph

topology. For example, if the agent has to frequently navigate from state s to state g in the graphG in Figure 3.3A,

then the current hierarchyHwould clearly be a poor choice, even if it captures the topological community struc-

ture ofGwell. Since hierarchical planning is always optimal within a cluster, one way to accommodate tasks is to

cluster together states that frequently co-occur in the same task.

Casting hierarchy discovery as hidden state inference allows us to formalize this intuition with a straightfor-

ward extesion to our model. Following previous authors264,13, we assume the agent faces a sequence of tasks in

G, where each task is to navigate from a starting state s ∈ V to a goal state g ∈ V. We assume the agent prefers

shorter routes. Defining tasks = {taskt} and taskt = (st, gt), we can extend the generative model with (Fig-

ure 3.3C):

p′′ ∼ Beta(1, 1) cross-cluster task penalty (3.11)

Pr[st = u] =
1
N

starting states (3.12)

Pr[gt = v | st = u] ∝


1 if cu = cv

p′′ otherwise
goal states (3.13)

where cu and cv are the cluster assignments of states u and v, andN = |V| is the total number of states.

Eq. 3.12 expresses the agent’s belief that a task can start randomly in any state. Eq. 3.13 expresses the belief that

tasks are less likely to have goal states in a different cluster, with p′′ controlling exactly howmuch less likely that is.

If we denote the observable data asD = (tasks,G), the posterior becomes:
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P(H|D) ∝ P(D|H)P(H)

= P(tasks|G,H)P(G|H)P(H)

=

[∏
t
P(gt|st, p′′,G,H)P(st|G,H)

]
P(p′′)P(G|H)P(H), (3.14)

where the last two terms are the same as in Eq. 3.10.

The model will thus favor hierarchies that cluster together states which frequently co-occur in same tasks.

This predicts that, in the absence of community structure, hierarchical planning will occur over clusters delin-

eated by task start and goal states. This is a key novel prediction of our model which we assess in experiments one

through five.

3.4.2 Reward distribution

Besides topology and tasks, another factor that may play a role in hierarchy discovery is the distribution of re-

wards in the environment. In accordance with RL, we assume that each state delivers stochastic rewards and

the agent aims to maximize the total reward279. Hierarchy discovery might account for rewards by clustering

together states that deliver similar rewards. This is consistent with the tendency for humans to cluster based

on perceptual features13 and would be rational in an environment with autocorrelation in the reward struc-

ture269,252,314. Note that from the perspective of planning alone, rewards or mere perceptual similarity should

be irrelevant. This highlights one way in which our model departs from formal notions of optimality. Adhering

to the idea of hidden states in structure learning110, it treats state chunks akin to latent causes which generate

similar observations, so it can use those observations to infer the unobservable state chunks.

We can incorporate this intuition into the generative model by positing that states in the same cluster deliver

similar rewards (Figure 3.3D):
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θw ∼ N (θ̄, σ2θ) average cluster rewards (3.15)

μv ∼ N (θcv , σ2μ) average state rewards (3.16)

rv,t ∼ N (μv, σ
2
r ) rewards (3.17)

where w ∈ V′ and v ∈ V. θ̄ is the average reward of all states, θw is the average reward of states in cluster w, μv

is the average reward of state v, rv,t is the actual reward delivered by state v at time t, and σ2r is the variance of that

reward.

The observable data thus becomesD = (r, tasks,G) and the posterior can be computed as:

P(H|D) ∝ P(D|H)P(H)

= P(r|tasks,G,H)P(tasks|G,H)P(G|H)P(H)

=

[∏
v

[∏
t
P(rv,t|μv)

]
P(μv|θcv ,H)

][∏
w

P(θw|H)

]
P(tasks|G,H)P(G|H)P(H) (3.18)

The model will thus favor hierarchies that cluster together states which deliver similar rewards. This predicts

a certain pattern of reward generalization, with states inheriting the rewards of other states in the same cluster.

Importantly, this implies that boundaries in the reward landscape will induce clusters that in turn will influence

planning. This is another key novel prediction of our model which we assess in experiments six and seven.

3.4.3 Inference

We approximated Bayesian inference using Markov chainMonte Carlo (MCMC) sampling (see Methods) to

draw samples approximately distributed according to P(H|D). We simulate each participant by drawing a single

hierarchyH (the sampled hierarchy) from the posterior and then using it to make decisions. This is equivalent to
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Table 3.1: Model parameter se ngs. These were held constant across all simula ons and experiments.

Parameter Range Role Value
α [0,+∞) CRP concentration parameter: larger values favor more clusters 1
ε [0, 1] choice stochasticity: larger values lead to more deterministic choices 0.6
# samples [1,+∞) number of MCMC iterations per simulated participant 10000
θ̄ (−∞,+∞) average reward of entire graph 15
σθ (−∞,+∞) standard deviation of average cluster rewards around θ̄ 10
σμ (−∞,+∞) standard deviation of average state rewards 10
σr (−∞,+∞) standard deviation of state rewards 5

assuming participants perform probability matching in the space of hierarchies.

In all simulations, we assume perfect (lossless) memory for the observationsD = (r, tasks,G). While the

process of learning the graph structure and the task and reward distributions is interesting in its own right, our

focus is on inferring the hidden hierarchyH. We thus aim to develop a computational-level theory (in the Mar-

rian sense)188 of hierarchy discovery that remains agnostic of the particular algorithmic and implementational

details but rather instantiates an entire class of process models that could approximate the ideal Bayesian observer.

3.4.4 Choices

For simulations one through five, we simulate choices based onH using linking assumptions analogous to those

used by the authors of the original studies. For experiments one through five and experiment seven, we simu-

late hierarchical planning based onH using HBFS. For experiment six, we assume participants prefer the state

with the highest expected reward. For experiment eight (Supplemental Results), we assume participants prefer to

reduce the entropy of the posterior as much as possible. In order to account for choice stochasticity, for each de-

cision, we simulate the appropriate choice as dictated by the model with probability ε, or choose randomly with

probability 1 − ε. We picked all model parameters by hand based on simulations one through five and based on

the design for experiments six and seven. We used the same parameters throughout all simulations and experi-

ments (Table 3.1).
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Figure 3.4: Detec ng transi ons between communi es.
A. Graph from Schapiro et al. 246 . Colors visualize the communi es of states. Par cipants never saw the graph or received hints of the
community structure.
B. Results from Schapiro et al. 246 , experiment 1, showing that par cipants were more likely to parse the graph along community bound-
aries. Par cipants indicated transi ons across communi es as “natural breaking points” more o en than transi ons within communi es.
Error bars are s.e.m. (30 par cipants).
C. Results from simula ons showing that hierarchy inference using our model is also more likely to parse the graph along community
boundaries. Error bars are s.e.m. (30 simula ons).

Simulations

Our hierarchy discovery framework can account for a wide range of behavioral effects which present difficulty for

existing models (Table 3.2). To assess its basic predictions, we simulate a series of behavioral experiments reported

in the literature. Our primary focus is on validating the foundational assumptions behind our model without

committing to any particular parameterization. We therefore use the same set of generic handpicked parameters

across all of our simulations (Table 3.1) and focus primarily on reliable qualitative effects that are independent of

the particular choice of parameters.

3.5 Simulation one: bottleneck transitions

Schapiro et al. 246 demonstrated that people can detect transitions between states belonging to different clusters

in a graph with a particular topological structure, such that nodes in certain parts of the graph are more densely

connected with each other than with other nodes. This type of topology is also referred to as community struc-
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ture (Figure 3.4A), with the clusters built into the graph topology referred to as communities. Thirty participants

viewed sequences of stimuli representing random walks or Hamiltonian paths in the graph. Participants were in-

structed to press a key whenever they perceived a natural breaking point in the sequence. The authors found that

participants pressed significantly more for cross-community transitions than for within-community transitions

(Figure 3.4B). Participants did this despite never seeing a bird’s-eye view of the graph or receiving any hints of the

community structure.

Following experiment 1 from Schapiro et al. 246 , for each simulated participant, we sampled a hierarchyH

based on the graphG and performed 18 random walks of length 15 initiated at random nodes, and 18 random

Hamiltonian paths. For simplicity, we simulated key presses deterministically. In particular, we counted a tran-

sition from node u to node v as a natural breaking point if and only if the nodes belonged to different clusters in

the inferred hierarchyH, that is, if cu ̸= cv, where c are the cluster assignments inH. This recapitulated the empir-

ical results (Figure 3.4C; random walks: t(58) = 7.35, p < 10−9; Hamiltonian paths: t(58) = 7.32, p < 10−9,

two sample, two-tailed t-tests).

The dense connectivity within communities and sparse connectivity across communities drives the posterior

to favor hierarchies with cluster assignments similar to the true underlying community structure. This arises

due to Eq. 3.7 and Eq. 3.8 in the generative model, corresponding to desiderata 3 and 4, respectively. This posits

that, during the generative process, edges across clusters are less likely than edges within clusters, resulting in a

posterior distribution that penalizes alternative hierarchies in which many edges end up connecting nodes in

different communities.

3.6 Simulation two: bottleneck states

Solway et al. 263 performed several experiments demonstrating that people spontaneously discover graph decom-

positions that fulfill certain formal criteria of optimality. Similarly to Schapiro et al. 246 , in their first experiment,

forty participants were trained on a graph with community structure (Figure 3.5A). As before, participants never
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Figure 3.5: Detec ng bo lenecks states
A. Graph from Solway et al. 263 , experiment 1, with colors indica ng the op mal decomposi on according to their analysis.
B. Results from Solway et al. 263 , experiment 1, showing that people are more likely to select the bo leneck nodes as bus stop loca ons.
Gray circles indicate the rela ve propor on of mes the corresponding node was chosen. Inset, propor on of mes either bo leneck
node was chosen. Dashed line is chance (40 par cipants).
C. Results from simula ons showing that our model is also more likely to pick the bo leneck nodes since they are more likely to end up
as endpoints of a bridge. Nota on as in B. Inset error bars are s.e.m (40 simula ons).

saw the full graph or were made aware of its community structure but instead had to to rely solely on transi-

tions between nodes. Participants were then asked to designate a single node in the graph as a “bus stop”, which

they were told would reduce navigation costs in a subsequent part of the experiment. Participants preferentially

picked the two bottleneck nodes on the edge that connects the two communities (Figure 3.5B), which are the

optimal subgoal locations under these constraints. This suggests that participants were able to infer the graph

topology based on adjacency information only, and to decompose it in an optimal way.

As in simulation one, for each participant we sampled a hierarchyH based on the graphG used in the exper-

iment. Since participants were asked to identify three candidate bus stops, we randomly sampled three nodes

among all nodes that belonged to bridges inH, i.e. {u : bw,z = (u, v), for some (w, z) ∈ E′ and u ∈ V},

where the b and E′ are the bridges and edges in the sampled hierarchy, respectively. This replicated the empirical

result (Figure 3.5C; 65% of choices, p < 10−20, right-tailed binomial test), with most simulated participants in-

ferring hierarchies respecting the underlying community structure. Similarly to simulation one, this was due to

the higher connectivity within communities than across communities.
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Figure 3.6: Planning transi ons across communi es first
A. Graph from Solway et al. 263 , experiment 2, with colors indica ng the op mal decomposi on according to their analysis. The nodes
labeled s and g indicate an example start node and goal node, respec vely.
B. Results from Solway et al. 263 , experiment 2, showing that people are more likely to think of bo lenecks states first when they plan a
path between states in different communi es. Nota on as in Figure 3.5B (10 par cipants).
C. Results from our simula on demonstra ng that our model also shows the same preference. Using the hierarchy iden fied by our
model, the hierarchical planner is more likely to consider the bo leneck state first, since it is more likely to end up as the endpoint of a
bridge connec ng the two clusters. Error bars are s.e.m (10 simula ons).

3.7 Simulation three: hierarchical planning

In their second experiment, Solway et al. 263 trained 10 participants to navigate between pairs of nodes in a differ-

ent graph (Figure 3.6A). On some trials, participants were asked to indicate a single node that lies on the shortest

path between two nodes in different communities. They found that participants overwhelmingly selected the

bottleneck node between the two communities (Figure 3.6B), suggesting that they not only discovered the un-

derlying community structure, but also leveraged that structure to plan hierarchically, “thinking first” of the

high-level transitions between clusters of states.

As in simulations one and two, we sampledH based on the graphG for each participant. We then used the

hierarchical planner to find 50 hierarchical paths between random start locations in the left community and

random goal locations in the right community. For each such path, we counted the first node that belongs to

a bridge as the response on the corresponding trial, since this is the first node considered by the planner and is

therefore the closest approximation to what a participant would think of first (see definition of HBFS in the
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Figure 3.7: Preferring paths with fewer community boundaries
A. Graph represen ng the Towers of Hanoi task used in Solway et al. 263 , experiment 4. Ver ces represent game states, edges repre-
sent moves that transi on between game states. The start and goal states (s, g) show an example of the kinds of tasks used in the
experiment. Colored arrows denote the two shortest paths that could accomplish the given task, with the red path passing through two
community boundaries and the green path passing through a single community boundary.
B. Results from Solway et al. 263 , experiment 4, showing that par cipants preferred the path with fewer communi es, or equivalently,
the path that crosses fewer community boundaries. Bar graph shows frac on of par cipants (35 par cipants). Dashed line is chance.
C. Results from simula ons showing that our model also exhibits the same preference. Bar graph shows the frac on of simula ons that
chose the path with fewer community boundaries. Error bar is s.e.m. (35 simula ons).

Methods). This replicated the empirical results, with a strong tendency for the bottleneck location to be selected

(Figure 3.6C; 60% of choices, p < 0.001, right-tailed Monte Carlo test). The discovered hierarchies resembled

the underlying community structure for the same reason as in simulations one and two, resulting in the bottle-

neck node frequently becoming part of a bridge that all paths between the two communities would pass through.

3.8 Simulation four: shorter hierarchical paths

In their final experiment, Solway et al. 263 demonstrated hierarchical decomposition and planning in the Tow-

ers of Hanoi task, which can be represented by a graph (Figure 3.7A) in which each node is a particular game

state and each edge corresponds to move that transitions from one game state to another. They leveraged the fact

that there are two different shortest paths between some pairs of states (for example, the start and goal states in

Figure 3.7A), but those paths cross a different number of community boundaries as defined by their optimal de-

composition analysis. Hierarchical planning predicts that participants will prefer the path which crosses fewer
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Figure 3.8: Slower reac ons to cross-cluster transi ons
A. Graph used in Lynn et al. 181 . Each node (white) is connected to its neighboring nodes and their neighbors (green). Blue nodes are 2
transi ons away from the white node, while red nodes are 3 or 4 transi ons away.
B. Results from Lynn et al. 181 showing that, on the test trial, par cipants were more slower to respond to long viola ons than to slow
viola ons. Change in RT is computed with respect to average RT for no-viola on transi ons. Error bars are s.e.m (78 par cipants). RT,
reac on me.
C. Results from simula ons showing that long viola ons are more likely to end up in a different cluster, which would elicit a greater
surprise and hence a slower RT, similar to crossing a cluster boundary.

community boundaries, and this is indeed what the authors found (Figure 3.7B).

After choosing a hierarchyH for each simulated participant as in the previous simulations, we then used the

hierarchical planner to find paths between the six pairs of states that satisfy the desired criteria. In accordance

with the data, this resulted in the path with fewer community boundaries being selected more frequently (Fig-

ure 3.7C; 71.4% of choices, p < 10−10, right-tailed binomial test). Similarly to the previous simulations, the

model tended to carve up the graph along community boundaries. Since the planner first plans in the high-level

graph, it prefers the path with the fewest clusters, and hence with the fewest cluster boundaries.

3.9 Simulation five: cross-cluster jumps

In our final simulation, we considered a study performed by Lynn et al. 181 , in which participants experienced

a random walk along the graph shown in Figure 3.8A. This was a self-paced serial reaction time task in which

participants had to press a different key combination for each node. A small subset of transitions violated the
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graph structure and instead “teleported” the participant to a node that is not connected to the current node.

Importantly, there were two types of violations: short violations of topological distance 2 and long violations of

topological distance 3 or 4. The authors found that participants were slower to respond to longer than to shorter

violations, suggesting that participants had inferred the large scale structure of the graph.

While this is not a planning task, we assumed that reaction times (RTs) for cross-cluster transitions would be

slower for the same reason as in experiment three: a cross-cluster transition requires planning in the high-level

graph, imposing a kind of context switch cost that would slow RTs.

Like in the previous simulations, we sampledH for each participant and then simulated a random walk along

the graphG, with occasional violations as described in Lynn et al. 181 . In order to model RTs, we assumed a bi-

modal distribution of RTs, with fast RTs for transitions within clusters and slow RTs for transitions across clus-

ters, consistent with the notion that cross-cluster transitions are more surprising. Instead of actually simulating

RTs, we simply counted the number of cross-cluster transitions during the random walk. This revealed a greater

number of cross-cluster transitions for long violations than for short violations, consistent with the data (Fig-

ure 3.8B; t(154) = 4.50, p = 0.00001, two-sample t-test). This occurs because nearby nodes are more likely

to be clustered together, and hence violations of greater topological distance increase the likelihood that the des-

tination node would be in a different cluster than the starting node, resulting in a greater surprise and a slower

RT.

Experiments

Framing hierarchy discovery as a particular kind of hidden state inference allows us to straightforwardly extend

our framework to account for the distribution of tasks and rewards in the environment. The best of our knowl-

edge, the effect of tasks and rewards on hierarchy discovery has not been systematically investigated in prior em-

pirical work. In particular, our model predicts that people will cluster together adjacent states that regularly co-

occur in the same task (Eq. 3.12 and 3.13) as well as adjacent states that deliver similar rewards (Eq. 3.15, 3.16,
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Figure 3.9: Hierarchy discovery is sensi ve to the task distribu on
A. (Le ) graph used in experiment one with no topological community structure. Colors represent clusters favored by the training pro-
tocol (right). Numbers serve as node iden fiers and were not shown to par cipants. “Rand” denotes a node that is randomly chosen on
each trial. (Middle) trial instruc on (top) and screenshot from the star ng state (bo om).
B. Results from experiment one showing that, on the test trial, par cipants were more likely to go to state 5 than to state 7, indica ng a
preference for the route with fewer cluster boundaries. Dashed line is chance. Error bars are s.e.m. (87 par cipants)
C. Results from simula ons showing that our model also preferred the transi on to state 5. Nota on as in B.

and 3.17). Note that these novel predictions are not accounted for by any existing models (Table 3.2). Some

of these predictions are counterintuitive – for example, is not clear why states associated with the same reward

should be relevant from the perspective of planning. Understanding state chunks as hidden states which deliver

observations from the same distribution – similar in spirit to latent cause models in structure learning110,43 –

sheds insight into these phenomena, which we assess in a series of eight behavioral experiments. Each experi-

ment aims to verify a unique prediction of our framework, or to provide a nuance or address a potential concern

related to a previous experiment. As such, we believe that no experiment stands on its own and that our empir-

ical results should be considered together, providing convergent evidence that hierarchy discovery is a form of

structure learning in which the inferred state chunks are shaped by tasks and rewards in addition to environment

topology.
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3.10 Experiment one: task distributions

In our first experiment, we sought to validate the prediction of our model that clusters could be induced by the

distribution of tasks alone, even when the graph topology does not favor any particular clustering. In particular,

our model predicts that states which frequently co-occur in the same task should be clustered together, since the

hierarchical planner is optimal within clusters.

3.10.1 Participants

We recruited 87 participants (28 female) from AmazonMechanical Turk (MTurk). All participants received

informed consent and were paid $3 for their participation. We reasoned that paying participants a fixed amount

would incentivize them to complete the experiment in the least amount of time possible, which entails balancing

path length with planning time in a way that is characteristic of many real-world tasks. The experiment took 17

minutes on average. All experiments were approved by the Harvard Institutional Review Board.

3.10.2 Design

We asked participants to navigate between pairs of nodes (“subway stops”) in a 10-node graph (the “subway net-

work”, Figure 3.9A, left). The training trials (Figure 3.9A, right) were designed to promote a particular hierarchy:

the task to navigate from node 1 node 3 would favor clustering nodes 1,2,3 together; the task to navigate from

node 4 to node 6 would favor clustering nodes 4,5,6 together; and the task to navigate from node 10 to node 7

would favor clustering nodes 7,8,9,10 together (Figure 3.9A, left). The normative reason for this is that hierar-

chical planning is always optimal within a cluster. In the generative model, this is taken into account by Eq. 3.13,

which leads to a preference to cluster together start and goal states from the same task. The purpose of the tasks

with random start and goal states was to encourage participants to learn a state representation for efficient plan-

ning and not simply to respond habitually.
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In order to test the model prediction, after training, we asked participants to navigate from node 6 node 1.

Note that the two possible paths are of the same length and a planner with a flat representation of the graph

would show no preference for one path over the other. Furthermore, since there is no community structure

and the graph is perfectly symmetric, any clustering strategy based on graph structure alone would not predict

a preference. Conversely, our model predicts that participants will tend to choose the path through node 5 since

it passes through a single cluster boundary, whereas the path through node 7 passes through two cluster bound-

aries.

3.10.3 Procedure

The experiment was implemented as a computer-based game similar to Balaguer et al. 13 in which participants

had to navigate a virtual subway network. At the start of each trial, participants saw the names of the starting sta-

tion and the goal station. After 2 s, they transitioned to the navigation phase of the trial, during which they could

see the name of the current station in the middle of the screen, surrounded by the names of the four neighboring

stations, one in each cardinal direction. If there was no neighboring station in a particular direction, participants

saw a filled circle instead of a station name. The name of the goal station was also indicated in the top left corner

of the screen as a reminder. The navigation phase began with a 3-s countdown during which participants could

see the starting station and its neighbors but could not navigate. Participants were instructed to plan their route

during the countdown. After the countdown, participants could navigate the subway network using the arrow

keys. Transitions between stations were instantaneous. Once participants reached the goal station, they had to

press the space bar to complete the trial. This was followed by a 500-ms “success” message, after which the trial

ended and the instruction screen for the next trial appeared. Pressing the space bar on a non-goal station resulted

in a “incorrect” message flashing on the screen. Attempting to move in a direction without a neighboring station

had no effect. Following Balaguer et al. 13 , stations were named after cities, with the names randomly shuffled for

each participant.

The subway network corresponded to the graph in Figure 3.9A. In order to assign arrow keys to edges, we first
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embedded the graph in the Cartesian plane by assigning coordinates to each vertex, which resulted in the planar

graph shown in the figure. Then we assigned the arrow keys to the corresponding cardinal directions. For each

participant, we also randomly rotated the graph by 0◦, 90◦, 180◦, or 270◦. Participants performed 80 training

trials (20 in each condition; Figure 3.9, right) in a random order. After the training trials, we showed a message

saying that now the subway system was unreliable, so that some trips may randomly be interrupted midway. This

was followed by the test phase, during which participants performed the test trial 6 → 1 and two additional test

trials. In order to prevent new learning during the test phase, all test trials were interrupted immediately after the

first valid keypress. The two additional test trials were not included in the analysis or any of the following exper-

iments. We used the destination of the first transition on the test trial as our dependent measure in the analysis.

We reasoned that the direction in which participants attempt to move first is along what they perceive to be the

best route to the goal station. Since participants were paid a fixed fee for the whole experiment, they were incen-

tivized to complete it as fast as possible, which can be best achieved by planning the shortest route during the 3-s

countdown and then following it.

3.10.4 Results and discussion

In accordance with our model predictions, more participants moved to state 5 on the test trial, rather than to

state 7 (Figure 3.9B; 58 out of 87, p = 0.003, two-tailed binomial test). Notice that this could not be explained

by habitual responding: while participants may have learned action chunks that solve the corresponding tasks

(for example, pressing right and down from state 1 to state 3), the actions from state 6 to its neighboring states

were never reinforced as part of a stimulus-response association or as part of a longer action chunk. In particular,

state 6 is never a starting state or an intermediary state, except possibly in the random tasks, in which both direc-

tions have equal probability of being reinforced. The effect cannot be explained by state familiarity either, since

participants experienced states 5 and 7 equally often, on average. Finally, it is worth noting that a model-free RL

account would make the opposite prediction, since state 7 would on average have a higher value than state 5, as it

gets rewarded directly.
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This result was consistent with the model predictions (Figure 3.9C; 57 out of 87, p = 0.005, two-tailed

binomial test), suggesting that people form hierarchical representations for planning in a way that tends to cluster

together nodes that co-occur in the same tasks.

In order to rule out the possibility that the preference for the 6 → 5 transition on the test trial was simply due

the frequent 5 → 6 transitions during training, which might have somehow reinforced the reverse action, we

performed a logistic regression of test trial choices on the total number of 6 → 5, 5 → 6, 6 → 7, and 7 → 6

transitions during training. This did not show a significant effect for any of the transitions (F(1, 83) < 2.8, p >

0.09 for all coefficients), thus disproving such a “flat”, non-hierarchical associative account.

3.11 Experiment two: task distributions and suboptimal planning

Since both paths on the test trial in the previous experiment were of equal length, the bias that participants de-

veloped would make no difference for their performance on that task. Next we asked whether such a bias would

occur even if it might lead to suboptimal planning, as the hierarchical planner would predict. For example, most

of us have had the experience of navigating between two locations through other, more familiar location, even

though a shorter but less familiar route might exist (see also141).

3.11.1 Participants

We recruited 241 participants (112 female) fromMTurk. Of those, 78 were assigned to the “bad” clusters condi-

tion, 87 were assigned to the “control” condition, and 76 were assigned to the “good” clusters condition. Partici-

pants were paid $2.50 for their participation. The experiment took 15 minutes on average.

3.11.2 Design and procedure

We used the same paradigm as experiment one, with the only difference that node 10 was removed from the

graph (Figure 3.10A, left). Now the analogous training regime (Figure 3.10A, right) would promote “bad” clus-
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Figure 3.10: Different task distribu ons can induce different hierarchies in the same graph
A. (Le ) graph used in experiment two with colors represen ng clusters favored by the training protocol in the “bad” (le ) and “good”
(middle) condi on. (Right) training and test protocols for all three condi ons.
B. Results from experiment two showing that, on the test trial, par cipants were more likely to go to state 5 than to state 7 in the bad
condi on, leading to the subop mal route. The effect was not present in the control condi on or in the good condi on. Dashed line is
chance. Error bars are s.e.m. (78, 87, and 76 par cipants, respec vely).
C. Results from simula ons showing that our model exhibited the same pa ern. Nota on as in B.
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ters that lead to suboptimal planning on the test trial. We also performed a control version of the experiment

with different participants using random training tasks only, as well as a “good” condition with a third group of

participants that promotes clusters that lead to optimal planning on the test trial (Figure 3.10A).

3.11.3 Results and discussion

On the test trial, participants preferred the suboptimal move from 6 to 5 in the “bad” clusters condition (Fig-

ure 3.10B; 53 out of 78, p = 0.002, two-tailed binomial test), significantly more than the control condition

(χ2(1, 165) = 6.52, p = 0.01, chi-square test of independence) and the “good” condition (χ2(1, 154) =

10.4, p = 0.001). This was in accordance with the model predictions (Figure 3.10C; 58 out of 78 simulated par-

ticipants, p = 0.00002, in the bad condition; χ2(1, 165) = 18.2, p = 0.00002 for bad vs. control condition;

χ2(1, 154) = 30.0, p < 10−7 for bad vs. good condition). This suggests that participants formed clusters based

on the distribution of tasks and used these clusters for hierarchical planning, even when that was suboptimal on

the particular test task.

Note that the model showed a slight preference for the 6 → 7 transition in the control condition, which

did not reach significance. This occurs because there are fewer nodes along that path and, in the presence of ran-

dom clusters induced by the random tasks, there will be, on average, fewer cluster boundaries along that shorter

path. Participants exhibited a similar qualitative pattern, which however was not significant. Somewhat surpris-

ingly, there was also no significant difference between the control condition and the good condition in the data

(χ2(1, 163) = 0.6, p = 0.5) and the model (χ2(1, 163) = 2.2, p = 0.14), although both showed a slightly greater

preference for the 6 → 7 transition compared to the control condition. This suggests that in this particular

scenario, the “good” clusters have a relatively weaker effect.
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Figure 3.11: Learning dynamics.
A. Experiment three used the same graph as experiment one, with main difference that training (right panel) took part in two stages that
promoted different hierarchies (first and second panel), with probe trials interspersed throughout training. Nota on as in Figure 3.9A.
B. Results from experiment three showing that (1) the first stage of training makes par cipants more likely to go to state 7 on the probe
trials, which could not be explained by a “flat” associa ve account, (2) this tendency appears gradually as par cipants accumulate more
evidence, and (3) this preference is reversed during the second stage of training. Error bars are s.e.m. (127 par cipants).
C. Results from simula ons showing that our model exhibited the same learning dynamics. Nota on as in B.
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3.12 Experiment three: learning effects

While the experiments so far demonstrate the key predictions of our model, they only test asymptotic behavior

and as such do not assess how beliefs about hierarchy evolve over the course of learning. Further, these results

could conceivably be explained by simpler, non-hierarchical accounts, such as a bidirectional association forming

between states 5 and 6 due to the frequent transition from 5 to 6 during training. While we addressed this in our

previous analysis, in our next experiment we sought to definitively rule out such “flat” associative explanations

and to study the dynamics of learning.

3.12.1 Participants

We recruited 127 participants (54 female) fromMTurk. Participants were paid $8.50 for their participation. The

experiment took 47 minutes on average.

3.12.2 Design

We trained participants on the same graph experiment one, but using a different training regimen, with two

stages of training and multiple probe trials (Figure 3.11A). The first stage of training (trials 1-103) promoted

clustering states 2 and 3 together, separately from state 1, and similarly promoted clustering states 4 and 5 to-

gether, separately from state 6 (Figure 3.11A, first panel). In order to investigate the dynamics of hierarchy dis-

covery, we interspersed three probe trials that tasked participants to navigate from state 6 to state 1 throughout

the first stage, expecting participants’ preferences to become stronger over time. Note that predictions on the

probe trials are the opposite of predictions on the test trial in experiment one: the path from 6 to 1 through state

5 now crosses three cluster boundaries, whereas the path through state 7 crosses only two cluster boundaries, so

participants should prefer the path through state 7. This cannot be explained by a naive associative account since

state 6 is no more likely to co-occur with state 7 than with state 5.
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To further assess learning, which sought to reverse this effect during the second stage of training which pro-

moted the same clusters as experiment one (Figure 3.11A, second panel). Our prediction was that, in accordance

with the results of experiment one, this would eliminate participants’ preference for going to state 7 on the probe

trials in favor of state 5, since the path through state 5 now crosses a single cluster boundary.

3.12.3 Procedure

We used the same procedure as experiment one, with the following changes. First, there was no information indi-

cating to participants that something had changed between stages (i.e., between trials 103 and 104). Additionally,

instead of having a test stage in the end, we interspersed six probe trials 6 → 1, spaced evenly throughout train-

ing (trials 34, 68, 103 during the first stage and trials 150, 197, 246 during the second stage). Unlike the test trials

in experiment one, probe trials were indistinguishable from training trials and were not interrupted after the

first move. Another difference from experiment one was that instead of being rotated, the graph was randomly

flipped horizontally and/or vertically for each participant. Finally, unlike experiment one, participants did not

see the names of adjacent stations but instead saw arrowheads indicating they could move in the corresponding

direction (Figure 3.11A, third panel).

3.12.4 Results and discussion

Consistent with our predictions, participants showed a significant preference for moving to state 7 on the last

probe trial of the first stage (Figure 3.11B, probe trial 3; 75 out of 127 participants, p = 0.05, two-tailed binomial

test). This effect was modulated by the amount of training, with the smallest effect on the first probe trial and the

largest effect on the third probe trial (slope = -0.27, F(1, 379) = 3.96, p = 0.05, mixed effects logistic regression

with probe trials 1-3). The effect was reversed during the second stage (slope = 0.73, F(1, 252) = 8.10, p =

0.005, mixed effects logistic regression with probe trials 3-4).

These results were consistent with the model predictions (Figure 3.11C). The model preference for state 7
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on the third probe trial (92 out of 127 simulated participants, p < 10−6, two-tailed binomial test) is once again

due to the preference of the hierarchical planner for paths with fewer state clusters. As in our empirical data, this

effect became stronger over time (slope = -0.34, F(1, 379) = 5.58, p = 0.02 , mixed effects logistic regression

with probe trials 1-3). The reason is that, as the hierarchy inference process observes more tasks, it accumulates

more evidence (i.e., more terms in the product in Eq. 3.14) which sharpens the posterior distribution P(H|D)

around its mode (i.e., the most probable hierarchy, Figure 3.11A, first panel). This corresponds to a decrease in

the uncertainty overH, which makes it more likely that the sampler will draw the hierarchy in Figure 3.11A, first

panel, and plan according to it. Hence this effect of learning occurs due to the decrease in uncertainty resulting

from the additional observations. Finally, like our participants, the model reversed its preference during the sec-

ond stage of training (slope = 2.13, F(1, 252) = 53.43, p < 10−11, mixed effects logistic regression with probe

trials 3-4). This effect occurs because tasks during the second stage of training shift the mode of the posterior

(Figure 3.11A, second panel). Together, these results rule out simple, nonhierarchical associative accounts and

demonstrate that our model can account for learning dynamics due to changes in uncertainty and changes in the

mode of the posterior distribution over hierarchies.

It is worth noting that there is a significant discrepancy between the effect size predicted by the model and

the effect size observed in the data, particularly with regard to the difference between the first stage and the sec-

ond stage of training. We believe this is attributable to the lack of any adjacency information in this experiment,

which ameliorates the potential associative confound, but by the same token renders the low-level graphGmore

difficult to learn compared to the other experiments. This results in noisier choices, which could be modeled

by adjusting the noise parameter ε. However, since our aim was to assess robust qualitative effects that are in-

dependent of particular parameterizations, for consistency we preferred using the same set of parameters as in

simulations one through five (Table 3.1).

One prediction of our hierarchical planner is that transitions across cluster boundaries should take longer,

since they involve planning both in the high-level graphH as well as the low-level graphG, whereas transitions

within clusters only involve planning inG. We therefore analyzed log-transformed RTs during the first stage of
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training as a function of transition type using mixed effects linear regression. We classified each transition in one

of three types:

• Action chunk: transitions along the shortest path for any of the training tasks (2 → 3, 4 → 5, 10 →

9, 9→ 8, 8→ 7).

• State chunk: transitions along the shortest path for any of the training tasks, but in the reverse direction

(3→ 2, 5→ 4, 9→ 10, 8→ 9, 7→ 8).

• Boundary: all other transitions (1 → 2, 2 → 1, 1 → 10, 10 → 1, 6 → 7, 7 → 6, 6 → 5, 5 → 6, 3 →

4, 4→ 3).

We separated within-cluster transitions into action chunk transitions and state chunk transitions in order to

account for the fact that actions along frequently occurring task solutions are reinforced much more frequently

and are thus likely to be chunked together into stereotyped action sequences by the motor system. Consistent

with this, we found that boundary transitions and state chunk transitions were both significantly slower than ac-

tion chunk transitions (F(1, 46592) = 121.00, p < 10−27 and F(1, 46592) = 69.56, p < 1016, respectively).

In contrast, state chunk transitions are reinforced as frequently as boundary transitions, on average. Despite this,

boundary transitions were slower than state chunk transitions (F(1, 46592) = 10.68, p = 0.001), as predicted

by our hierarchy discovery account. Together, these results further support our hypothesis that task boundaries

delineate cluster boundaries and are consistent with the notion that state abstraction drives temporal abstrac-

tion157 —humans first decompose the environment into clusters that then constrain the chunking of actions

into sequences that operate within those clusters.

3.13 Experiment four: perfect information

One downside of experiments one and two is that effects of memory confound hierarchy inference and planning.

In particular, it is unclear that participants are able to learn and represent the full graphG. This is most evident
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Figure 3.12: Hierarchy discovery based on task distribu on in fully visible graphs
A. (Le ) experiment four used the same graph as experiment one, however this me the graph was fully visible on each trial (middle).
Nota on as in Figure 3.9A.
B. Results from experiment four showing that, like in experiment one, par cipants were more likely to go to state 5 on the test trial.
Dashed line is chance. Error bars are s.e.m. (77 par cipants)
C. Results from simula ons showing that our model also preferred the transi on to state 5. Nota on as in B.

in the control condition of experiment two (Figure 3.10B), in which our model predicts that participants should

be better than chance, when in fact they are not, thus questioning whether they are learning the graph or plan-

ning efficiently in the first place. Note that this does not pose a significant challenge to our hierarchy discovery

account; people’s choices could still be accounted for without invoking a hierarchical planner, for example by

assuming a preference to remain in the same cluster (moving to state 5) rather than crossing a cluster boundary

(moving to state 7). Nevertheless, we sought to overcome this limitation by ensuring participants know the full

graphG.

3.13.1 Participants

We recruited 77 participants (33 female) fromMTurk. Participants were paid $2.00 for their participation. The

experiment took 10 minutes on average.
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3.13.2 Design

We used the same graph and training protocol as experiment one, except this time participants could see the

whole graph at any given time (Figure 3.12A). This put participants on an equal footing with the hierarchy in-

ference and hierarchy planning algorithms, both of which assume perfect knowledge of the graphG.

3.13.3 Procedure

The procedure was similar to experiment one, with the main difference that participants had a bird’s-eye view

of the entire subway network throughout the experiment (Figure 3.12A, middle panel). Subway stations were

represented by squares connected by lines which represented the connections between stations. The current

station was highlighted with a thick border and the goal station was in green font.

Since planning is significantly easier in the setting, we removed the 3-s countdown, so that participants could

start navigating immediately after the 2-s instruction. Additionally, instead of rotating the map, we randomly

flipped it horizontally for half of the participants. We also omitted the “unreliable trips” warning before the test

phase since participants now only saw a single test trial, which was immediately interrupted after the first move.

The experiment took 10 minutes on average and participants were paid $2.00.

3.13.4 Results and discussion

We found that, even with full knowledge of the graph, participants still developed a bias (Figure 3.12B; 51 out

of 77 participants, p = 0.0014, right-tailed binomial test), consistent with the predictions of our model (Fig-

ure 3.12C; 55 out of 77, p = 0.0002, two-tailed binomial test). This provides strong support for our hierarchy

discovery account, suggesting tasks constrain cluster inferences above and beyond constraints imposed by graph

topology, which in turn constrain hierarchical planning on novel tasks.
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Figure 3.13: Task distribu ons can bias hierarchical planning even in fully visible graphs
A. (Le ) experiment five used the same graph as experiment two, however this me the graph was fully visible on each trial. Nota on as
in Figure 3.10A.
B. Results from experiment five showing that par cipants were s ll biased by the training tasks in the bad condi on, performing worse
on the test trial compared to the other condi ons. Dashed line is chance. Error bars are s.e.m. (119, 90, 88, and 89 par cipants, respec-
vely).

C. Results from simula ons showing that our model exhibited the same pa ern. Nota on as in B.

3.14 Experiment five: perfect information and suboptimal planning

We next asked whether hierarchy discovery could lead to suboptimal planning even when the full graph is visible.

3.14.1 Participants

We recruited 386 participants (175 female) fromMTurk. Of those, 119 were assigned to the “bad” clusters con-

dition, 90 were assigned to the “control 1” condition, 88 were assigned to the “control 2” condition, and 89 were

assigned to the “good” clusters condition. Participants were paid $2.00 for their participation. The experiment

took 9 minutes on average.
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3.14.2 Design and procedure

We used the same graph and training protocol as experiment two, except this time participants could see the

whole graph at any given time (Figure 3.13A), as in experiment four. Additionally, we included two control con-

ditions, one with 20 training trials (“control 1”) and one with 80 training trials (“control 2”). The first control

condition ensured participants received the same number of random tasks as the bad and good conditions, while

the second control condition ensured that participants received the same total number of tasks as in the bad and

good conditions. We used the same experimental procedure as experiment four.

3.14.3 Results and discussion

As in experiment two, inducing “bad” clusters still led to significantly worse performance on the test trial than ei-

ther control condition (Figure 3.13B; χ2(1, 209) = 9.35, p = 0.002 for bad vs. control 1; χ2(1, 207) = 7.7, p =

0.006 for bad vs. control 2, chi-square test of independence). Inducing “good” clusters (89 participants) led to

significantly better performance than “bad” clusters (χ2(1, 208) = 9.03, p = 0.003 for bad vs. good), although

not significantly better than the control conditions (χ2(1, 179) = 0.002, p = 0.96 and χ2(1, 177) = 0.05, p =

0.8 for good vs. control 1 and good vs. control 2, respectively). This accords with our model predictions (Fig-

ure 3.13C; χ2(1, 209) = 10.1, p = 0.002 for bad vs. control 1; χ2(1, 207) = 4.8, p = 0.03 for bad vs. control 2;

χ2(1, 208) = 17.7, p = 0.00003 for bad vs. good) and strongly suggests that people default to hierarchical plan-

ning over clusters influenced by the task distribution, even in simple, fully observable graphs. Notice that in both

control conditions, participant preferred the shorter path (21 out of 90 participants, p < 10−6 for control 1; 22

out of 88 participants, p < 10−6 for control 2, two-tailed binomial tests), indicating that they were indeed able to

plan effectively when given the full graph without tasks to bias them towards particular clusters, thus overcoming

the limitation of experiment two.

One notable difference between our model predictions and the empirical data is that our model predicts a

preference for state 5 in the “bad” condition (78 out of 119 simulated participants, p = 0.0009, two-tailed bi-
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Figure 3.14: Reward generaliza on within clusters.
A. Graph used in experiment six. Numbers indicate state iden fiers and were not shown to par cipants. Par cipants were told that
states deliver 15 points on average and that, on a given day, state 4 (green) delivered 30 points. They were then asked which of the two
gray nodes (states 3 and 7) they would choose.
B. Results from experiment six showing that par cipants preferred state 3, which is in the same topological cluster as state 4, sugges ng
they generalized the reward within the cluster. Error bars are s.e.m (32 par cipants).
C. Results showing that the model exhibited the same pa ern. Nota on as in B.

nomial test), whereas participants did not show significant preference (52 out of 119 participants, p = 0.2,

two-tailed binomial test). We believe this occurs because the task is much simpler when the graph is fully visible

and participants could easily perform optimal “flat” planning, rather than having to resort to hierarchical plan-

ning. This effect could be captured straightforwardly using a mixture of BFS and HBFS for planning, rather than

just HBFS.

3.15 Experiment six: reward generalization

In this experiment, we tested the prediction that rewards generalize within clusters. While this prediction is not

unique to our model and could be accounted for by Gaussian processes over graphs156,314 or by the successor

representation270,59, the idea that clusters generate similar rewards is a core assumption of our model that we

sought to validate before assessing how clusters inferred based on rewards could influence planning (experiment

seven).
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3.15.1 Participants

We recruited 32 participants from theMIT undergraduate community. The experiment took around 3 minutes

and participants were not paid for their participation.

3.15.2 Design

We showed participants the graph (“network of gold mines”) in Figure 3.14A and told them that in the past,

states delivered an average reward of 15 (“grams of gold”), but today, state 4 (green) delivered a reward of 30. We

then asked participants to choose one between state 3 and state 7 (“mines to explore”).

3.15.3 Procedure

Each participant was given a sheet of paper with instructions and the graph in Figure 3.14A, without node identi-

fiers. The instructions were as follows:

You work in a large gold mine that is composed of multiple individual mines and tunnels. The layout of the

mines is shown in the diagram below (each circle represents a mine, and each line represents a tunnel). You are paid

daily, and are paid $10 per gram of gold you found that day. You dig in exactly one mine per day, and record the

amount of gold (in grams) that mine yielded that day. Over the last few months, you have discovered that, on aver-

age, each mine yields about 15 grams of gold per day. Yesterday, you dug in the blue mine in the diagram below, and

got 30 grams of gold. Which of the two shaded mines will you dig in today? Please circle the mine you choose.

Half of the participants were given a version in which the graph was flipped horizontally, i.e. the topological

cluster was on the right side.

3.15.4 Results and discussion

Participants preferred state 3, the state in the same topological community as state 4 (Figure 3.14B; 24 out of 32

participants, p = 0.007, two-tailed binomial test), as the model predicts (Figure 3.14C; 24 out of 32 simulated
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Figure 3.15: Rewards induce clusters that influence planning.
A. (Le ) Experiment seven employed the same graph as in experiments one and four, with the difference that clusters were induced
via the reward rather than the task distribu on. (Middle) screenshots from free choice and forced choice trials. (Right) training and
test protocol. “Rand” indicates that a random state was chosen on each trial, while the asterisk indicates a free choice trial (i.e., the
par cipant was free to choose any node).
B. Results from experiment seven showing that par cipants were more likely to prefer the path with fewer reward cluster boundaries.
Error bars are s.e.m. (174 par cipants).
C. Results from simula ons showing that the model exhibited the same preference. Nota on as in B.

participants, p = 0.007). Topological structure is the only driver of hierarchy discovery in this case, since there is

only a single reward and no tasks. The structure of the graph favors clustering state 4 together with state 3 since

they belong to the same community. The higher-than-average reward of state 4 then drives up the average reward

θ for that cluster, which in turn drives up average reward μ for the states that belong to it, and in particular for

state 3. In contrast, state 7 often ends up in a separate cluster which is not influenced by the reward of state 3 and

thus has an expected reward of 15, the average θ̄ for the entire graph.

3.16 Experiment seven: rewards and planning

While the results of experiment six validated the reward assumptions of our model, they could also be accounted

for by alternative models, such as the successor representation270,59 or a Gaussian process with a diffusion ker-

nel156,314. We therefore sought to test the unique prediction of our model that, in the absence of community or

task structure, hierarchical planning will occur over clusters delineated by boundaries in the reward landscape of
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the environment.

3.16.1 Participants

We recruited 174 participants (68 female) fromMTurk. Participants were paid $0.50 plus a bonus equal to the

number of points earned on a randomly chosen trial in cents (up to $3.00). This encouraged participants to do

their best on every trial. The experiment took 9 minutes on average.

3.16.2 Design

We asked participants to navigate a graph (“network of gold mines”) with the same structure as in experiments

one and four (Figure 3.15A). Unlike the previous experiments, participants performed a mix of randomly shuf-

fled free choice and forced choice trials. On free choice trials, participants started in a random node and could

navigate to any node they chose. Once they reached their target node, they collected the reward (“grams of gold”)

from that node. On forced choice trials, participants had a specified random target node and they could only col-

lect reward from that node, similarly to the tasks in experiments one through five. Free choice trials encouraged

participants to learn the reward distribution, while forced choice trials encouraged planning and prepared partici-

pants for the test trial, which was also a forced choice trial. Crucially, the rewards favored a clustering like the one

in experiments one and four: states 1,2,3 always delivered the same reward, as did states 4,5,6 and states 7,8,9,10.

Similarly to experiments one and four, participants were tested on a forced choice task from node 6 to node 1.

3.16.3 Procedure

Participants were told they would navigate a virtual network of gold mines. The graph layout was identical to

experiment four (Figure 3.15A) and participants could see a bird’s-eye view of the entire graph, with each node

representing a mine and each edge representing a tunnel between mines. Each mine delivered a certain number

of points, which were displayed inside the node of the corresponding mine. Similarly to experiment four, par-
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ticipants could navigate between mines using the arrow keys and choose a mine using the space bar, after which

they were informed howmany points they earned from the chosen mine and immediately began the next trial.

Mines always delivered deterministic points as indicated on each mine. Only points earned from the chosen mine

counted.

On free choice trials, any mine could be chosen. On forced choice trials, only a single target mine was avail-

able and all other minds are grayed out (Figure 3.15A, right). Attempting to select a different mine resulted in

a “incorrect” message flashing and did not change the current mine. There were 60 free and 40 forced choice

training trials, starting at random states. The target state on the forced choice trials during training was also ran-

dom. In order to prevent participants from developing a model-free bias towards one side of the graph based on

reward magnitude (for example, because states there happened to be more rewarding), we randomly resampled

the points of all states with probability 0.2 on every free choice trial. All reward values were sampled uniformly

between 0 and 300.

3.16.4 Results and discussion

As in experiments one and four, participants showed a preference for the route with fewer cluster boundaries

(Figure 3.15B; 102 out of 174 participants, p = 0.03, two-tailed binomial test). The model made same predic-

tion (Figure 3.15C; 108 out of 174 participants, p = 0.001, two-tailed binomial test). However, this time the

clusters were inferred solely based on rewards, rather than topological structure or task distributions. This shows

that the reward distribution in the environment can affect hierarchy discovery and consequently planning over

that hierarchy, in accordance with our model predictions.

3.17 General discussion

In this study, we proposed a Bayesian model for discovering state hierarchies based on a generative model of the

topological structure, rewards, and tasks in the environment. Building on the Bayesian brain hypothesis63,35,39
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Table 3.2: Model comparison. Summary of which results could poten ally be accounted for by alterna ve models and which results rule
out certain models.

Result \Model Efficient state space modularization
193

Optimal behavioral hierarchy
263

Temporal community structure
246

Simulation one: bottleneck transitions YES YES YES
Simulation two: bottleneck states YES YES YES

Simulation three: hierarchical planning YES YES
NO

(representations not
suitable for planning)

Simulation four: shorter hierarchical paths YES YES
NO

(representations not
suitable for planning)

Simulation five: cross-cluster jumps YES YES YES

Experiment one: task distributions YES NO
(fixed task distribution)

NO
(no task distribution)

Experiment two: task distributions
and suboptimal planning YES NO

(fixed task distribution)
NO

(no task distribution)

Experiment three: learning effects NO
(no uncertainty)

NO
(fixed task distribution)

NO
(no task distribution)

Experiment four: perfect information YES NO
(fixed task distribution)

NO
(no task distribution)

Experiment five: perfect information
and suboptimal planning YES NO

(fixed task distribution)
NO

(no task distribution)

Experiment six: reward generalization NO
(no reward distribution)

NO
(no reward distribution)

NO
(no reward distribution)

Experiment seven: rewards and planning NO
(no reward distribution)

NO
(no reward distribution)

NO
(no reward distribution)

Experiment eight: uncertainty and
active learning

NO
(no uncertainty)

NO
(no uncertainty)

NO
(no uncertainty)
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and on principles developed in structure learning110 and robotics91, it postulates that the brain learns useful

hierarchical representations by inverting this generative model to infer the hidden hierarchical structure of the

world. These representations can be subsequently used to plan efficiently and flexibly in the face of changing task

demands. The model accounts for a number of phenomena previously reported in the literature and makes new

predictions which we verified empirically.

The model goes beyond previous accounts of clustering states in the environment both in the scope of find-

ings it can explain and in the predictions it makes. Schapiro et al. 246 proposed a recurrent neural network that

learns community structure based on the temporal statistics of the environment. Their model and other event

segmentation models320 can learn to predict stimuli that tend to co-occur, such as states in the same community,

and can detect boundaries when those predictions are violated, for example after a transition to a new commu-

nity. While this could explain the effects of simulations one through five and possibly experiments one, two and

three, it will be challenged by experiments four, five and six, in which the environment is fully visible and all stim-

uli co-occur together. More importantly, these models make no predictions regarding action selection, and it is

not clear how the learned representations can be used for planning.

One way to implement action selection using the temporal statistics experienced by the agent is to assume that

bidirectional associative chains are built based on training sequences and planning is done over low-level states

using association-based distances (that is, less closely associated states are considered to require a larger transition

cost). This is similar in spirit to the model proposed by Lynn et al. 181 and could replicate the results of exper-

iments one through five. However, the lack of a hierarchical planning component means that it would fail to

account for simulations three and four, and the lack of an explicit hierarchy means that simulation two would

also pose a challenge. Simulation one controls for the number of transitions, so an associative account would not

detect the boundary transitions. It would also fail to capture the reward-based clustering observed in experiment

seven.

Solway et al. 263 offer a formal definition of an optimal hierarchy; however, as the authors themselves point

out, their analysis is not a plausible account of how hierarchy is learned, because it assumes the agent already
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knows the optimal solution to all possible tasks in the environment, which defeats the purpose of learning a hi-

erarchy in the first place. A detailed comparison between our model and alternative candidate models that make

similar claims is shown in Table 3.2. Note that there is no need to simulate these models as they categorically can-

not capture some of the effects presented here.

The problem of planning has been studied extensively both for biological as well as artificial agents. Corre-

spondingly, our work resonates with several important strands of research, which we discuss in turn below. Refer

also to the Supplemental Material accompanying this manuscript for further discussion on related ideas.

3.17.1 Model-based and model-free reinforcement learning

In psychology, planning and goal-directed behavior, which selects actions based on their outcomes, is often con-

trasted with habitual behavior, which selects actions automatically76. The dichotomy between these two kinds of

action selection strategies – fast, reflexive, habitual, unconscious responding (also referred to as System 1) on one

hand, and slow, reflective, goal-directed, conscious deliberation (also referred to a System 2) on the other – has

permeated the field for over a century289,291, has been reincarnated in many forms71,146,271, and is realized in dis-

tinct neural circuits318,319,16,15. In RL, habitual and goal-directed behaviors have been associated withmodel-free

andmodel-based algorithms, respectively80,56.

In model-free algorithms, the agent learns a value function for each state and/or each action by trial-and-error,

and then chooses actions with respect to the learned values. In model-based RL, the agent learns the reward and

transition structure of the environment and combines that information to find actions leading to reward. Model-

free RL is associated with fast, reflexive responding because it myopically considers the value of the current

state/action only, while model-based RL is associated with slow, reflective responding because it considers the

transitions and rewards of multiple states/actions ahead. Despite the superficial similarity of these two systems

and the two computational components we propose – a fast online planner, and a slow offline representation

learner – there is a profound difference. Both model-free and model-based RL (as well as other versions of habit-

ual and goal-directed strategies) perform online action selection, with agents having to rely on one or the other
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to solve a particular task. In contrast, our planner makes decisions about which actions to select in a particular

task, while the hierarchy discovery process works offline, outside the context of a particular task. In a way, our

planner is more like model-based RL in that it performs deliberate, goal-directed computations based on its in-

ternal model of the world (the “model” in model-based RL). The purpose of the hierarchy discovery process is to

learn such an internal representation that can be used by a planner with limited computational resources. Indeed,

the cognitive limitations inherent in this type of reflective decision-making146 are the foundational assumptions

behind our approach.

Notice that we only invoke a model-based planner in order to motivate hierarchy discovery and to link the hi-

erarchy to decision-making, without committing to the particular HBFS algorithm. While hierarchy discovery

can be justified in this way without invoking a model-free system, we certainly do not exclude the possibility of

such a system existing and operating in parallel with the planner. A model-free component could easily be incor-

porated into our framework, for example by having a parallel model-free system which learns the values of states

and actions. During decision making, the agent can use a meta-cognitive process to arbitrate between the planner

and the model-free system158. Like the planner, the model-free system could also operate at different levels of

abstraction, learning values for the clusters in addition to the low-level states. This could account for effects of

reflexive responding that we explicitly controlled for in our experiments.

Another distinguishing feature of our approach is that, by leveraging the deterministic nature of the transi-

tion structure, our planner can rely on simple shortest path algorithms to find solutions to tasks. In contrast,

traditional approaches to model-based RL involve computationally costly operations such as value iteration or

sampling of candidate trajectories, both of which scale poorly with the size of the state space. Even though the

combinatorial explosion of sampling could be managed by heuristics such as pruning of decision trees140,141,

such approaches are unnecessary in the deterministic domains often considered in planning problems.

It is worth highlighting that our results cannot be explained by standard model-free or model-based RL algo-

rithms. In experiments one, two, four, and five, model-free RL would have learned high values for states 3, 6, and

7, and hence would prefer the transition 6 → 7 on the test trial. In experiments one and four, model-based RL
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would be indifferent between the two possible trajectories on the test trial due to the symmetry of the graph. In

experiments two and five, model-based RL should actually favor the shorter path via 6 → 7. All of these predic-

tions go against our participants’ tendency to pick the transition 6→ 5.

The two systems in our proposal might also bear superficial resemblance to the Dyna architecture in RL278

in which a slow, offline model-based simulator trains a fast, online model-free system to respond adaptively to

situations it has never experienced before. This process is reminiscent of hippocampal replay257 and is particu-

larly useful when the environment changes too often for trial-and-error learning to be effective. In contrast, we

propose an offline inference process for learning representations (the “model” in model-based RL) that a model-

based system can use to plan in previously unseen tasks. If our proposal is extended with a separate model-free

component as suggested above, it could be integrated with Dyna, which would in turn use the model-based sys-

tem to train the model-free system.

Our results also cannot be explained by the successor representation59,202, an intermediate approach along the

model-free/model-based continuum that predicts which states a given policy will visit. This will fail to account

for experiment three, in which none of the optimal policies visit state 1, and the policies of the random tasks

would not favor the transition 6→ 7 over 6→ 5.

3.17.2 Hierarchical reinforcement learning

A long-standing challenge for traditional RL has been the combinatorial explosion that occurs when planning

and learning take place over long time horizons. This challenge been addressed by hierarchical RL (HRL), which

breaks down the problem into sub-problems at multiple levels of abstraction. One influential approach to HRL

extends the agent’s action repertoire to include options280 which consist of sequences of actions (the option pol-

icy) that accomplish certain subgoals (for example, exiting a room). When an option is selected, the correspond-

ing action sequence is executed as a single behavioral unit. Options are also referred to as skills, subroutines, par-

tial policies, macro-actions, or policy chunks, while the original actions are sometimes referred to as primitive

actions.
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As with regular or “flat” RL, HRL also comes in two distinct flavors27: model-free HRL and model-based

HRL. Like model-free RL, model-free HRL69,137,232 learns a value function; however, in this case the value func-

tion is additionally defined for options. Error-driven learning occurs both on the high level by learning which op-

tions lead to rewarding outcomes, as well as on the lower level by learning the best option policy for each option.

Importantly, there is no notion of a transition function which could be used for planning, and hence model-free

HRL could not exhibit the behaviors predicted by our model. Although a model-free component could be incor-

porated into our framework as discussed above, it would not account for the results of experiments one through

five. The only options that could conceivably have been learned by model-free HRL are the ones corresponding

to the training tasks (for example, 1 → 3, 4 → 6, and 10 → 7 for experiment one). This set of options could not

explain the results of the test trial which requires going in the opposite direction.

In model-based HRL24, as in model-based RL, the agent separately learns a transition function and a reward

function. Additionally, the agent is furnished with an option model that specifies the initiation states (for exam-

ple, locations within a room), termination states (subgoals; for example, doors), average duration, and average

reward of each option. The agent can thus plan over options rather than primitive actions, essentially perform-

ing mental “jumps” in the state space, allowing it to first form a high-level plan between subgoals reachable via

options and then refining that plan on the lower level by simply following the corresponding option policies.

This form of saltatorymodel-based HRL is conceptually identical to our proposal. While our work builds on

concepts developed in parallel to HRL in the field of robot navigation and planning91, our model can be cast in

HRL terms by considering each task as equivalent to placing a positive reward in the goal state and a small nega-

tive reward in all other states, thus encouraging the agent to find the shortest path to the goal state. Edges in the

high-level graphH can be seen as options, with subgoals specified by the endpoints of bridges and option policies

specifying how to reach the subgoals within a cluster.

Our work introduces two critical improvements to model-based HRL. First, as in model-based RL, model-

based HRL assumes planning occurs by sampling trajectories through the state space, which in our proposal is

performed by the deterministic and much more efficient HBFS algorithm. Second, as Botvinick &Weinstein 24
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point out, a critical open question is how useful options are discovered in the first place. The approach they pro-

pose is based on the successor representation59 under a random walk policy, which partitions the state space

along topological bottlenecks. However, this would not predict the results of experiments one through five and

experiment seven, in which clustering occurs based on tasks and rewards only.

When framed within HRL, our approach can be viewed as a solution to the option discovery problem which

has plagued the field of HRL since its inception, as the original formulation never specified how useful options

are learned in the first place. Discovering useful subgoals and, correspondingly, useful options is critical, since an

inadequate set of options can lead to dramatically worse performance compared to regular RL27. This has led to

the proliferation of a rich literature on option discovery, to which we turn next.

3.17.3 Option discovery

While earlier work on HRL assumed the options are supplied manually280, a growing number of HRL studies

have focused on the problem of discovering useful options. A detailed review of the option discovery literature

is beyond the scope of this discussion, but we highlight some of the main approaches. Most option discovery

methods fall in one of two broad categories: state abstraction and temporal abstractionmethods190.

State abstraction methods first decompose the state space by identifying clusters or subgoals, and subse-

quently identify options based on that decomposition62,300. The state space could be partitioned into clusters

based on the value function73, the state features134, or the transition function182,233. Other approaches desig-

nate certain states as subgoals and learn options that lead to those subgoals, which could be defined by salient

events37, object-object interactions167, frequently visited states276,191,74, or large changes in the reinforcement

gradient74. Other subgoal discovery methods rely on graph theoretic notions to identify bottlenecks (such as

“doors” between rooms)50, the boundaries of strongly connected regions of the state space (such as the “walls” of

rooms)196, or clusters of states (such as the rooms themselves)187,51 as subgoals.

Temporal abstraction (or policy abstraction) methods directly learn the option policies, without resorting to

state abstraction as an intermediate step. Some of these approaches identify frequently used action sequences
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from successful trajectories190,115,299. Other approaches posit a generative model for policies that favors temporal

abstraction, and then perform probabilistic inference to find the optimal policy312,52.

Viewed in HRL terms, our model falls into the state abstraction category, since it first partitions the state space

into clusters which in turn define subgoals and constrain behavior. However, our model goes beyond these pre-

vious attempts: it unifies multiple ideas from these different approaches under a single Bayesian framework that

allows it to account for all the behavioral phenomena in our study. To the best of our knowledge, no single op-

tion discovery method based on state abstraction would capture all of them. Option discovery methods based on

temporal abstraction would also fail to account for the results of experiments one through five, since participants

were never trained to navigate in the directions tested in the test trial.

3.17.4 Future directions

Thus far our model only addresses the question of state chunking (how the environment is represented as dis-

crete states at different levels of abstraction), while leaving open the question of action chunking (how actions

are stitched together into larger behavioral units at different levels of temporal abstraction). Fitting the model

into the HRL framework described above might seem like one way to incorporate action chunking, by assum-

ing that the options leading to bridge endpoints are like action chunks that, when invoked, delegate behavior to

a low-level controller that executes the sequence of actions in the option policy as a single behavioral unit. Yet

the metaphor of options as action chunks is not necessarily appropriate; option policies execute in a closed-loop

fashion, taking into consideration each state they encounter before choosing the next action. In contrast, action

chunks are often operationally defined as open-loop action sequences that disregard intermediate states69.

An alternative way to accommodate action chunking that more closely adheres to this definition is to allow

caching of solutions to repeated calls to the planner with the same arguments141. That way, when a certain

subpath within a cluster is traversed frequently as part of many tasks (for example, getting from your bed your

bedroom door), the corresponding action sequences could be cached and, when the subtask needs to be solved

as part of a larger task (for example, getting from your bed to work), the action sequence can be retrieved from
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the cache and executed as a single unit, thus removing the need to unnecessarily recompute it every time. In-

deed, such a simple scheme could account for phenomena such as action slips69, or even be used to model task-

bracketing activity in striatum (Figure B.1C in the Supplemental Material). Implementing action chunking in

this way could also account for the speeding up of responses during training in our experiments.

Another limitation of our approach is the hard restriction that each low-level node is a member of a single

cluster. This restriction could be relaxed by explicitly building in “soft” cluster membership into the generative

model, or by allowing agents to entertain multiple possible hierarchies when planning. While we do not exclude

the former approach as a possibility, the latter approach arises naturally from our generative model as the pos-

terior can represent graded beliefs in multiple hypotheses. This is consistent with previous work showing how

mixtures of deterministic representations can account for graded effects121.

Our treatment of hierarchy discovery is restricted to the computational level of analysis (in the Marrian sense)188

and assumes the agent can accurately sample from the posterior over hierarchies P(H|D). Scaling up the model

beyond the toy experiments considered here would require relaxing this assumption and instead resorting to

approximate Bayesian inference. This points to a fruitful avenue for future research, namely probing the algo-

rithmic details of hierarchy discovery. One possibility is to take our Monte Carlo sampler as a process model of

hierarchy inference in the brain. This is consistent with previous work casting human probabilistic inference as

a form of Monte Carlo sampling55,66,114,245,302,286. Of particular relevance are accounts of theory acquisition

during development as a form of stochastic search in theory space296. In this light, hierarchy discovery can be un-

derstood as stochastic search in the space of hierarchies that occurs throughout development and aims to distill

the complex structure of the world into a compact representation that can be used for nimble decision-making.

This algorithmic account predicts a bias towards the prior and autocorrelation in the sampled hierarchies that

could be assessed empirically. A noisy approximate inference process could also potentially explain the quantita-

tive discrepancy between our model and the participants in experiment three.

Even with a sampling approximation, inference in large-scale environments would pose a challenge to com-

puting the (unnormalized) posterior, which requires iterating over all nodes in the low-level graph. This means
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that the complexity of a single update of a single cluster assignment isO(N), which is very inefficient even for an

offline process. This computational burden can be alleviated by noticing that updating the cluster assignment of

a given node mainly affects the posterior through the immediately adjacent nodes. Thus instead of computing

the posterior from scratch for each node update, the agent can simply adjust the posterior based on local changes

(in fact, a Metropolis-Hastings rule like the one we use here can allow the agent to completely ignore the rest of

the posterior and only consider local changes). Such a factorization of the posterior would bring the computa-

tional complexity of a single node update toO(1). Furthermore, the Gibbs sampler we use here allows updates

to be performed in any order, without sacrificing convergence guarantees. Overall, this suggests an ecologically

appealing account of hierarchy discovery, according to which agents organize their immediate surroundings into

clusters using only local update rules, without considering the rest of the world, yet in doing so they form global

representations that can facilitate efficient planning between states that they never perceive in a single instant.

The only aspect of the posterior which cannot be factorized is the connectivity constraint (see Methods), which

could be addressed, for example, by assigning nodes to adjacent clusters only. Such a cheap and efficient online

approximation might also explain how people were able to perform hierarchy inference during our relatively

short experiments.

There are several ways in which our model could be extended to support planning in richer, large-scale en-

vironments. One way would be to allow deeper hierarchies (L > 2), which would be necessary in order to

maintain the computational efficiency of the planner as the size of the graph increases. This could be achieved

by recursively clustering the high-level states inH into higher-level states in another graphH′, then clustering

those in yet another graphH′′, and so on up to hierarchy depth L that could be prespecified or also inferred from

the data. The hierarchical planner can similarly extend recursively by reusing the same logic at the higher levels.

Yet even with deep hierarchies, the learned representations would pose a challenge to the planner as a num-

ber of low-level states inG grows to the scale encountered in real life (indeed, it would also pose a challenge to

the long-term storage system). This highlights another limitation of our model, namely the use of tabular rep-

resentations in which each state is represented by a separate token. This could be overcome by recognizing that
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there is redundancy in the environment25 – that is, the local structure of the graphG can be highly repetitive,

with the same theme occurring over and over in different parts of the graph. For example, most cities have streets

and buildings, most buildings have rooms and hallways, and most rooms have similar layouts. Representing each

and every part of the environment would thus be wasteful, and this redundancy can be exploited by introducing

templates or modules – blueprints for clusters that can compress the hierarchical representation by extracting

the shared structure across clusters of the same type and only representing differences from some prototypical

cluster. Clustering these modules will naturally give rise to the kind of compositionality characteristic of natu-

ral environments. Combined with partial observability and deeper hierarchies, this would allow the model to

learn representations that support efficient planning in environments that approach the real world in their scale

and complexity. Finally, the requirements thatG is unweighted and undirected can be lifted if the planner is a

hierarchical extension of a more sophisticated shortest path algorithm, such as Dijkstra’s algorithm47.

3.18 Conclusion

In summary, we propose a normatively motivated Bayesian model of hierarchy discovery for planning. The

model builds on first principles from the fields of structure learning and robotics, and recapitulates a number

of behavioral effects such as detection of boundary transitions, identification of bottleneck states, and surprise to

transitions across clusters. The novel predictions of the model were validated in a series of behavioral experiments

demonstrating the importance of the task and reward distributions in the environment, which could bias the dis-

covered hierarchy in a way that is either beneficial or detrimental on new tasks. We also showed that the model

accounts for reward generalization and uncertainty-based learning effects in a way that is consistent with human

behavior. Together, these results provide strong support for a computational architecture in which an incremen-

tal offline process infers the hidden hierarchical structure of the environment, which is then used by an efficient

online planner to flexibly solve novel tasks. We believe our approach is an important step towards understanding

how the brain constructs an internal representation of the world for adaptive decision making.
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3.19 Methods

3.19.1 Ethics Statement

All experiments involved human participants and were approved by the Harvard Institutional Review Board,

number IRB15-2048. Participants that performed experiments on AmazonMTurk gave written consent (experi-

ments one through five and experiment seven). Verbal consent was obtained for experiments six and eight.

3.19.2 Inference

We frame hierarchy discovery as computation of the posterior probability distribution P(H|D). Since computing

the posterior exactly is intractable, we approximate Bayesian inference overH usingMetropolis-within-Gibbs

sampling239, a form of Markov chainMonte Carlo (MCMC). We initializedH by sampling from the prior P(H)

and on eachMCMC iteration, we updated each component ofH in turn by sampling from its (unnormalized)

posterior conditioned on all other components in a single Metropolis-Hastings step, in the following order:

1. update the cluster assignments c using the conditional CRP prior (algorithm 5 in208),

2. update p, q, p′, p′′ using a truncated Gaussian random walk with standard deviation 0.1 (i.e. the proposal

distribution is a Gaussian centered on the old value, excluding values above 1 or below 0),

3. update update the hierarchical edges E′ with a proposal distribution that randomly flips the presence or

absence of each edge with probability 0.1,

4. update the average cluster rewards θ using a Gaussian random walk with standard deviation 1, and

5. update the average state rewards μ using a Gaussian random walk with standard deviation 1.

The samples generated in this way approximate draws from the posterior, with asymptotic convergence to the

true posterior in the limit of infinite samples. This approach can also be interpreted as stochastic hill climbing
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with respect to a utility function defined by the posterior, which has been previously used to find useful hierar-

chies for robot navigation91.

In all five simulations and experiments one through seven, for each simulated participant, we generated a

Markov chain of a given length (see Table 3.1) and used the final sampleH to generate predictions. This can be

viewed as a form of probability matching over hierarchies, and is consistent with psychologically plausible algo-

rithms for hypothesis generation and updating, although elucidating the algorithmic details of hierarchy discov-

ery is beyond the scope of our present work. For experiment three, we ran the MCMC sampler before each probe

trial, while for the other experiments we ran it before the test trial. We did this for purposes of efficiency, since we

only evaluated predictions on the probe/test trials, and since our computational-level analysis is agnostic to the

algorithmic details of hierarchy discovery.

In order to estimate entropy in experiment eight, we used a separate MCMC sampler for each graph for each

participant to generate a set ofM = 50 samples, using a lag of 100 iterations and burn-in period of 5000 itera-

tions (for a total of 10000 generated samples, as in all other simulations).

Additionally, HBFS requires that the subgraph induced inG by each cluster must form a single connected

component; that is, for every pair of states (u, v) in a cluster w = cu = cv, there must exist a path (u, x1, ..., xk, v)

such that cxk = w ∀k. To enforce this constraint, we imposed a penalty by subtracting 100 from the (unnormal-

ized) log posterior for each pair of states in the same cluster that are not connected by a path passing through the

cluster. This is equivalent to augmenting the generative model with the following rejection sampling procedure:

drawH according to P(H|D) and for each such pair of disconnected states, perform a Bernoulli coin flip with

probability of success equal to e−100. If all coin flips are successful, keepH, otherwise repeat the process with a

newH. By imposing a “soft” constraint in this way, we ensured that the sampling algorithm can recover from a

bad initialization by incrementally adjusting pairs of nodes that violate the constraint. Note that this still results

in a valid posterior since normalization is not necessary for approximate inference.
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3.19.3 Decision making

We assume choices based onH are either optimal (according to the model) with probably ε, or random with

probability 1 − ε. This is similar in spirit to the ε-greedy algorithm in RL, with the difference that we assume

the meta-choice to choose randomly occurs before computing the optimal answer. This is equivalent to assum-

ing that on 1 − ε of trials, participants simply do not perform the necessary computation. Such lapses could be

due to a number of reasons, such as inattention or fatigue. While other factors such as motor variability may also

contribute to choice stochasticity, we allow those to be absorbed by the ε parameter and leave them as the poten-

tial subject of future work.

Another source of variance in choices is the sampled hierarchyH, which could be different for each simulated

participant. While our current experiments prohibit direct comparisons between hierarchies inferred by partici-

pants and hierarchies inferred by the model, any systematic variation in the sample hierarchies (for example, due

to uncertainty of the posterior, as in experiments three and eight) would manifest when choices are aggregated

across participants, as in our analyses.

Hierarchical planning

The optimal algorithm to find the shortest path between a pair of low-level vertices (s, g) inG is breadth-first

search (BFS)47 whose time and memory complexity isO(N) (assumingO(1) vertex degrees, i.e. |E| = O(N)). We

use a natural extension of BFS to hierarchical graphs (hierarchical BFS or HBFS)91 that leveragesH to find paths

more efficiently than BFS (approximatelyO(
√
N) time and memory). Intuitively, HBFS works by first finding a

high-level path between the clusters of s and g, cs and cg, and then finding a low-level path within the cluster of s

between s and the first bridge on the high-level path.

In particular, HBFS first finds a high-level path (w1, ...,wm′) between cs and cg in the high-level graphH (note

that w1 = cs and wm′ = cg). Then it finds a low-level path (y1, ..., ym) between s and u inG[S] (note that s = y1

and u = ym), where (u, v) = bw1,w2 is the first bridge on the high-level path, S = {x : cx = cs} is the set of all
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low-level vertices in the same cluster as s, andG[S] is the subgraph induced inG by S. HBFS then returns y2, the

next vertex to move to from s, or, alternatively, full the path to the next cluster, (y2, ..., ym).

In an efficient hierarchy, the number of clusters will be |V′| = O(
√
N) and the size of each cluster wwill also

be nw = O(
√
N), resulting inO(

√
N) time and memory complexity for HBFS. Note that actually traversing the

full low-level path from s to g inG still takesO(N) time; HBFS simply computes the next step, ensuring the agent

can progress towards the goal without computing the full low-level path in advance (in our simulations, we actu-

ally computed the full path in order to simulate execution in addition to planning). HBFS can straightforwardly

extend to deeper hierarchies with L > 2, with the corresponding complexity becomingO( L√N+ L).

Algorithm 1HBFS(s, g,H,G)
1: path′ ← BFS(cs, cg, (V′,E′))
2: path← []
3: for all (w, z) in path′ do
4: (u, v)← bw,z
5: S← {x : cx = cs}
6: append(path, BFS(s, u,G[S]))
7: append(path, (u, v))
8: s← v
9: end for
10: S← {x : cx = cs}
11: append(path, BFS(s, g,G[S]))
12: return path

The pseudocode for HBFS used in our simulations is shown in Algorithm 1. Our particular implementation

of HBFS takes as arguments the starting state s ∈ V, the goal state g ∈ V, the hierarchyH and the low-level graph

G. The variables c and b refer to the cluster assignments and bridges inH, respectively. Note that s changes after

each iteration. We assume the existence of a function BFS which takes as arguments a starting state, a goal state

and a graph and returns the shortest path between those states as a list of edges.

Note that we are not making any specific commitments to the cognitive plausibility of HBFS, and that any

other hierarchical planner based on shortest paths would make similar predictions. Also note that HBFS could be
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straightforwardly extended to deeper hierarchies by introducing a depth level parameter l and recursively calling

HBFS instead of BFS on line 1 if l > 2. Finally, note that HBFS as implemented here still requiresO(N) time

and memory as it finds the full path inG. For returning only the first few actions, the for-loop could be inter-

rupted after the first iteration, which would yield theO( L√N+ L) complexity.

Rewards

Tomodel reward generalization in experiment six, we set θ̄ = 15 and r4,1 = 30, in accordance with the exper-

imental instructions. The node selected by the simulation was the one with the greater (approximate) expected

rewardE[rs|D] ≈ θcs , where θ are the cluster rewards and c are the cluster assignments in the sampled hierarchy

H.

To model cluster inferences based on rewards in experiment seven, we only simulated a single training trial and

set r1,1 = r2,1 = r3,1, r4,1 = r5,1 = r6,1, and r7,1 = r8,1 = r9,1 = r10,1, with the specific values chosen

at random between 0 and 30 (we scaled down the rewards experienced by participants by a factor of 10). Since

the hierarchy discovery algorithm has no notion of maximizing reward (it merely treats rewards as features), the

magnitude of the rewards is irrelevant. We did not model the random changes of reward values throughout train-

ing, which were introduced purely for control purposes and are irrelevant for hierarchy discovery as framed here.

Note that the model could easily accommodate dynamic rewards by assuming drifting μ’s, however this would

unnecessarily complicate the model without making substantial contributions to the core theoretical predictions.

As in experiment six, we set θ̄ = 15, the expected reward based on the instructions.
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4
Conclusion



In this work, I study how structured probabilistic representations shape reinforcement learning in the human

brain. In Paper 1, I investigated the neural correlates of exploration driven by the uncertainty of the values of the

available options. The behavioral and neuroimaging data point to hybrid computational architecture in which

the relative uncertainty of the available options is encoded in right rostrolateral prefrontal cortex and drives di-

rected exploration, while the total uncertainty of the available options is encoded in right dorsolateral prefrontal

cortex and drives random exploration. The ecological advantages of the hybrid model were confirmed by simula-

tions, showing that the combination of both strategies outperforms either strategy alone. I also found evidence

that motor cortex integrates these uncertainty estimates to compute choices via a sampling mechanism.

While Paper 1 examined choices in the face of uncertainty about values, in Paper 2 I studied how the brain

resolves uncertainty pertaining to the structure of the environment, and in particular, the structure of the latent

causal relationships between stimuli and outcomes. The generalization pattern exhibited by our participants was

consistent with structure learning as a form of probabilistic inference in the space of causal structures. Those

causal structures in turn constrain the learned stimulus-outcome associations and how they are transferred to

novel stimuli. The learning signal corresponding to updates of these associations was encoded in a frontoparietal

network of regions that were distinct but partially overlapping with the regions encoding the update of beliefs

about the causal structure governing the associations. Additional analyses revealed signatures of multivariate

representations of that belief in parietal cortex and interior insula.

Both Papers 1 and 2 implemented Bayesian theories of learning in the model-free setting, in which the agent is

concerned with predicting and responding to the values of immediately available stimuli and actions. In contrast,

many problems require computing multi-step action plans given knowledge of the transition dynamics of the en-

vironment, something which falls into the realm of model-based reinforcement learning. Paper 3 is concerned

precisely with how an agent might represent these transition dynamics in a way that supports such efficient

model-based computations. Across five simulations of previous studies and eight new behavioral experiments,

I found evidence that humans build a hierarchical representation of the environment which clusters together

low-level states into abstract state chunks in ways consistent with our normative Bayesian model.
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This work expands upon the canonical reinforcement learning framework by showing what kinds of struc-

tured probabilistic representations are used by the brain, where they are computed and stored, and how they

guide action selection. Although the domains and particular structures I consider are of limited scope, they are

sufficient to illustrate their basic principles of operation and conceivably tap into generic neural processes for

structure learning that extend beyond the toy examples considered here. This is hinted at by Paper 2 in which

I found that an alternative structure learning model relying on a different mechanism recruited the same fron-

toparietal regions in a different subset of participants, suggesting that the same circuits can support different

kinds of structure learning. Further studies can use richer domains such as Atari games to investigate whether

those same regions and neural mechanisms are involved in more complex forms of probabilistic inference about

the structure and dynamics of the world, such as theory learning296 or program synthesis171. The process of hier-

archy discovery for state abstraction discussed in Paper 3 could conceivably also rely on the same circuits.

Another set of open questions pertains to how structure learning interacts with the rest of the reinforce-

ment learning circuitry. In particular, on the model-free side, what is the mechanism by which information

about structure reaches and modulates value representations in the striatum and reward prediction errors in

the midbrain? On the model-based side, how does information about structure reach orbitofrontal cortex and

the hippocampus, both thought to represent task structure216,250? Further, it is unclear how this information

is integrated by downstream decision circuits. While Paper 1 suggests that uncertainty estimates resulting from

the inference process might be directly entered into the choice computation in motor cortex, it remains unclear

whether this mechanism is specialized only for the case of uncertainty of the value estimates, or whether it is also

involved in active learning processes that seek to reduce structural uncertainty.

Overall, the results presented here point to an entire research program that can broaden the scope of this work

and answer number of questions regarding structured probabilistic representations in reinforcement learning,

namely: 1) how is the model of the world represented?, 2) how is it learned?, 3) how is it used for simulations,

planning, and action selection?. From a neuroscience perspective, answering these questions is an essential step

towards elucidating the neural circuits of structure learning. From an engineering perspective, answering these
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questions can guide the development of sophisticated machine intelligence that learns and performs in ways sim-

ilar to humans. Much headway has been made in tackling these questions using cleverly designed behavioral

experiments172. However, since the hypothesis space for the answers to all of these questions is vast, I believe that

neural data can be used in addition to behavioral data in order to significantly constrain the search for representa-

tions and algorithms that are most consistent with the way humans represent, learn about, and act in the world. I

discuss each of those questions in turn, outlining possible solutions and experiments that could arbitrate between

them, and speculating about the neural circuitry.

4.1 How does the brain represent the world?

A prevailing view in cognitive science is that the brain builds an internal model of the world which it can use to

simulate the possible outcomes of different courses of action in different situations . For example, in Paper 2, the

internal model that the agent learns is the causal structureM and the causal strengthsw, while in Paper 3, the

internal model is the high-level graphH and the low-level graphG. More generally, it is thought that the brain

learns a causal model which describes how different unobservable variables in the world influence each other and

how they give rise to the observations that are directly available to the agent. Assuming a prior probability dis-

tribution over causal models, the agent can use its observations to uncover the underlying causal model of the

world using Bayesian inference. The model could be represented by a causal Bayes net, as in Paper 2. More gener-

ally, it could be represented by a probabilistic program, in which case the inference process is a form of program

synthesis. The relevant question then becomes, what are the fundamental program primitives that are combined

to build richer programs that describe the world, and perhaps even more broadly, what is the best probabilistic

programming language that can be used to model the world in a way similar to humans?

A number of ongoing projects in our lab are addressing these questions using Atari-style games. In one of

those projects, the agent learns the rules of the game by doing inference over the space of possible rule sets (theo-

ries) in the game domain. The rules of any game in the domain can be described in a program-like fashion using
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the video game description language (VGDL248). The theories inferred by the agent are also expressed in VGDL.

However, there are other possible languages in which games can be expressed100,179,287,185,192. There are even dif-

ferent versions of VGDL, each with different representations focusing on different game features. For example,

in VGDL 1, theories are factorized into objects (the sprite set), object-object relations (the interaction set), and

goals (the termination set). This is just one of many possible factorizations, each having its own advantages and

disadvantages.

One way to disambiguate between different ways of representing the game rules is to compare human game

play with predictions generated by theories from different game description languages. However, the behavioral

data alone would likely be too sparse to distinguish between the different possibilities, especially if they make

similar behavioral predictions. Furthermore, in principle, alternative approaches such as meta-reinforcement

learning305,82 could acquire behaviors that are indistinguishable from those predicted by VGDL, and yet they

may rely on completely different internal representations.

To distinguish between these possibilities, we can image brain activity while subjects are playing the same

games as the different models, and compare representations predicted by the different models using the tech-

niques from Paper 2, such as decoding and representational similarity analysis. This can be performed using

fMRI, which will give us spatial precision at the expense of temporal precision. This would be beneficial in com-

paring the representations in brain regions which we a priori hypothesize to encode the causal model, such as

rostrolateral prefrontal cortex, the anterior insula (based on Paper 2), or the hippocampus. Using fMRI could

also facilitate the discovery of new brain areas that were previously not implicated in structure learning. In partic-

ular, it would allow us to assess the theory factorization predicted by VGDL 1 by checking whether the different

components of the theory map onto distinct brain regions. The factorization could also be assessed by looking

for scalar signals associated with the separate components. In particular, we could look for separate value signals

for the sprite set, interaction set, and termination set, which could correspond, for example, to different subre-

gions of the striatum. Similarly, we could look for factorized theory update signals (e.g., the KL divergence, as in

Paper 2), which could be localized to posterior parietal cortex. Alternatively, we could use MEG instead of fMRI,
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which will give us temporal precision at the expense of spatial precision, giving us more samples and thus greater

statistical power for comparing the different representations.

If the space of possible causal models is small enough for the agent to be able to compute the full posterior

distribution over causal models (as it is in Paper 2), then we could simply use that probability distribution as the

agent’s representation of the world at any given time. Yet as soon as the space of possible causal models is any-

thing beyond trivial, exact inference becomes intractable, and therefore the agent must resort to approximations.

However, if the agent is using a small set of causal models (perhaps even just a single causal model) to approxi-

mate the entire distribution, then it is not obvious what is being represented at any given time. To compare dif-

ferent representations using the neural data, the experimenter must be able to figure out what causal model the

agent is using any given time. I refer to this as the problem of inverse structure learning, which I turn to next.

4.2 How does the brain learn a model of the world?

In order to use neural data to compare the different ways in which the brain might be representing the world

(e.g., different probabilistic programming languages), we should be able to figure out what particular causal

model (e.g., program) the agent is using at any given time. The question about the kinds of representations hu-

mans are using is thus intimately tied to the question of what algorithm they are using to learn that representa-

tion. Different approximations to Bayesian inference have been proposed as a way to circumvent the intractabil-

ity issue, from sampling methods (such as Metropolis-Hastings, HamiltonianMonte Carlo, and particle filters)

which approximate the distribution over causal models using a set of samples, to variational methods which ap-

proximate the distribution using a simpler parametric distribution. Since simulations and planning usually re-

quire a single causal model, I will focus on sampling methods. Such sampling approximations have been shown

to be consistent with human behavior across a number of domains21,175,114.

Returning to the VGDL example, one possibility is to maintain a single theory that is updated using Markov

chainMonte Carlo (MCMC) when new data are observed, and to perform action selection based on that the-
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ory. Yet there are many ways to doMCMC in the space of theories. Importantly, for a given method, there are

many possible Markov chains (that is, sequences of inferred theories) – since the sampling process is stochastic, a

given observation may or may not lead to the update of the theory, and if it does, the new theory is not uniquely

determined. To find the Markov chain that most closely corresponds to the sequence of theories inferred by the

subject, experimenters can use the subject’s behavior as an additional constraint – for example, if the way the

subject responds to a certain object changes drastically after a given time point, she likely inferred a new theory in-

volving that object at that time point, even though another rational observer might have inferred the new theory

earlier.

More generally, the problem of inferring the subject’s sequence of causal models for a given representation and

inference algorithm can be framed as an inhomogenous hiddenMarkov model (from the experimenter’s point

of view), with the agent’s observations, actions, and neural data as the experimenter’s observations, and agent’s

causal model as the hidden variable. The fit of the inferred sequence of causal models to the behavioral and neu-

ral data could be compared across different learning algorithms to answer the question of how humans learn

the causal model of the world (assuming a sampling approximation). This can be extended to include inference

(from the experimenter’s point of view) over the space of possible representations and inference algorithms used

by the agent, which would allow the experimenter to simultaneously address the question of how humans repre-

sent the world and how they learn that representation. As before, this can be done using fMRI in order focus on

specific brain regions thought to be involved in structure learning, such as posterior parietal cortex (Paper 2), or

using MEG for greater statistical power. While this meta-inference problemmight seem hopelessly intractable, it

is closely related to similar work on inverse rational control315,53,168 and could be tackled using particle smooth-

ing.

As another example, consider the hierarchy inference process described in Paper 3, in which the inference pro-

cess is similarly a single MCMC chain corresponding to a sequence of inferred hierarchies, where each hierarchy

is updated one component at a time using the Metropolis-Hastings rule. If we take this algorithm seriously as a

process model of how the brain does infers the underlying hierarchy, it would be impossible to figure out what
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hierarchy a given subject has inferred at a given time if we only run the process in the forward direction, as we do

in our simulations. We can address this within the inverse structure learning framework above by additionally

considering the subject’s behavior, allowing us to get trial-by-trial estimates of the inferred hierarchy for analyzing

brain data, or for comparing different inference algorithms based on behavior.

4.3 How is the model used for simulations, planning, and action selection?

Learning a rich sophisticated representation of the world would be futile unless it can be used for action selec-

tion. For example, in Paper 3, we propose that the agent uses hierarchical breadth first search (HBFS) to find

the shortest path between the starting state and the goal state, and then takes the actions that take it along that

path. However, there many possible alternatives, such as hierarchical depth first search, or a hierarchical random

walk (that is, random sampling of trajectories), that would make identical behavioral predictions. More gener-

ally, if the causal model corresponds to the transition dynamics T(s′|s, a), and if the agent aims to reach a set of

goal states, then planning can be thought of as considering different action sequences and using the causal model

to simulate what states they would lead to, while action selection would correspond to following the action se-

quence that leads to the goal states according to the simulations.

Different simulation algorithms have different trade-offs, but many of themmight make identical behavioral

predictions. We can disambiguate between the different algorithms using human neuroimaging with high tem-

poral resolution, such as MEG or EEG. In particular, we can look at the time period right before an action is

taken and try to decode different state sequences that are predicted by the different planning algorithms. Similar

methods have been used to show sequence replay using humanMEG178. For example, in Paper 3, HBFS predicts

a forward sweep of states from the starting state in the high-level graphH, followed by a similar forward sweep in

the state chunk in the low-level graphG. In contrast, hierarchical depth first search predicts that all states will be

activated sequentially from the starting state, one state at a time, first inH and then inG. A random sampler, in

contrast, would predict a sequence of random trajectories, again sampled one state at a time.
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If the causal model of the world is represented by a program, then simulations would correspond to execution

traces, which we could similarly look for in the brain data as particular sequences of neural activity immediately

before action selection. In this way, we could also use this method to disambiguate between different probabilis-

tic programming languages, if they predict sufficiently different execution traces. In fact, if the programs are

encoded in synaptic weights only (as is predicted, for example, by meta-reinforcement learning304), then they

could really only be compared based on their execution traces. These neural execution traces should also be sys-

tematically linked to subsequent choices, consistent with their role in action selection.

Another question is how action selection can be used to the advantage of the model learning process, that is,

to balance the exploration-exploitation trade-off. One possibility is that a kind of curiosity bonus (or pseudo-

reward) would be added to certain subgoal states166, somewhat akin to the uncertainty bonus in Paper 1. Differ-

ent strategies for selecting subgoals would lead to different patterns of pseudo-reward prediction errors (pseudo-

RPEs), which can be measured by looking at neural signals in the ventral striatum and ventromedial prefrontal

cortex, regions associated with value coding and RPEs. Alternatively, it could be that the brain is exploring in

ways that are maximally informative for the inference process, in line with active learning. This could be tested

by looking for neural signals corresponding to the expected entropy of the distribution over causal models for the

chosen action.

Overall, this line of research could provide more neurally plausible accounts of structure learning and also pave

the way for working out the implementational details at the neural circuit level188. It can also enable the inte-

gration of the structure learning principles developed here into state-of-the-art reinforcement learning systems,

bringing the field a step closer to simulating human-level cognition. Continuing this line of work offers enticing

prospects for advancing our understanding of how the brain copes with the complexity and uncertainty of the

world, and for replicating that functionality in silico.
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A
Supplemental Information for Paper 1



A.1 Variance inflation factors

Since the parametric modulators of the trial_onset regressor are correlated (e.g. V and V/TU), we computed

variance inflation factors (VIFs) for all four parametric modulators on all runs for all subjects (Figure A.8). Over-

all, only 5% of VIFs for RU were above the threshold of 10 (12 out of 240), however we found that around 20%

of VIFs for TU and V/TUwere above 10 (53 and 47 out of 240, respectively), and more than half of VIFs for

V were above 10 (128 out of 240). Note that inferences are valid even for regressors with a high VIF since the

estimate of the beta coefficients is still unbiased and thus the type I error rate is preserved204. However, the in-

flated variance of the beta estimates might reduce the power of the analysis. To investigate this possibility, we

re-analyzed the data using four new GLMs that were nearly identical to GLM 1, with the only difference that

each new GLM had a single parametric modulator at trial onset rather than four. Thus there was one GLMwith

RU, one with TU, one with V, and one with V/TU. As before, we thresholded single voxels at p < 0.001. Since

we are not using these results for ROI selection, we report uncorrected whole-brain contrasts.

We found the same network of brain regions for RU and TU (Figure A.9A and B, respectively) and no re-

gions for V/TU. For V, we found clusters in medial PFC (Figure A.9C), which is consistent with previous re-

ports of value coding in this region2,123. ROI analysis using an anatomically defined vmPFC region (as a con-

junction of Superior frontal gyrus, medial orbital; Superior frontal gyrus, medial; and Gyrus rectus from the

AAL2 atlas295,240) showed a significant positive effect of V in left vmPFC (t(30) = 2.14, p = 0.04, t-test of

ROI-averaged betas across subjects). Since the value-coding function of this region has been characterized exten-

sively57,177 and since our primary interest was in the role of uncertainty in guiding exploration, we chose not to

pursue this finding.

A.2 Reaction times and decision value

One potential confound of our decision value result (GLM 2) in motor cortex is reaction time (RT). When in-

cluding RT’s as a parametric modulator in addition to DV (GLM 2A), we found no effect of DV in motor cortex
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(no voxels survived cluster FWE correction). Note, however, that the sequential sampling framework predicts

a strong relationship between DV and RT’s: when DV is close to zero, the two options are similar to each other

and hence it takes longer for the evidence accumulator to reach a decision bound. This prediction was mani-

fested in our data (coefficient= −0.006, F(1, 9717) = 23.8, p = 0.000001, mixed effects linear regression: RT ~

1 + DV + (1 + DV | SubjectID)), indicating that the negative result could be due to RT’s capturing some of the shared

variance in the BOLD signal.

To account for this possibility, we performed random effects Bayesian model comparison238 between the

GLMwith DV alone (GLM 2), the GLMwith both DV and RT (GLM 2A), and a GLMwith RT alone (GLM

2B) in the left motor cortex ROI identified by GLM 2 (Figure 1.5A). Specifically, following our previous work292,

we approximated the log model evidence as -0.5 * BIC, where the BIC was computed based on the residual vari-

ance of the GLM fits within a 10 mm sphere around the peak voxel in left M1 fromGLM 2. To prevent circu-

larity163, we performed this using leave-one-subject-out cross-validation: for each subject, we computed the BIC

in the peak ROI from the group-level DV contrast computed using all other subjects. Since SPM fits each sub-

ject separately, this means that we used independent data for ROI selection and model comparison, resulting in

an unbiased analysis. To ensure the validity of our inference, we confirmed that the resulting ROIs were highly

overlapping (Figure A.10), with all but one subject having the same left M1 ROI as the contrast using all subjects

(Figure 1.5A, MNI [-38 -8 62]). This analysis strongly favored GLM 2A (PXP = 0.96) over GLM 2 (PXP = 0)

and GLM 2B (PXP = 0.04). This indicates that the BOLD signal in left M1 is best explained by combination of

DV and RT, rather than RT or DV alone, pointing to decision value coding in motor cortex above and beyond

RT’s.
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Figure A.1: Learning curves for human (A) and model (B) data. The be er op on is defined as the op on with the greater expected
reward μ(k).

Table A.1: Model comparison between different explora on strategies, which can be thought of as lesioned versions of the
UCB/Thompson hybrid model (Eq. 1.4). Lower AIC, BIC, and deviance indicate be er fit. AIC = Akaike informa on criterion; BIC =
Bayesian informa on criterion; LL = maximized log likelihood.

Model Regressors AIC BIC LL Deviance
Softmax V 8414.73 8400.37 -4198.18 8396.37
UCB V + RU 7982.34 7953.62 -3972.81 7945.62
Thompson sampling V/TU 8315.20 8300.84 -4148.42 8296.84
UCB/Thompson hybrid V + RU + V/TU 6655.89 6612.80 -3300.40 6600.80
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Figure A.2: Choice probability func ons (A) and probit regression results (B) for human (le ) and model (right) data.
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Figure A.3: Performance comparison of different explora on strategies. Simula on results from running different models genera vely
with subject-specific fi ed coefficients. Error bars indicate s.e.m. across simula ons.

Table A.2: GLM defini ons. GLMs used to analyze the fMRI data in the main text.

Regressor Event Duration Pmods Which trials
GLM 1: RU, TU, V, V/TU

trial_onset trial onset 0 s |RUt|, TUt, |Vt|, |Vt|/TUt non-timeout
trial_onset_timeout trial onset 0 s timeout
trial_onset_chose_1 trial onset 0 s chose arm 1
button_press reaction time 0 s all
feedback_onset feedback onset 0 s all

GLM 2: DV
trial_onset trial onset 0 s |DVt| non-timeout
trial_onset_timeout trial onset 0 s timeout
trial_onset_chose_1 trial onset 0 s chose arm 1
button_press reaction time 0 s all
feedback_onset feedback onset 0 s all
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Figure A.4: Performance comparison of simula ons of the UCB/Thompson hybrid model (Eq. 1.4) with different parameter se ngsw.
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Relative uncertainty (corr.) Total uncertainty (corr.)A B

Figure A.7: Corrected GLM 1 contrasts with single voxels thresholded at p < 0.001 and cluster FWE correc on applied at significance
level α = 0.05.
(A) Rela ve uncertainty (|RUt|) contrast. See Table A.3.
(B) Total uncertainty (TUt) contrast. See Table A.4.
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Figure A.8: Variance infla on factors (VIFs) for parametric modulators of the trial onset regressor in GLM 1. Each plot shows the VIFs
for all runs of a given subject. Green circles correspond to runs with VIF <= 10, red circles correspond to runs with VIF > 10. A red
horizontal line denotes the cutoff at 10.
(A) rela ve uncertainty (RU),
(B) total uncertainty (TU),
(C) value difference (V),
(D) value difference scaled by total uncertainty (V/TU).
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Relative uncertainty alone
(uncorr.)

Total uncertainty alone
(uncorr.)

Value difference alone
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C

Figure A.9: Contrasts from GLMs with a single parametric modulator.
(A) Uncorrected whole-brain RU contrast when only RU was included as a parametric modulator. Compare with Figure 1.3A.
(B) Uncorrected whole-brain TU contrast when only TU was included as a parametric modulator. Compare with Figure 1.4A.
(C) Uncorrected whole-brain V contrast when only V was included as a parametric modulator.

Figure A.10: Heatmap of ROIs from leave-one-subject-out GLM 2 DV contrasts.
Overlay of spherical ROIs around the peak voxel from the group-level DV contrast from GLM 2 using leave-one-subject-out cross-
valida on. Colorbar indicates how many folds each voxel was part of.
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Table A.3: GLM 1 results: rela ve uncertainty. Brain regions in which the BOLD signal tracks |RUt| from GLM 1 (corresponding to
Figure A.7A). Anatomical labels and MNI coordinates are based on peak voxels (maximum t-sta s c), with up to three peaks extracted
per cluster (minimum separa on of 20 voxels). Single voxels were thresholded at p < 0.001 and whole-brain cluster FWE correc on
was applied at significance level α = 0.05. Regions were labeled using the Automated Anatomical Labeling (AAL2) atlas, the SPM
Anatomy Toolbox, and the CMA Harvard-Oxford atlas. MNI = Montreal Neurological Ins tute; BA = Brodmann area.

Sign Brain region BA Extent t-value MNI coord.
Negative Middle occipital gyrus (L) 18 27153 -9.164 -30 -92 6

Cerebellum (L) 37 27153 -8.433 -46 -52 -30
Inferior occipital gyrus (R) 19 27153 -8.398 40 -84 -8
Precentral gyrus (L) 6 1066 -6.702 -38 -16 68
Superior frontal gyrus, dorsolateral (L) 6 1066 -4.582 -24 -6 48
Superior frontal gyrus, dorsolateral (L) 6 1066 -4.075 -20 -10 76
Supplementary motor area (L) 32 860 -6.231 -10 8 46
Middle cingulate & paracingulate gyri (R) 32 860 -5.291 10 14 38
Posterior cingulate gyrus (R) 530 -5.550 4 -22 28
Left cerebral white matter (L) 530 -5.380 -16 -28 38
Posterior cingulate gyrus (L) 26 530 -4.700 -6 -42 24
Middle frontal gyrus (R) 732 -5.197 38 -4 68
Supplementary motor area (R) 6 732 -5.169 16 2 62

Table A.4: GLM 1 results: total uncertainty. Brain regions in which the BOLD signal tracks TUt (corresponding to Figure A.7B). Nota on
and procedures as in Table A.3.

Sign Brain region BA Extent t-value MNI coord.
Positive Inferior parietal gyrus (L) 40 25346 9.793 -42 -40 52

Inferior parietal gyrus (R) 40 25346 9.362 38 -42 44
Middle occipital gyrus (R) 19 25346 9.111 32 -66 36
Precentral gyrus (L) 44 785 7.353 -44 4 30
Insula (L) 48 614 7.054 -28 20 2
Precentral gyrus (R) 44 709 7.018 48 8 30
Thalamus (L) 294 6.099 -4 -16 14
Insula (R) 47 307 5.369 36 18 0
Middle frontal gyrus (L) 46 704 5.152 -42 36 36
Middle frontal gyrus (L) 46 704 4.405 -44 48 14

Negative Superior frontal gyrus, dorsolateral (L) 10 1650 -6.957 -4 62 30
Superior frontal gyrus, medial orbital (L) 11 1650 -6.448 -2 58 -8
Gyrus rectus (L) 11 1650 -5.884 -4 36 -16
Precuneus (L) 30 436 -5.904 -10 -54 16
Precuneus (L) 30 436 -5.196 -10 -50 38
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Table A.5: GLM 2 results: decision value. Brain regions in which the BOLD signal tracks |DVt| (corresponding to Figure 1.5A). Nota on
and procedures as in Table A.3.

Sign Brain region BA Extent t-value MNI coord.
Negative Precentral gyrus (L) 6 721 -6.851 -38 -8 62

Postcentral gyrus (L) 2 721 -4.303 -48 -38 56
Superior frontal gyrus (L) 721 -4.014 -14 6 74
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B.1 Supplemental Discussion

B.1.1 Cognitive architectures

The earliest attempts to develop a formal theory of planning date back to the work of Newell and Simon210,211

who laid the foundational concepts of planning and problem-solving both in human and in artificial intelligence

research. Simon 259 framed problem-solving as an interaction between the participant and the environment,

and planning as a search through a state space that represents the structure of the problem, with operators (or

actions) performing transitions between states. In parallel, the seminal work of Miller et al. 197 highlighted the

hierarchical organization of human action plans, which they linked to people’s highly structured representations

of the world. Miller et al. 197 also proposed the existence of a fast-access, limited-capacity working memory that

loads information from a large-capacity “dead storage” system, concepts later formalized as the short-term and

long-termmemory stores in Newell et al. 211 ’s production systems. These earlier attempts led to the development

of contemporary cognitive architectures such as Soar209,169 and ACT-R4,5, which aim to capture all aspects of

human cognition. Both of these systems can perform hierarchical problem-solving in complex domains based on

subgoals, however the subgoals have to be supplied manually. Chunking (referred to as compilation in ACT-R) is

implemented by caching or memoizing the solutions to these subgoals170.

Our approach builds on concepts developed in this tradition. In our model, hierarchical behavior directly

arises from the hierarchical representation of the environment. The two memory systems we assume also mirror

the short-term/long-termmemory stores in these earlier cognitive accounts. Additionally, the form of action

chunking we propose as a future addition to the model (see Future directions) is similar in spirit to the chunking

mechanisms in Soar and ACT-R. In principle, our hierarchy discovery method could be integrated with these

production systems to allow them to decompose the problem space and identify subgoals automatically.
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B.1.2 Information-theoretic approaches

Closely related to our study is work byMcNamee et al. 193 proposing an alternative approach to hierarchically

decomposing the environment for planning under working memory limitations. Similarly to our proposal, they

divide the state space into clusters (or modules) and assume planning first occurs at a high-level (across mod-

ules), and is subsequently refined at a lower level (within modules). They define an optimal modularization of

the state space as the one which minimizes the expected information-theoretic description length of planning

trajectories. Intuitively, this means that the average hierarchical plan in the modularized state space is as simple

as possible. Unlike the analysis of Solway et al. 263 , this method does not require knowing the optimal behaviors

in advance and can also accommodate different task distributions. This implies that it could account for effects

based on graph topology and task distribution (see Table 3.2 in the main text). Unlike our model, it does not

account for effects of the reward distribution and uncertainty. By framing the process of hierarchy discovery in

terms of Bayesian inference, our model can be used to make predictions about how beliefs evolve during learning

(see experiment three and Future directions), and how plans and choices will change correspondingly. Perform-

ing Bayesian inference incrementally in this way can also be used to investigate the neural correlates of hierarchy

discovery and to understand the underlying neural computations (Figure B.1E,F). Indeed, our model does not

appeal to a strict definition of optimality (in the sense of producing a hierarchy that is provably optimal), and

hence the two approaches can be seen as complementary, with our model explaining how hierarchy is discovered

and the analysis of McNamee et al. 193 validating the hierarchies learned by our model and by people.

Another information-theoretic method for clustering state spaces was proposed byMaisto et al. 186 . Their ap-

proach relies on an extension of the CRP that allows clustering based on similarity between states, which can be

defined via a prespecified kernel function. Using different kernels, they demonstrate clustering based on bottle-

necks, goal states, paths, or other aspects of the graph structure. Their approach relies on algorithmic probabil-

ity theory to define the kernels (see also77). This involves precomputing all possible paths between each pair of

states, which renders planning unnecessary. Nonetheless, this approach could provide a useful tool to analyze the
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optimality of the hierarchies inferred by our model.

B.1.3 Structure learning and other notions of hierarchy

Frank & Badre 94 proposed an alternative notion of hierarchy in terms of action rules at different levels of ab-

straction43,45. In their framework, low-level rules map stimuli to responses, whereas high-level rules dictate which

stimulus dimensions are relevant for the low-level rules. For example, a low-level rule might say “if the traffic light

is red, don’t walk”, while a high-level rule might say “when crossing the street, pay attention to the color of the

traffic light”. This implements a form of state aggregation, which in RL refers to the grouping together of dif-

ferent states and then treating them as a single state, for example by assigning the same values and actions to all

states in the group203,260. Note that this is different from state clustering in our model, which still treats each

state within the cluster as distinguishable from the rest. By determining which stimulus dimensions are relevant

for responding, the high-level rules implicitly render all states with the same value for the particular stimulus di-

mension as indistinguishable for the purposes of responding according to low-level rules (for example, “a red light

on the sunny day” versus “a red light on a rainy day” both elicit the same response). This drastically reduces the

total number of stimulus-response mappings (low-level rules) that need to be learned and allows generalization to

previously unseen stimuli.

The connectionist model proposed by Frank & Badre 94 implements error-driven learning at these different

levels of abstraction in parallel loops that map onto the corticostriatal hierarchy, with more anterior regions

representing rules at increasing levels of abstraction. Despite its ability to account for a range of behavioral and

neural data, this approach is fundamentally restricted to learning stimulus-response mappings only, and as such

falls into the category of model-free RL since it has no notion of a transition structure over which to plan. As dis-

cussed previously, model-free RL – even with state aggregation – cannot account for the results of experiments

one through five since the predominant response (6 → 5) was never reinforced, nor would it support the kind

of goal-directed planning presented here. In fact, state aggregation would likely not be possible in these experi-

ments, since there is only a single stimulus dimension (the name of the current station). In their model, the term
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hierarchy is used to denote a hierarchy of rules that amounts to a compressed mapping from one stimulus to one

action. This is fundamentally different from our notion of a hierarchy, in which a hierarchy of states supports

the flexible generation of multistep action plans that achieve distant goals. It also differs from the traditional no-

tion of HRL, which refers to a temporal hierarchy, with options consisting of sequences of primitive actions.

While in theory the notion of a high-level rule could be extended to include options, the model they propose can

only learn to ignore stimulus dimensions and as such can only compress stimulus-response mappings, whereas to

the contrary, options require an expansion of the stimulus-response space.

B.1.4 Partial observability

Closely related to state discovery models is work in RL on partially observable environments145. In this scenario,

the agent never directly observes its current state but must instead infer it from observations as it interacts with

the environment. Formally, the environment is represented by a partially observable Markov decision process

(POMDP) in which states, actions and rewards are represented similarly to MDPs, with the key difference that

states additionally generate observations. The agent then uses these observations to infer a probability distribu-

tion over states – the belief state – which it uses for decision making. Building on RL and Bayesian principles,

POMDPs provide a normative way to maximize reward under uncertainty. Correspondingly, they have been

used to account for a wide range of behavioral and neural results in the animal learning and decision making liter-

ature61,231. Recently, neurophysiological evidence from rodents272,273,9 has shown that midbrain dopaminergic

firing is consistent with a RL signal computed over such a belief state, thus grounding the POMDP framework in

the well-established brain circuits for reward-based learning.

Our model can be seen as an extension of the POMDP framework, with clusters (high-level states inH) acting

as hidden states and low-level states inG acting as observations. However, our model differs from the standard

POMDP definition in two ways. First, as latent cause models, POMDPs assume observations are independent

given the state, whereas our model relies on the relations between states (E) in order to infer the clusters. Second,

unlike latent cause models, POMDPs usually assume a prespecified state space, whereas our model allows for a
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theoretically unbounded number of clusters, recruiting more clusters as dictated by the data. The second prop-

erty of our model makes it similar to an infinite POMDP79, which dynamically expands the state space as more

observations are acquired. The first way that our model differs from POMDPs suggests that the analogy between

observations and low-level states might be inappropriate, and that our model can be better thought of as a partic-

ular kind of infinite hierarchical MDP, in which states are fully observable but there is additional hidden struc-

ture which is not observable. Viewed in this way, our model does not support partial observability, a limitation

which could be remedied by making the low-level states unobservable and having them generate observations,

which would drive inferences about the states, which would in turn drive inferences about the clusters. While

this would complicate the inference process, it would bring our model more closely in line with the POMDP

framework, making it more applicable in a world in which agents only receive partial information about their

state in the environment.

B.1.5 Action chunking and motor sequences

Our work is closely related to the notion of hierarchical control and motor sequencing242,241,153, which stud-

ies the behavioral effects predicted by hierarchical action plans. Our work speaks directly to that literature by

proposing one particular way in which the representations that support such hierarchical planning might be

learned. Indeed, our hierarchical planner is reminiscent of the tree traversal process described by Rosenbaum

et al. 242 , and our reaction time analysis suggests that participants indeed executed sequences of actions in accor-

dance with hierarchical motor sequencing, with action plans generated according to the hierarchical representa-

tions predicted by our model.

Our work is also intimately related to a broad literature on chunking in sequence learning244, also referred to

as action chunking. Action chunking refers to the “gluing” of consecutive actions that are reinforced repeatedly

into a stereotyped action sequence that is executed as a single behavioral unit. One of the most robust findings

in the animal learning literature is the emergence of such stereotyped action sequences after extensive training on

a particular task. It is thought to occur as control is transferred from a goal-directed system that chooses actions
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based on their anticipated consequences to a habitual system that executes entire action sequences in response to

perceived stimuli76.

Action chunking has a distinct neural signature, with bursts of neural activity emerging at key choice points

as an animal becomes proficient at a particular task127,17,142. This so-called task-bracketing activity first appears

in prelimbic cortex – often associated with goal-directed behavior – and then gradually shifts to infralimbic cor-

tex and dorsolateral striatum – often associated with habitual behavior262. Task-bracketing has also been mea-

sured in midbrain dopaminergic neurons that project to striatum142, with a difference between the fraction of

direct and indirect pathway neurons that code for the initiation and termination of action sequences143. Neu-

ral activity representing action sequence boundaries has also been measured in striatum and prefrontal cortex of

macaques97,68. Similar task-bracketing activity has also been observed in songbirds98 and humans294,135, sug-

gesting a conserved neural mechanism. One interpretation of these results is that task-bracketing activity reflects

start/stop signals that gate overtrained action sequences, particularly since it appears to be causally involved in the

initiation and termination of action chunks99.

Executing entire sequences as single behavioral units could be beneficial if the cost of processing the outcome

of each action is outweighted by the benefit of acting fast at the risk of making mistakes69. In its current form,

our model only captures state chunking (the creation of state clusters), however it can straightforwardly accom-

modate action chunking using some form of caching or memoization (see Future directions). In fact, our model

makes a distinct prediction about the structure of action chunks, namely that they will fall within the boundaries

defined by state chunks (Figure B.1C in the Supplemental Material). In other words, we predict that state ab-

straction will drive temporal abstraction: agents will first carve up their environment into clusters of states (state

chunks), which in turn will constrain the sequences of actions (action chunks) that are learned, which in turn

will operate within the state chunks. This stands in contrast to accounts which assume that the agent first learns

useful action sequences and then learns state representations consistent with those sequences post-hoc157. This

translates into specific predictions about the neural activity of brain regions thought to support action chunking

(see Neural Implementation in the Supplemental Material).
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B.1.6 Neural implementation

We speculate about how the computational processes proposed here might be implemented in neural circuits,

and which brain regions might perform the computations. We also simulate within-trial and across-trial neural

signals that could be used to identify the key brain areas involved in hierarchy discovery and hierarchical planning.

First, consider the flat graphG only. A straightforward way to encodeG in a neural circuit would be to have a

single unit (a neuron, such as a place cell, or an ensemble of neurons) represent each node u ∈ V and excitatory

synapses between pairs of units (u, v) represent the edges E (Figure B.1A, bottom). The graph structure could

be learned via local Hebbian plasticity: when two units are activated right after each other (for example, during

a transition between the corresponding states), the synapse between them is potentiated. In order to perform

(flat) BFS to find the shortest path from node s to node g, an external input can successively probe each neighbor

of s by transiently activating the corresponding unit, triggering a “forward sweep” of activation that propagates

through the circuit until it reaches and activates the unit of the goal state g. The neighbor of s that activates g in

the least amount of time is the next node along the shortest path to g, so the agent can then physically transition

to that state and repeat the process again and again, until finally reaching the goal state g. Assuming some form

of short-term synaptic depression or ion channel inactivation that prevents the sweep from going backwards75,

this implements precisely BFS. Similar schemes have been proposed to support forward trajectory planning in the

hippocampus85,119.

The hierarchical graphH could then be incorporated into the circuit by designating its own set of units and

synapses, corresponding to the nodesV′ and edges E′, respectively. The cluster assignments c could also be imple-

mented as synapses between the units ofG and the units ofH. In an elegant way, the inferred hierarchy would be

isomorphic to the neural circuit that represents it (Figure B.1A). This could straightforwardly extend to deeper

hierarchies and is consistent with the presence of place cells and grid cells with different receptive field sizes in the

hippocampus and entorhinal cortex144,151. HBFS can be implemented in the exact same way as BFS, with the

difference that now the forward sweep can take “shortcuts” through the higher levels of the hierarchy, thus signif-
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Figure B.1: Hierarchy discovery and hierarchical planning in the brain.
A. Example neural circuit encoding the low-level graphG (bo om), the high-level graphH (top), and the cluster assignments c from ex-
periment one (Figure 3.9A). Circles denote units represen ng graph nodes. Lines denote bidirec onal excitatory synapses represen ng
edges and cluster assignments. Number are unit iden fiers.
B. Example (idealized) circuit ac vity during the test trial 6 → 1. Each row represents the ac vity of the corresponding unit over
the course of the trial. States along the X-axis denote the current state following a transi on. Gray denotes intermediate levels of
ac va on represen ng the current state of the agent, akin to hippocampal place cell ac vity. Black denotes high levels of ac va on
during planning, akin to hippocampal preplay.
C. (Top) Example (idealized) “start” ac vity at the ini a on of each ac on chunk in dorsolateral striatum (DLS), with ac on chunks as-
sumed to fall within the boundaries of the state chunks (clusters) in A. (Bo om) For comparison, primary motor cortex (M1) ac vity at
key presses corresponding to transi ons. Time course corresponds to B.
D. Example neural circuit illustra ng hierarchy discovery via local Hebbian plas city. (Le ) Low-level graph with a single edge (1,2)
has nodes 1 and 2 assigned to cluster 4 and node 3 is assigned to cluster 5. (Right) Observing edges (1,3) and (2,3) causes transient
ac va on of nodes 1,2,3 and cluster 4, strengthening the connec on between node 3 and cluster 4 and hence reassigning node 3 to
cluster 4.
E. Simulated Bayesian update of the (approximate) posterior P(H|D) over the course of learning the graph from simula on four (Fig-
ure 3.7A), which could take place in posterior parietal cortex (PPC).
F. Representa onal dissimilarity matrix showing the difference in the (approximate) posterior P(H|D) between pairs of trials during the
same simula on as in E.
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icantly reducing the time it would take to activate the goal unit g. Note that this performs almost the exact same

computation as HBFS, with the small difference that transitions “up” the hierarchy (i.e., computing cu and cv on

line 1 in Algorithm 1) also count as transitions along the path.

The hierarchy could be learned similarly toG, with local Hebbian plasticity strengthening the synapses be-

tween units ofH (for example, during boundary transitions) as well as the synapses representing the cluster as-

signments betweenG andH. To illustrate this, consider the example in Figure B.1D (left), with units 1,2,3 repre-

senting nodes inG and units 4,5 representing nodes inH. On the left, there is only one edge between nodes 1 and

2 and hence these two nodes are clustered together (c1 = c2 = 4), separately from node 3 (c3 = 5). However,

once the edges (1,3) and (2,3) are observed (Figure B.1D, right), this would transiently activate units 1,2,3 to-

gether, which (because of nodes 1 and 2) would transiently activate unit 4, leading to potentiation of the synapse

between 3 and 4. Assuming some form of local homeostatic plasticity that constrains the total synaptic weight of

each unit, this would weaken the synapse between 3 and 5, effectively reassigning 3 to the same cluster as 1 and 2

(c1 = c2 = c3 = 4).

Note that this implements a kind of “soft” hierarchy, with the same node potentially being strongly associated

with one cluster and weakly associated with other clusters. This could be one way to take into account a prob-

ability distribution over hierarchies rather than a single point estimate. Indeed, allowing all synaptic weights to

have continuous values rather than forcing them to be binary can keep track of probability distributions over the

edges E and E′ as well. In fact, this could also allow the neural circuit to take into account stochastic transitions:

transitions that have low probability will simply have the corresponding synapses potentiated less often, resulting

in weaker weights. This addresses the limitation of our graph-theoretic approach to only support determinis-

tic transitions, thus extending the framework to support regular MDPs. The continuous range of the synaptic

weights would naturally be taken into account by our “neural” HBFS algorithm: the forward sweep will simply

be less likely to propagate through weaker synapses. In effect, this will perform a kind of simultaneous, parallel

sampling of an entire set of possible trajectories in a way that is drastically more efficient than sampling trajec-

tories one by one (linear versus exponential time). Investigating the theoretical properties of such a mechanism
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could be the subject of future work.

A neural circuit with the above-mentioned properties could naturally be implemented in the hippocampus

and the surrounding cortex. Hippocampus has long been known to encode locations in physical space215 and

has been hypothesized to encode a cognitive map that applies across various non-spatial domains216. Recent

studies have shown that this is indeed the case, with encoding of non-spatial task-relevant variables such as sound

frequency in rodents6 and even abstract conceptual domains in humans46. The units we hypothesize could thus

be implemented in the hippocampus-entorhinal circuit, with HBFS taking the form of hippocampal preplay

(Figure B.1B) which is known to occur at decision points and is predictive of future behavior81.

While our model only discovers state chunks, action chunking could straightforwardly be incorporated by

caching (or memoizing) the output of BFS and/or HBFS for regularly occurring subgoals (see Future directions).

The acquisition of action chunks after extensive training in animals is associated with the emergence of charac-

teristic start/stop signals in basal ganglia circuits127,17,142,143,99. Our model makes the distinct prediction that

action chunks and the corresponding start/stop signals will fall within state chunk boundaries (Figure B.1C),

rather than be dictated purely by the temporal statistics of action sequences. This prediction could be validated

empirically by subjecting animals to similar training and test protocols as our participants while measuring neural

activity in dorsolateral striatum.

If the probability distribution over hierarchies is implicitly encoded in synaptic weights, as proposed above,

then it would be difficult to read it out directly from neural activity. Alternatively, the distribution could be en-

coded in neural activity patterns, for example using probabilistic population codes or neuronal sampling229 .

This would be consistent with our previous work292 which found a neural signature of the Bayesian update of

the posterior over hidden structures in a frontroparietal network of brain regions, as well as representations of

the full posterior in several brain areas. Our model falls within the framework of structure learning and is thus

likely to recruit the same underlying neural mechanisms. This prediction can be tested by generating regressors

that track Bayesian updates of the posterior P(H|D) during learning (Figure B.1E) and using them to identify

neurons or brain areas that might implement the actual hierarchy discovery process. In addition, representa-
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tional similarity analysis162 could be used to identify areas that maintain the (approximate) posterior P(H|D)

(Figure B.1F).

B.2 SupplementalMethods

B.2.1 Active learning

Drawing on the active learning framework from the causal inference literature205,293, we assume the agent will

chose to learn about edges ofG in a way that provides maximal information aboutH. Maximizing information

aboutH is equivalent to minimizing uncertainty aboutH, which can be quantified as the entropy ofH:

H(H|D) = −
∑
Hdisc

∫
P(H|D) log P(H|D)dHcont (B.1)

WhereHdisc = (V′,E′, c, b) are the discrete components ofH,Hcont = (p′, p, q) are the continuous compo-

nents ofH, andD is the data observed so far. We useH to denote the entropy of a mixed random variable with

discrete and continuous components207.

Computing the entropy in this way is neither computationally feasible nor psychologically plausible. Follow-

ing previous authors275, we assume the agent has a subjective probability distribution over possible hierarchies

Hwhich can be represented by a set of samples [H(1), ...,H(M)]with multinomial probabilities [p(1), ..., p(M)]

(
∑

m p(m) = 1). If the samples are drawn from the posterior P(H|D), the agent can approximate the entropy as:

H(H|D) ≈ −
∑
m

p(m) log p(m) (B.2)

Note that while this is not a proper estimate of the entropy, it can serve as a basis for rational hypothesis test-

ing. In our simulations, we usedMCMC to generate the samples from the (approximate) posterior and set the
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subjective probabilities according to p(m) ∝ P(H(m)|D) ∝ P(D|H(m))P(H(m)).

We use au,v to denote the action of observing edge (u, v), i.e. finding out whether (u, v) ∈ E. Since there is

no way to know in advance what the outcome would be, the agent has to minimize the expected entropy over the

two possible outcomes:

H(H|D, au,v) = H(H|D, (u, v) ∈ E)Pr[(u, v) ∈ E|D]

+H(H|D, (u, v) /∈ E)Pr[(u, v) /∈ E|D] (B.3)

We can compute the probability of each outcome by marginalizing overH and using the sampling approxima-

tion:

Pr[(u, v) ∈ E|D] =
∑
Hdisc

∫
Pr[(u, v) ∈ E|H]P(H|D)dHcont (B.4)

≈ 1
M

∑
m

Pr[(u, v) ∈ E|H(m)] (B.5)

Where Pr[(u, v) ∈ E|H] is p or pq, according to the generative model. Pr[(u, v) /∈ E|D] is approximated

analogously.

The agent then chooses the action that minimizes the expected entropy:

a = argmin
a

H(H|D, a) (B.6)
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B.2.2 Neural simulations

The example within-trial circuit activations in Figure B.1B (see Supplemental Material) were generated manually,

assuming a hierarchy like the one in Figure B.1A (responding to the decomposition in Figure 3.9A). We assumed

HBFS is executed at every cluster boundary and that the entire path within the cluster is traversed in a single ac-

tion sequence that is executed as a single behavioral unit, akin to an action chunk.

To generate the Bayesian update in Figure B.1D, we simulated online inference on the graph from the Towers

of Hanoi puzzle (Figure 3.7A), using a particle filter withM = 100 particles [H(1), ...,H(M)] , each initialized

from the prior P(H). We started with an empty graph and added edges one by one, with single edge added on

each trial. We approximated the posterior P(H|D)with multinomial probabilities [p(1), ..., p(M)], where p(m) ∝

P(H(m)|D) ∝ P(D|H(m))P(H(m)) and
∑

m p(m) = 1.

Following our previous work292, we quantified the Bayesian update after each observed edge by computing

the Kullback-Liebler divergence between the multinomial approximation to the posterior before and after the

update. We additionally performed 10 iterations of MCMC (as described in the inference section) for each parti-

cle after each trial in order to rejuvenate the particles38. Similar approximations to online Bayesian inference have

been used in previous studies1. To generate the dissimilarity matrix in Figure B.1E, as in our previous work292,

we computed the cosine distance between the approximate posterior for each pair of trials in the simulation.

Data and code for all simulations and experiments are freely available at https://github.com/tomov/chunking.
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